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Levy-PM
feud on
back
burner
as FM

vacations
SARAH HONIG

. EFFORTS to peacefully conclude
the saga of Foreign Minister
David Levy’s umbrage will be put
on the back burner for most of this
week as Levy leaves for the US
today to attend a private wedding.

• He will be gone four days.
Levy will be traveling with his

political ally. National
!; Infrastructure Minister Ariel
• Sharon. They will be guests of
honor at the wedding of a Likud
activist and will be back on
Thursday.

The trip was cleared with Prime
; Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
• who will be substituting for Levy
until his return.

Levy’s absence comes after he
failed to attend the weekly cabinet
session on Friday, thereby escalat-
ing a week of sulking on his pan.
Earlier, he had failed to show up
for other ministerial sessions, as
well as for the inner-cabinet meet-
ing with Netanyahu.
Levy spent all of Friday at his

Beit She’an home.
Levy's confidants maintain that

he had planned to go to the wed-
ding all along and that this is not
another demonstrative absence
from the arena. However, in the

Likud there are suggestions that,

had things not been so strained.

Levy might not necessarily Have
gone now to a Likud supporter's

marriage ceremony. Levy, it is

noted, has a long record of signif-

icant absences and used "this

method of broadcasting his pique

with past prime ministers, includ-

ing the late Menachem Begin.
Sources close to the prime min-

ister, however, suggest that this

might be Levy’s way of lowering

the temperature and backing away
from a crisis.

Meanwhile, over the weekend.

Levy aides did not repeat the

threats that he might resign if not

allowed a greater role in the nego-

tiations with Israel’s neighbors.

There are suggestions from

Levy’s circle that contacts with the

Prime Minister’s Office might be

pursued during Levy’s absence by

some of his aides. However, it is

doubtful whether such relatively

low-level talks can bring about a

solution to Levy's claims that be is

being snubbed.

Ne’eman
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Call the States.

From Israel, just dial:
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FORMER justice minister

Ya’acov Ne'eman charged Friday

__ rhat Attorney-General Michael

Ben-Yair’s decision to open a

— criminal investigation against him

was motivated by “extraneous

considerations.”

Ne’eman made the remark at

Friday's cabinet meeting, during

which he explained his decision to

.. vf step down from his post.
' "

\ Ne’eman resigned Thursday

lOv .Rafter Ben-Yair’s announcement

that police would investigate

1* $ J whether be had obstructed justice

iyj&during the investigation of Shas

Arye Deri. Ben-Yair’s deci-

sion came in response to a petition

M §*& t° the High Court of Justice filed

FM - 3 9
bv a Globes journalist, which

® ^included an. allegation that

Ne'eman had tried to persuade a

.Syvg witness in the Deri trial not to

S cooperate with tire police.

Ne'eman told the cabinet be was

u sure his innocence would be

•y proved but that he felt it would be

7 improper to continue holding me

\ 'Justice portfolio during the inves-

tigation, even though the law does

not oblige him to resign.

Ben-Yair reframed from com-

menting on Ne’eman ’s remarks

and merely read the cabinet his

‘statement of. the. previous day

I regarding the decision to open the

:
investigation.

V
i Prime Minister Binyamin

/ Netanyahu reiterated his belief in

/ Ne’eman and said he hopes

Ne’eman would soon reclaim the

i portfolio. = _ ..

.
-*
J* Speaking oh Channel 1 's Friday
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Arafat,

Mubarak:
Settlement
policy very
disturbing

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak meets with Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat in Cairo yesterday.

Netanyahu: Peace talks can’t

progress unless PA
shuts down Jerusalem offices

tReuicr)

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu said on Friday that he
would not move forward in the

peace talks unless the
Palestinian Authority shut down
its offices in Jerusalem.

“We cannot make progress in

negotiations with the Palestinian

Authority as long as there are
violations [of the Oslo -accords]

in Jerusalem and in every
instance we will act to close
down offices operating illegally

in Jerusalem,” Netanyahu told

the cabinet on Friday.

Jerusalem Post Staff and news agencies

Faisal Husseini, the top
Palestinian official in Jerusalem,
said that closing down Orient
House, the PLO’s headquarters

in the city, would be a setback
for Palestinians and Israelis

alike.

“For Palestinians [Orient
House] is a symbol of Jemsalem,
which means that its closure
would symbolize the exclusion
of Jerusalem from the peace
process and a loss of hope,” the

Friday edition of the internation-

al Arabic newspaper Asharq al-

Awsat quoted Husseini as say-
ing-

Netanyahu also criticized

Internal Security Minister
Avigdor Kahalani for the com-
promise he made last week with
PA Council member Hattem
Abdel Khader.
The PA legislator had opened

an office in his east Jerusalem
home earlier this month to serve

his constituents.

Kahalani ordered the office

closed, but then settled for a dec-
laration by Khader that the
office had no connection to the

PA.
Netanyahu said he was not sat-

isfied with the agreement.
“I gave an unequivocal direc-

tive to the internal security min-
ister to close the office of
Hattem Abdel Khader ... and I

request that these directives be
carried out," Netanyahu told the

cabinet.

CAIRO (Reuter) - Palestinian
Authority Chairman Yasser
Arafat met with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak and
senior Fatah officials in Cairo
yesterday to forge a strategy to

counter Israel’s decision to
continue building in existing

settlements.

"The settlements [issue] is

the main issue of our discus-

sion tonight,” said PA Social
Affairs Minister Intisar Wazir.
“We want to send a message

all over the world ... to push the

peace process, to continue
negotiations and of course to

put political pressure on Israel

to stop expansion of settle-

ments because this is very dan-
gerous to the peace process,”
Wazir told reporters.

Arafat met Mubarak and told

him that he was “very disturbed''

by die settlement issue. Arafat also

met with 16 members of his main,

stream Fatah faction in Andalous
Palace, his official residence in

Cairo.

Before the PLO leader opened
the session last night with die cen-

tral committee of his Fatah move-
ment, Wazir said she hoped the

outside world would help make
Israel live up to past agreements.

PLO political department head
Farouk Kaddoumi. a vocal critic

of the Oslo accords, attended the

meeting, which brought together

officials from die self-rule areas

and from abroad.

Fatah member and senior

Palestinian official in Jerusalem
Faisal Husseini said the Cairo
meeting was aimed at finding

ways to face what he said were*
attempts by Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu to deny the

Palestinians their rights.

After Arafat’s meeting with
Mubarak, Egyptian Foreign
MinisterAmr Moussa said the twp .

leaders were both upset by Israel's

settlement move and its decision
on Friday to refuse to reopen
peace talks until the PA’s
Jerusalem offices were shut.

Moussa described the plan to
build new settlements as “a grave
danger to die peace process.”

Asked how the leaders would
deal with Israel's demand to shut
down offices in Jerusalem..
Moussa replied “not in a positive

-

way.”

Neither Arafat nor Mubarak

-

made statements. Moussa said the

two leaders agreed to continue
meetings between themselves and
with other Arab leaders toward,
restarting the Palestinian-Israeli

talks as soon as possible. 1

Palestinian sources said several!

of the central committee members;
were disappointed that Arab coun--

tries were not giving stronger;

backing to the Palestinians.

The sources said that Arafat is!

resisting advice from Mubarak
and King Hussein to give
Netanyahu more time to fulfill

agreements with the Palestinians.

Arafat has begun to feel that

only stronger actions by the Arabs
and Palestinians will force

Netanyahu to keep the agreements,

and move forward with peace
talks, the sources said.

Arafat’s spokesman, Nabil Abu
(Continued on Page 2)

Dole picks Kemp as running mate to Republicans 9 delight
News agencies

RUSSELL, Kansas - Republican
presidential candidate Bob Dole
yesterday formally announced that

Jack Kemp, an ebullient conserva-

tive in the Ronald Reagan mold,

would be his vice-presidential run-

ning mate.

With a beaming Kemp at his

side. Dole made the announce-

ment in his hometown a day

before flying to San Diego where

he will receive the party’s nomina-

tion to challenge incumbent

President Bill Clinton. Opinion

polls show Dole far behind

Democrat Clinton.

Having chosen the former foot-

ball player as his running mate.

Dole hoped to debut the Dole-

Kemp ticket with a red, white and

blue rally at the rural courthouse

where his political career began.

But a drenching rain threatened

to move the festivities to a covered

exposition hall at -the fairgrounds.

Dole emerged from his house yes-

terday morning briefly to look up

at the sky.as he awaited me arrival

of Kemp, a former bousing secre-

tary and New York congressman.

Republicans gathering for next

week’s National Convention were

electrified by the choice of Kemp.

Illinois Representative Henry

Hvde, who chaired the Republican

platform committee this week.

said Kemp’s pres^ce on fhe hck-

Pl would help broaden Doles

appeal to minorities.
F1
“With blacks, with the Jewish

community, with inner city group.

Jack Kemp has a marvelous histo-

ry of connecting,” he said.

Asked about Dole’s past dis-

agreements with Kemp, Hyde
said: “People who agree on every-

thing I’m always suspicious of.

They bring together experience,

wisdom, energy and youth. You
get a very fine package in these

two men.”
Dole and Kemp have been rivals

- and antagonists- for years. They
were unsuccessful candidates for

the 1988 presidential nomination,
and both were passed over as

George Bush’s running mate.

Dole had hoped to keep his

choice ofvice presidential running
mate a surprise until yesterday's

event But even as American flags

were being stationed Friday along
Main Street for yesterday’s formal
announcement Republican
activists were voicing enthusiasm

about die selection of Kemp, a
sometime Dole antagonist

Nelson Warfield, Dole’s press

secretary, said that the former

Senate majority leader reviewed

newspaper clips yesterday morn-

ing announcing his selection.

He said Dole was pleased with

the coverage of his decision and

particularly “impressed that [for-

mer New York Gov.] Mario

Cuomo had called the choice for-

midable.”

Campaign sources said Dole

made the offer — and Kemp
accepted - in a 15-minute tele-

phone call late Friday night The
pair planned to meet at Dole’s

boyhood home before the rally

and a triumphant entrance at the

Republican Party’s San Diego
convention site today.

“We’ve got a veep; the curtain

goes up on the drama of taking the

White House back from Bill

Clinton.” spokesman Nelson
Warfield said after Dole placed the

call from his living room.

“I can’t tell you who the other

party was, but I can tell you he
was extremely enthusiastic. You
could hear him through the

phone.”
Two sources familiar with the

conversation said Kemp was
Dole’s choice, ending a months-
long review. Dole sifted through a

handful of popular governors and
three former Senate colleagues
before turning to Kemp.
Just a month ago, Kemp predict-

ed his stormy relationship with

Dole - and a history of deep dif-

ferences over economic policy -
would keep him from being con-

sidered. But by Friday, the 61-

year-old former professional foot-

ball player's tune had changed
“Quarterbacks are always ready,”

he declared. Kemp played the key

quarterback position for two clubs

before going into politics.

The Dole team also was ready,

arriving here with a vice presiden-

tial staff already assembled and

former Commerce Department

official Wayne Berman at the helm

Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole (right) and his newly announced running mate Jack

Kemp shake bands with a crowd gathered at a campaign rally in Russell, Kansas yesterday. (Rmcri

as manager. - Veteran Republican

strategist Ghariie Black, who ran

Texas Sen. Phil Gramm’s unsuc-

cessful primary bid this year, was

also drafted

Democrats greeted Kemp’s
selection with footballs bearing

the slogan: “Hail Mary Pass.” A

“Hail Mary” is a desperation play

in football.

But Cuomo said Kemp could.

(Continued on Page 2)

Swiss Police arrestAmiram Hochberg in connection with murder

FOLLOWING a complicated

international
investigation. Swiss

Police yesterday arrested Dr.

Xntiram Hochbeig in connection

^ the minder of his compan-

y’s mother in May m Rehovot.

Hnchbera and his 12-year-old

son Iiai, were found in Basel after

^’disappeared JMM
murder of Bart grandmother. Ida

Blrichman, and the disappearance

Sfto mother, ShlooritBlejchn^

Swiss police arrested Hochberg

vestertfciV in a studio apartment in

EE Central District pobce chief

Cmdr. Shlomo Aharomshky said

was dressed like a girl, Imn

RA1NE MARCUS

reported.

After the murder, the two appar-

ently had reached Switzerland via

Italy by traveling on foiged pass-

ports. Ida Bleichman’s body was

found on May 21, 1996 in her

Rehovol apartment after Shlomit

had been reported missing from

her job at the Weizmann Institute

tfje previous day. Ida had been

shot dead with a bullet matching

those in a pistol for which

Hochber* has a license. Her body

A senior police source said that

H^hbers bad called acquain-

“toe from Switzerland and

these calls had helped detectives

track him and his son down.

His common-law wife, Shlomit,

the mother ofhis son, has not been

found yet, and police presume she

is dead.

On May 22, Bleichinan ’s car

was found parked in a Rehovot

side street with substantial blood-

stains on the seats and containing

some of her personal belongings.

Later, DNA tests proved that the

bloodstains matched those of

Shlomit Bleichman.

Several days later a van hired by

HochbeTg was found at the Taba

border crossing into Egypt.

Records disclosed that Hochberg

and Itai had not crossed the border

under their real names but had

used false documents.

Foreign police and Interpol were

brought into the operation and

Central District detectives were

sent abroad, in an effort to track

down the pair. Yesterday a break-

through in the search, which

included electronic surveillance

methods, revealed that Hochberg

and Itai were in a rented apartment

inBasel.

Central District police have

already started extradition pro-

ceedings against Hochbeig. These

usually take several months.

(Continued on Page 2)

TO OUR READERS
Please note that the number 5 has been
added to all the phone and fax numbers
of the main office of The Jerusalem Post

(all starting with the number 3).

For example, the phone number of the switchboard -

315666 -is now 531- 5666

Other changes: the phone number of the

J.P Funds is now 623-3986; of the

Book Department and Post Mart, 624-1282,

and their fax number is 624-1

*



Rehov Bar-Ilan
protests pass quietly

THOUSANDS of baredira and
Secular activists demonstrated

yesterday at Jerusalem’s Rehov
Bar-Dan for and against a plan to

close the thoroughfare during

prayer times on Shabbat and holi-

days.

•’ll was the sixth straight week in

which demonstrations have been

held over the closure issue.

The protests began in the after-

noon, with some 2,000 haredim
lining the sidewalks along the

Street and shouting, "Shabbes."

Some stones were thrown at pass-

ing motorists, but there were no

injuries. Large numbers of police-
men prevented the haredim from
nwving onto the street, arresting
one haredi man.
At about 6 p.m., Meretz activists

began a car procession on the
street About 215 cars with Israeli

flags and posters reading, “Bar-
Dan will not be closed." drove up
and down the street

The haredim responded by
shouting, spitting and throwing
some stones.

About 1,000 secular activists

also held a demonstration at the
Sanhedria junction at 8 p.m. The

Labor youth, MKs demonstrate
against government

DOZENS of young people affiliated with the Labor
Party, as well as several of its MKs, demonstrated
n'ear the north Tel Aviv train station on Friday
against the government’s policy regarding the settle-

ments, saying it threatens the peace process.
.Carrying signs reading “We must continue towards

peace," “Money for the neighborhoods, not for the
Settlements,” and other slogans in support of Labor,
the demonstrators protested the decision to remove
the freeze on construction in the settlements.
Labor Secretary-General Nissirn Zvilli said that as

long as the government makes progress in the peace
process, it would have Labor’s full support
“But now we see [Prime Minister Binyamin

;
Northern settlements

demand ministerial forum
to hear their problems

THE Forum of Heads of
Confrontation Line
Communities in the North
demanded on Friday that a min-
isterial committee be appointed
to address their communities’
problems. The forum held an
emergency meeting on Friday in

Hurfeish.

*!We see ourselves as being
the frontline outpost of Israel

and we need to be treated like

an outpost which needs tanks,

machine guns or army units. We
demand, therefore, that the gov-
ernment immediately form a
ministerial committee for con-
frontation line communities

headed by a minister who can
talk straight." forum chairman
Shlomo Buhbut said. “The
funds allocated for security
must be released immediately."
The previous government had

allocated N1S 37 million to
build and equip shelters, but
nothing has yet been done,
according to Buhbut, Ma’alot-
Tarshiha mayor.
Other measures which were

discussed - such as tax reduc-
tions to cover the losses which
industrialists and merchants
incurred - also have not materi-
alized, he said.

(Itim)

Suha Arafat advises Sara
Netanyahu to ignore criticism
IN a gesture of solidarity, the
wife of Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat has
come to the defense of Sara
Netanyahu, wife of Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
urging her not to let criticism get

to her.

Suha Arafat said Sara
Netanyahu should ignore the

ruckus caused this summer when
she tossed a nanny out into the

street for burning a pot of soup.

The nanny and other helpers
have described Netanyahu as ill-

tempered and verbally abusive.

“I also argue with my house-
keeper sometimes... so what?”
Arafat said in an interview pub-
lished Friday in Yediot Aharonot.
“This is the best advice 1 can

give to Sara Netanyahu: demon-
strate self-confidence exactly
like Hillary Clinton.”

Suha Arafat, who was only 29
when she married Arafat five

years ago, said she used to burst

in tears over stories published

about her.

“Gradually, I got stronger. And
then I made a decision: let them
write what they want I will shut

my eyes tight and ignore what
they say about me," she said.

Press .reports several months
ago said Suha Arafat was preg-

nant with her second child, but

she told the paper the reports

were untrue. Her daughter,
Zahwa, was born in July 1995.

Arafat said she would be
happy to meet with Sara
Netanyahu, but that it was too

soon to initiate such a meeting.

“First [Binyamin] Netanyahu
must meet with [my husband],"

she said.

(AP)

The Hakamat Matzeva for

our beloved mother and grandmother

ESTHER
(Ernaj KLEIN v,

will take place at the end of the Shtoshhn TODAY,
Sunday, August 11, 1996 (26Av 5756) at Har Hazeitlm.

We will meet at 4:45 p.m. at 20 Agron Street, Jerusalem.

The Levy, Klein and Feust Families

In the deepest sorrow we announce the passing of

ANITA RITTENBERG
on August 7.

The funeral will take place today, August 1 1

,

at 4 p.m. at Kibbutz Kfar Masaryk
(on the Haifa-Acre road).

Mourned by her beloved husband, children,

grandchildren, sister and brother.

Our beloved

KEMP
(Continued from Page 1)

hurt Democrats by appealing to

minority voters.

Dole, who had joked about
sneaking his mystery candidate

through the back door, clearly

delighted in prolonging the guess-

ing game. “Beats working," he
said.

The Dole campaign, stuck far

behind President Clinton in public

opinion polls, was counting on a
bold vice presidential choice and a
smooth convention next week to

excite doubting Republicans.

Indeed, as woid of Kemp's
selection spread through San
Diego, where Dole-Kemp T-shirts

were already on sale, reaction

among the Republican faithful

was overwhelmingly positive.

“We now have a forward-look-

ing, dynamic ticket. It will truly

excite the country,” said former

Dole rival Steve Fates, the flat-

tax advocate whom Kemp
endorsed during the primaries.

But a walk through downtown
Russell suggested Kemp was not a
surefire hit with all voters.

“Who? I don’t know him. It

should be a woman. They never

pick a woman," complained
Kaylee Karst, a clerk at Don
Dawson Pharmacy. Pharmacist
Mary Sturdy of nearby Hays
chimed in that “since Kemp is

from the East there’s not a whole
lot known about him here.”

NE’EMAN
(Contained from Page 1)

evening news magazine.
Ne’eman charged that there were
obstacles against religious people

at die Justice Ministry. The prob-

lem was particularly acute,

Ne'eman said, in the department
which deals with the High Court

of Justice.

Meanwhile, in a speech at

Kibbutz Ga’aion, Meretz leader

Yossi Sarid said his party will do
everything possible to ensure that

Ne’eman does not resume the post

of justice minister, “even if he
comes out of the investigation as
white as a dove."

Ne'eman disqualified himself,

Sarid said, by attacking the attor-

ney-general and his staffand there

is a real danger he would purge
them if be returned to the ministry.

SWISS
(Continued from Page 1)

However, Itai - who is being

cared for by consular officials in

Basel - is expected to be flown

back here this week. Police hope
that be can shed light on the dis-

appearance of his mother and the

ensuing events.

“This child must have endured
terrible traumas," an officer said.

“The damage he must have suf-

fered is probably irreparable." -

Detectives have been sent to

Basel to question Hochbeig, who
withdrew all his savings before
leaving.

SHLOMO EREL
has left us forever.

The funeral will take ph
the
place today, Sunday, August tl , 1996 (26 Av 5756) at 11:
ie Hayarkon Cemetery, nans-Samaria Highway.

We will meet at the entrance.

30 a.m. at

Mourned by:

His wife, Naomi Grot!
His sister and brother-in-law, Ruth and Dagobert Reich

His brother, Chanoch Erel

His nephews and the entire family in Israel and abroad.

Shiva at the home of the deceased, Mediterranean Towers, 2 Rehov Hayam, Bat Yam,
Building 2. 9th floor, room 961.
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protesters hoisted placards read-

ing, “Bibi will give Jerusalem to

the haredim," and “Jerusalem is

free.”

Police said the protests passed
relatively quietly, with few serious
incidents. Some 600 policemen
were cm the scene to keep order.

On Thursday, a seven-member
panel of High Court justices is to

consider petitions on the closure

of the road.

Police sources said they expect
serious rioting and violence by
haredim if the court refuses to

allow the road to be dosed. (Itim)

t
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Netanyahu] giving in to the extreme Right," Zvilli

said, “making decisions on Hebron and on expand-

ing settlements in areas that are in the heart of

Palestinian areas, and. [choosing] to invest tens of
millions there instead of in the Negev and the

Galilee, which threatens the diplomatic process. We
will not be silent"

ZvQli said the opposition would not just be in the

street but in the Knesset, though he added that such
public demonstrations would continue weekly “as

long as this government takes steps that threaten

peace.”

MKs Ra’anan Cohen and Yael Dayan also partici-

pated in the demonstration. (Itim)

A baredi man walks with his sod past a line of policemen on Rehov Bar-Dan yesterday. The police had a relatively easy Shabbat, as

the demonstrations passed off quietly. iKeoter)

Jane’s: Syria’s air force a threat to Israel
SYRIA’S air force could pose a
serious threat to Israel because of
its large inventory of combat air-

craft, tiie authoritative London-
based defense publication Jane’s

said on Friday.

In a report, Jane’s Sentinel

Eastern Mediterranean said that

while the Syrian air force lacked
state-of-the-art technology it was
still capable of making a lethal

strike.

“Syria has a sizeable inventory

of combat aircraft and a mass
attack could allow it to tie up and
saturate Israel’s air defences,

allowing its formidable fleet of
Su24 fighter-bombers to make a
damaging attack on a target such
as Tel Aviv," the report said.

“It is dear that the capability

of the force goes far beyond a
defensive posture," it said.

Israeli sources maintained that

Israel could neutralize Syria's air

defence system in 48 hours, the

report said.

“Israeli sources believe that

parts of the (Syrian air force’s)

computerized system sometimes
fail to function and then have to

be operated manually," it said.

The publication said the Syrian

air force had a cumbersome bat-

tle management structure and
few spare parts and lacked some
of the more advanced technolog-

ical systems available.

“Syria has one of the most
sophisticated Soviet-designed air

defence systems outside of the

former Eastern bloc countries.

However, it is not up to the stan-

dards of the most advanced air

defense and sensor systems
developed by the Soviets," it

said.

But among the Arab states of
the region. Syria was pre-emi-
nent in terms of strategic

weaponry. Only Israel could
claim to be more powerful in this

King Hussein visits

Saudi Arabia to boost ties

AMMAN (Reuter) - Jordan's

King Hussein will travel to Saudi
Arabia today for talks with King
Fahd intended to put relations

back on track after a five-year

rapture caused by the Gulf crisis.

The meeting will be their first

since Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait
in August 1990 when relations

sank to their lowest ebb because
of Amman’s refusal to join an
anti-Iraq alliance.

Jordanian officials said yester-

day that King Hussein, who
twice before was unable to meet
King Fahd, got guarantees that

the Saudi monarch would receive

him this time.

Jordan’s ties with Saudi Arabia
and other Gulf states improved
dramatically last August after

Amman turned against Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein and
gave refuge to two high-level

Iraqi defectors seeking to over-

throw him.

Jordanian officials said the

Jordan-Saudi summit would
focus on the stalled Middle East

peace process, ways to improve
economic cooperation and tight-

en traditionally strong security

links to counter political violence

following two bombings that tar-

geted Americans in Saudi Arabia
in the past year.

“Jordan wants to lay the foun-

dations for a proper economic
and security partnership with

Saudi Arabia and its allies in the

Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC)," an Arab diplomat said.

Jordan, he added, was ready to

share more security information

and would like the GCC to hire

more Jordanian workers and
open markets to Jordanian goods
to help ease an economic and
unemployment crisis.

Most GCC countries - group-
ing Saudi Arabia, Oman.
Bahrain, the United Arab
Emirates. Kuwait and Qatar -
stopped hiring Jordanians after

the Gulf crisis to punish Jordan
for its stand. Over 350,000
Jordanians were forced to leave

Kuwait
A reconciliation between

Jordan and Saudi Arabia would
also be welcomed by
Washington, which was angered
by Jordan in 1990 but has been
strongly backing it since King
Hussein signed a peace treaty

with Israel in 1994.

King Fahd was not able to

receive King Hussein on his first

official visit to Saudi Arabia in

five years last February because
he was still recovering from a

stroke he suffered last November.
Two years earlier, he snubbed

him by refusing to see him while
he performed a pilgrimage to

Moslem holy sites in Saudi. His
presence was ignored by the

Saudi official news service.

ARAFAT
(Continued from Page 1)

Rudeineh, said the committee
should push Arab countries to fol-

low through on a statement at

June’s Arab summit to hold back
on normalizing relations with

Israel unless it moves forward in

peace talks.

“The Palestinians want to imple-

ment the Arab summit resolution,”

he said.

According to the Palestinian

sources, the Fatah meeting also

will discuss internal dissension

among Palestinians, especially

over harsh actions by Arafat’s

police in crying to track down
activists opposed to Israel.

The Fatah meeting is die first

attended by all 18 committee
members since Arafat began the

Oslo process three years ago.

HbyAviva Bai-Am and Yisraal Shalem
Hot oS the press! Renowned travel writer
Aviva Bar-Am has teamed up with guide
Ylszael Shalem for this up-to-date, fun
color guide to the Golan and tis environs.
Incorporates a unique Engiish-Hebrew
dictionary ofthe Golan's flora and fauna,
local le^^s^aiu^itBl information about

JP Price NIS 45.00 |

|

lb: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POT 81, Jenmlam 91000 TeL 02-6241282.

Please sendmu Outdo to the Golan Hdflfct*- Enclosed Ismy check forMS 46.00,
payable to The Jerusalem Poet. Credit card ordersacoepted by pboae. For overseas
airman delivery add NIS 12.00.

regard, the report said.

“To counter this, (Syrian)

President (Hafez) Assad is

thought to be investing heavily in

a program to increase the coun-

try’s stock of weapons of mass
destruction,” it said.

The report also said Syria was

believed to have established

Scud missile sites in under-

ground bunkers which would be

within easy range of IDF soldiers

on the Golan Heights.

(Reuter)
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Unionists back off confrontationw nationalists in Londonderry

WORLD NEWS

a^ca^we^ng
traditional crimson-cSom^oSs1

hats marching to fee sounds of flm£

S

But the Unionists said they would be back, “'it ic «„^ tfaStyvXSitf”^^^S^SimPSOn’ SOVm,0r °f «*

** SimP«m would only say.

^ government had said the bam

-

“ Place throughout August.
Police, backed up by British troops, were out in fnrrp

asftousands of members of the AppreiSS
SUpfTR converged on the city

Aunties hoped to prevent a repetition of the weekof widespread street violence ignited by a dispute over aparade m Portadown last month.
“spuwovera

?
en^t

f
representatives of the group tonuse a Union Jade- Bntain’s flag ~ on the restricted 450-

nwter sector of the wall It was sealed off Wednesday
after a group of Catholic residents complained about the
marchers passing within sight of their homes.

L
SBnPsa?’s announcement got some applause from

about 200 Apprentice Boys but others responded bv

'

shouting their old slogan, "No Surrender!”
“It is a disgrace fo the. Apprentice Boys.” said Nieel

Savage, a member from Lurgan.
*

The Apprentice Boys, the city’s main Protestant frater-
nal orde^ did not attempt to breach the barrkades as they
marched into die city for a wreath-laying at a war memo-
rial, followed by a service at Sl Columb's. the Anglican
cathedral.

In south Belfast, three dozen marchers from the
walkers Apprentice Boys Oub faced off with police for
10 minutes yesterday morning, then accepted Thai they
were not going to be allowed through a Catholic area.
“We are loyal subjects. We stand for the Union Jack

yet we are branded as dirt The press only see die other
side. It is scandalous," said Alice Williams, 73, who lives
on the route of the Belfast parade.

That sentiment was widespread among Londonderry's
Protestants.

“We feel besieged," said John South, one of about 200
Protestants who gathered Friday night around a tradi-

tional bonfire in the Fountain, central Londonderry’s last

Protestant neighborhood.

"We're second-lass citizens now. We can’t even walk
our ancient walls," said South, who joined in cheering as
the orange, white and green Irish flag was thrown onto
the fire.

Earlier Friday, 3,000 Catholics marched peacefully to

the nearby Guildhall, seat of local government, to protest
Protestant plans to parade along the wall past the

Catholic Bpgside neighborhood.
Police briefly allowed several Apprentice Boys

through die cordon ofcorrugated iron and barbed wire at

midnight Friday so they could start their celebrations in

traditional fashion by firing a small cannon mounted on
die walls.

As ir boomed out, several Protestant youths hurled bot-

tles at police, but were quickly reprimanded by older col-
leagues.

Chernomyrdin reappointed Russian
PM, Chechnya battles rage

PRESIDENT Boris Yeltsin scored a

victory yesterday when the parlia-

ment's lower house granted a swift

approval to bis candidate for prime

minister; voting overwhelmingly to

keep Victor Chernomyrdin in the

job.

“This victory was won with a con-
vincing majority," said Anatoly
Chubais, Yeltsin's chief of staff.

Despite fierce criticism of
Chernomyrdin over the economy
and battles raging in the breakaway
Chechnya region for the fifth suc-

cessive day, the State Duma
endorsed him in a secret ballot with

a hefty 314 votes to 85, with three

abstentions.

Yeltsin nominated Chernomyrdin
to head Russia’s new government
following his own re-election July 3.

He formally submitted
Chernomyrdin’s candidacy to parlia-

ment after being sworn into office.

The president virtually dropped
out of the public eye about six weeks
ago and appeared tired during the

Kremlin inauguration ceremony.
Aides said he was planning a long
vacation after the prime minister is

approved.

The presidential {Bess service said

yesterday it had no new information

on Yeltsin's vacation, and that the

News agencies

MOSCOW
president continued to work out of

the state resort of Barvikha outside

Moscow.

The approval of Chernomyrdin

amounted to a decision by the com-
munist-led opposition not to risk a
confrontation with Yeltsin, who-had
nominated the 58-year-old premier

and could have dissolved the cham-
ber if it had rejected his candidacy

three times.

-The libera] Komsomobkaya
Pravda newspaper said yesterday

the hard-liners simply could not vote

against Chernomyrdin because “that

would mean sawing at the legs of

their own chair.”

“From the bottom of my heart, I

thank you for your trust,”

Chernomyrdin told the Duma, look-

ing exhausted but relieved after deliv-

ering a 45-minute policy speech,

answering deputies' questionsand si-

ting through their criticism.

He accepted some of ihe.criticism

and said he would bear it in mind.

He also promised some adjustments

in policy.

"The government cannot rest on
its laurels now. Today we know how
and what to do and the main thing is

that we know what the main prob-

lems are,” Chernomyrdin said.

Some communists voted for him,
possibly for fear oflosing their seats

if Yeltsin dissolved the chamber and
called an election, but also Imowing
Yeltsin could nominate a

even less to their liking ifthey eject-
ed Chernomyrdin.

Zyuganov made clear his party

would be ready to challenge

wasthrough negotiationsand added:
"A completely military solution isa
deadend."

Yeltsin declared yesterday a day of

mourning for people killed in fife

fighting and flags flew at half mast
in Moscow.
Banks raged on in the Chechen

capital Grozny as the rebels put up
fierce resistance to a new Russian
army assault.

“The situation is difficult.if c r.. r ine situation is mmcuii.
^ However I will tell you that, to#y.

Have f
n0W

' 35 1 Sland before you on fife
One hundred days of the new Dodhim rtv* iniriativw Hac rw«prito

government s work win show
whether it can bring Russia out of
crisis." Interfax news agency quoted
him as saying.

Chernomyrdin, who first took
office in December 1992, said he
would name his cabinet within days
and vowed to guide Russia into a
new era of economic growth with
better living standards.

He committed himself to “ade-
quate measures" to end the conflict

in Chechnya and promised to launch
an investigation into a humiliating
rebel Chechen offensive in which
hundreds of Russian soldiers have
been killed or wounded since
Tuesday.

But he said fix; only way to peace

podium...the initiative has passed to

the federal forces,” Defense Minister

Igor Rodionov told the Duma after

Chernomyrdin’s reappointment 7
But rebel spokesman Moviadi

Udugov said at 5JO pjn. the guerril-

las were stifl in command ofthe cen-
ter.

Yeltsin responded to the rebel

attack on Grozny by appointing
security supremo Alexander Lefcpd

his representative in Chechnya m
place ofFiret Deputy Prime Minister

Oleg Lobov.
'

Yeltsin has vowed to put down fife

offensive but said talks were fee

only way to settle the 20-roonth-qW
conflict The rebels want full inde-

pendence but Yeltsin has ruled diijS

out :

Motorbikers, cyclists
rally for reunification

of Cyprus

^ \ Cciisnc;

LIMASSOL (AP) — Two hun-
dred foreign; bikers arrived by
boat yesterday to join hundreds
of Greek Cypriot motorcyclists
in a planned protest against the
Turkish occupation of the north-
ern part of the Mediterranean
island.

Turkish authorities have
warned that their security forces
will open fire if any try to cross

a UN buffer zone that splits the

island into Greek and Turkish'
sectors.

President Glafcos Clerides, the
Greek Cypriot leader, appealed
to the motorcyclists not to cross
the buffer zone and cause blood-
shed.

But George Hadjicosta, presi-

dent i of the . Cyprus
Motorcyclists Federation,
repeatedly stressed the protest is

meant to show how Turkey pre-

vents Greek Cypriots from trav-

elling freely to their homes in

the north.

Cyprus has been unofficially

partitioned since July 1974
when Turkey invaded and occu-

pied the northern one-third of

the island following a short-

lived coup by supporters of

anion with Greece.

The Turkish-held sector was
proclaimed a breakaway Turkish

Cypriot state in 1983, but is rec-

ognized only by Ankara.

Some 200,000 Greek Cypriots

fled to the south in 1974, while

some 70,000 Turkish Cypriots
moved north.

Thousands of Greek Cypriot
and Turkish troops and police,
as well as the 1,200-strong UN
peacekeeping force, are on fill!

alert along the 180-km Green
Line.

Turkish troops have been
planting mines and erecting
barbed wire barricades at sensi-

tive points to prevent any motor-
cycl i sts breaking through.
More than 2,600 Greek

Cypriot bikers will join the 200
members of the European
Federation of Motorcyclists and
others who arrived from Greece
after a journey that began in

Berlin eight days ago.

Simon Millward, British

President of the federation, said

that starring the ride in Berlin

"was symbolic, in the sense that

Berlin which was a divided cap-
ital is now united, while the

Cypriot capital, Nicosia, is now
the only divided capital in die

world."
As the bikers’ ferry docked in

die southern port of Limassol
boats in the harbour sounded
their sirens while thousands of
wellwishers cheered on the

dockside.
The foreign group consists of

14 European delegations, each

of 10 bikers, 40 from Greece,

with smaller numbers from the

United States and Canada.

m Jet engine inventor
** Sir Frank Whittle dies, 89

BALTIMORE, Md (Reuter) - Sir Frank Whittle, who invented fee jet

,• engine but had to fight for its recognition as a revolutionary aviation

technology, has died at fee age of 89, his wife said yesterday.

A spokeswoman for Britain’s Royal Aerorauncal‘ StKigy swdhn

London dial Whittle had been ill for some time and feat be died of lung

C
w£tk had lived near Baltimore in Columbia, Maryland sin«

- 1976 He retired in 1979 from an adjunct professorship at theUS

Naval Academy; where he had been research professor in aerospace

en«^ho came from a working class background, Rented the

dQr-

ing the 1940s and 50s. r ,i he developed the jet

a^stto .‘ESgS. -5 ****“*^
higher. '

.
‘ nr «00 knh in fee stratosphere at

-I was thinking m terms of a
. --Smarter of its sea-level

' " °f Ae jet engtae by

Whittle patented in 1 930, 0^f^S?^^due to the lack of support.

In 1935 he decided not to renew
wcre forced to recognise

, But the bureauOTts and the rat
flight in 1939. The plane

ijits value;after Germany whittle by German

Sused a turbojet, engine developed separately from

-
r Hans yon Chaim production jet fighter,

Germany’s jMesserschmitt Me 262, the nrsi

£first saw battle in l944.
.

. a. & engine did not go

* Brltam’sflrsr jet flign came , §£ry once they

1 4into production in Britain until 1947. J

A u—» nMut Ki’c widow. Lady nazei. Ann /then

Wiumw ww m fUEDL in uic

*<
Wright-Patlerson Air Force

B*.

|in Dayton, Ohio. —

—

5
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I Xashmir^^hostages
spotted

l ” -vu- i* 125 km southwest of

NEW-; DELHI
:

(AP) - Jour

Western hostages kidnapped by

Kashmiri _
separatists mare fean

one year ago were seen last week
, in thf» msureenev-

slate and the main theater

one year agu Concent aDoui m
!

by villagers- in ;fiw _msurgency-
increased after a captured

dieted nofftieni"stare, a news ^^oiice interrogators

agency reported yesterday quoting
they were executed m

fee saie’sgovemar: TWj-nfeer.
Villagers in theKiriitwar areaof ^^pgjan, Hans Chilean

janunu-Kashmir had reported s«- ^asBfled and decapitaKd

ing all the four bosses who Osfro.
Apofeer Amencan,

appeared 16 .be m good
john Childs, 41, of Simsbury,

Gov. Krishna Rao was quoted as
escaped.

saying,by United News of India. Conn«
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Officials blamed as corpses
pulled from Spanish mud

RESCUERS yesterday pulled

nine more bodies out of the

mud and debris left by flash

floods that killed at least 81

vacationers at a campground

ftear the French border.

- While relatives arrived in the

popular Pyrenees Mountain
tourist region to identify bod-

ies. the search continued for at

{east 20 other people missing

from the roughly 650 campers
caught in the flood’s path.

; Officials yesterday said 81

bodies have been recovered.
- With the country still in shock
ever the disaster, attention

Shifted to the cause of the mud-
slide. triggered by heavy rains

on Wednesday night

“What happened?" was the
uestion repeated by bewil-
red survivors and locals

erring among flattened cara-

vans and debris on the former
site of the “Virgen de las

Nieves” (Virgin of the Snows)
campsite- in the Pyrenees near
the French border.

Meanwhile, environmental
groups blamed the accident on
government officials, saying
they ignored warnings that the
Campsite lay at the bottom of a
steep mountain ravine prone to

flooding.
The Committee of
Environmental Defence
Groups (CODA), which groups
most of Spain's ecological
organizations, said the the
c'ampsite's location in a
drainage zone for mountain
rainfall meant it was an acci-
dent waiting to happen.
'"What happened is an event

News agencies

BIESCAS, Spain

that, even though it is sporadic,
is not therefore abnormal,”
CODA said in a report. “The
danger was there and sooner or
later what happened was bound
to occur.”
The Green Party said local

authorities were guilty of
“criminal negligence” for issu-
ing the campsite with a permit,
although there was no sugges-
tion the owner had broken any
rules.

National radio reported that a
local judge will begin investi-
gating the causes of the flood-
ing.

The Aragon regional govern-
ment countered that the kind of
torrential rainfall that set off
the flood is impossible to pre-
dict, .and denied planners could
have Foreseen the risk.

Addressing the media Friday
evening, a teary-eyed Luis
Bardaji, the owner of the camp-
site, said the campgrounds ful-

filled all the legal requirements
and that be was also a victim of
the flood.

“Theoretically, it shouldn’t
happen again for a thousand
years,” the regional govern-
ment said in a statement.

Deputy Prime Minister
Francisco Alvarez Cascos and
Environment Minister Isabel
Tocino, who both inspected the

damage first-hand on Friday,
agreed that the mudslide could
not have been prevented.

“It was totally unpre-
dictable,” said Tocino. “We are

not in the process of attributing

blame but of establishing the

facts and preventing a similar
catastrophe from occurring.”
Some 600 rescue workers

focused their search on a reser-

voir 15 km down the River
Gallego from the camp, and in
muddy fields strewn with boul-
ders, debris from fallen trees

and the remains of cars and
campers twisted and tossed
during Wednesday’s storm.
“I don’t think any of us, even

those who didn't suffer a loss,

will forget this horror anytime
soon,” said Angel Molina, who
held his wife and child as their

camper was dragged some 60
meters by the floodwaters.
The flood appears to have

been caused by a larger than
usual rainfall that amassed into

a giant wall of water behind a
concrete walking bridge and a
line of mountain trees above
the campsite.
Eventually, the mass of water

split the bridge into pieces
unleashing two massive flash
floods - as high as four meters
- into the Las Nieves camp-
ground.
Many of the bodies remain in

a skating rink in the skiing
resort town of Jaca, 30 km west
of the campsite.
Officials feared that rains,

expected last night, could ham-
per efforts to locate other bod-
ies.

The campsite was built within

the last 10 years at an altitude

of 850 meters in mountains that

form the border between France
and Spain.

A Spanish Civil Guard diver enters the water in an attempt to find more victims of the flood in which at least 80 holidaymakers are

believed to have died.A torrent ofmud and rocks swept through a campsite in the Spanish Pyrenees city ofBiescas on August 7. (Reuter)

Italy opens new Nazi probe

15 die of food poisoning in Bombay
BOMBAY (Reuter) - Nine more people died of
food poisoning in India’s commercial capital
Bombay yesterday, taking the toll to 15 in a mys-
terious outbreak baffling doctors.

Authorities said 49 others were in critical con-
dition. A total of more than 110 were made ill by
contaminated food eaten at a canteen in a nearby
te-xtile town last Tuesday.
-Health officials are still unable to identify the
cause of the outbreak despite dozens of chemical
and biological tests and said they might call in a
team from the premier epidemiological institute,

the Centres for Disease Control (CDC) in

Atlanta.

“Despite all the tests and toxicological investi-
gations, everything is clouded and we still

remain baffled ” said Debashis Bhattacharya, a
surgery professor at a city hospital.

rWe are. thinking , of calling jn_a. CDC team,
with^tjte jiqjp. of the WHO (World Health
Organisation),” he said. _
Expens have tested for 37 different types of

substance, authorities said, but all had turned up
negative. Autopsies and tests of patients’ body

fluids failed to show anything.

Officials suspect the culprit may be botulism,
though most patients have shown only a few
symptoms of this disease.

Botulism is caused by improperly canned or

preserved food contaminated with a toxin pro-
duced by the bacteria Clostridium botulinum.
expens said.

Emergency supplies of polyvalent botufin anti-

toxin were being flown in from Poland, since
none are available in India, officials said. They
are expected to arrive today.

“But even that is not a magic cure.” said

Bhattacharya. "We have to be very careful
administering an anti-toxin to a patient who
doesn’t show the symptoms of botulism, just

because botulism is only faintly suspected.”

The victims, all men, complained of giddiness,

vomiting, abdominal pains and body ache within
hours of eating the food at a canteen in the tex-

tile town of Bhiwandi, 125 km from Bombay.
The proprietor of the canteen which served the

food has himself fallen ill with the disease, as

have two of his staff.

ITALY has opened a fresh war crimes probe

into two former $S officers suspected of over-

seeing the deportation of more than 6,000 peo-

ple to Nazi death camps during World War n.

The new attorney for former SS captain

Erich Priebke yesterday lodged a forma] com-
plaint against Italy's justice minister, contend-

ing there were no grounds to leanest his client

after a military tribunal ordered him freed at

the end of a war crimes trial.

"Judging by the documents in our possession

(here exists no proof that at 2: 15 a.m. on Aug.
2 there had been an request for a temporary

arrest warrant by anybody for Priebke," Carlo

Taormina, one of Italy’s top attorneys, told

reporters after presenting the complaint to judi-

cial authorities.

Defense Minister Beniamino Andreatta said

military prosecutors in the northern towns of
La Spezia and Verona had launched the inves-

tigation into former SS lieutenant Karl Titho

and his assistant Hans Haage, who now both

live in Germany.
"Prosecutors have placed Karl Titho and

Hans Haage under investigation for violence

and homocide against civilians and repeated

violence against prisoners of war,” Andreatta

News agencies

ROME

said in a statement.

The probe comes hard on the heels of the

Priebke trial which ended last week in contro-

versy after a military court Tided he could not

be punished for taking part in a massacre of

335 people.

Hours after the decision he was re-arrested

and returned to prison while Germany tries to

have him extradited.

Prosecutors say Titho, 85, and Haage, 90. ran

a camp at Fossoli di Carpi, near Modena in

northern Italy, which dripped thousands of
Italian Jews. Roman Carbolics and foreigners to

their deaths at Auschwitz in southern Poland.

They also allege the two executed of67 pris-

oners outside die Fossoli camp in the town of

Cibeno on July 12, 1944.

Prosecutors believe Titho and Haage round-

ed up 70 men - Italian officers, partisans and

US secret service agents - and shot them dead
in groups of 25 as a reprisal for the killing of
seven Nazis by partisans in Genoa. Three pris-

oners managed to escape death.

Andreatta said international police agency

Interpol had found dial Titho, was living in the

German town of Bad Meinberg Horn while

former warrant officer Haage, was living in a

small town in Bavaria.

Neither man was ever tried for the massacre

after an Italian investigation was "temporarily

shelved” in 1960.

But the case was reopened in 1 994 when the

existence of hundreds of files documenting

Nazi crimes were brought to light in Italy after

Priebke was found living openly in Argentina.

They were subsequently sent to military

prosecutors across Italy for examination, with

the files on die Fossoli camp and the execution

at Cibeno landing on die desks of prosecutors

in La Spezia and Verona.

"Now. 50 years after these tragic events, the

dossiers have been opened and light can be

shed on these atrocities.” said leftist senator

Luciano Guetzoni.

Priebke is being held in a Rome jail while

former SS major Karl Hass, who also took part

in the 1944 Anieatine Caves massacre of 335
Italians, is under house arrest in Italy. Germany
has said it wants to extradite both men for war
crimes trials there.

Fergie blocks new scandal book

Mongolia isolates two cities from cholera

ULAN BATOR (Reuter) -

Mongolia isolated two major
northern cities yesterday and
threw a security net around the

capital, Ulan Bator, after an out-

break ofcholera that has killed six

people and infected 39.

•"There is no guarantee of keep-
ing cholera out of the capital,”

one health official said. “Many
people have come here before the

cholera-affected areas were iso-

lated.”

•In Khoetol county in northern

Sefenge province that borders

Russia and where the outbreak

started, four people had died and
31 were reported sick, two of
them in critical condition, offi-

cials said.

"We have established a field

hospital with 200 beds in Khoetol

county today,” said county chief
Bat-Erdene.
"Civil defense troops and police

are now guarding the county bor-

ders,” he said.

Health officials said the cholera
had probably been spread by con-
taminated food and officials

warned the public not to drink

unboiled water.

To try to isolate the disease, all

rail connections had been cut
between die capital, Ulan Bator,

and Darkhan. Mongolia's second
city and capital of Selsnge
province, as well as with Erdenet,
capital of a neighbouring northern
province. Mongolian Television

said in an evening broadcast
Police in Ulan Bator had been

placed on alert to be ready to to
limit travel in and out of the city

at any time.

DUCHESS of York Sarah
Ferguson, nicknamed "Feigie" by
Britain’s tabloid press, has won a

court injunction preventing publi-

cation of a kiss-and-tell book
about her relationship with
American businessman John
Bryan.

The divorced wife of Prince

Andrew, who four years ago was
pictured cavorting topless with
Bryan, was granted the injunction

against the proposed book, which
publishers described as “an explo-

sive account” of their relationship.

Fergie; her secret life was to

have been written by Allan

Starkie, a former friend of
Bryan’s. Bryan himself was
declared bankrupt by a London
court this week in an action

News agencies

LONDON

bought by the Duchess of York’s
sister.

Fergie has never been able to

live down the worldwide publica-

tion in 1992 of pictures showing
Bryan sucking her toes at a French
villa shortly after her separation

from Andrew, Queen Elizabeth’s

second son.

The couple divorced earlier this

year but remain good friends.

They jointly threw a party Friday

to marie the JOth anniversary of
their own marriage, even though it

ended four months ago.
But Andrew spent the early

hours of the party night gazing

into the eyes of an old flame,

American-born Koo Stark, the

Daily Mirror said yesterday.

The romantic interlude came
after society photographer Stark,

40, arrived alone at the 36-year-
old prince's country home for the
party, and sat next to him at din-

ner. The two danced together
before kissing goodnight at three

in the morning, it reported, quot-
ing unnamed party guests.

"They only had eyes for each
other, dancing cheek to cheek,”
ran its headline under a stoty with
an "exclusive tag”.

“You could tell the old spark

was back. They just kept looking

at each other,” it qaoted one party-

goer as saying.

The prince first met Stark in

1981 when die was said to have
captured his

.
heart, but any 3

romance was brief as die wed " "

another man. Tim Jefferies, three

.

years later. •

The marriage did not last, and
Stark abandoned plans for a sec
and marriage, to public relations

executive Bertie Way last year, the

Mirror said.

Of the queen's four children,
two have been divorced and .a

third, royal heir Prince Charles, is

in the process of dissolving a mar-
riage to Princess Diana. But only
one. Princess Anne, has remar-
ried.
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Experience great momenta of relaxation and magic, mystery and adventure with this

superb collection, recorded by first-class musicians at enchanted locations.
Available on CD or AudioTapes

, WOLFSONG - voices of wilderness
' mix wfth elegant classical music for a'

j
continuous listening experience.

J SEA of DREAMS - let the enchanting
" music and the calming sounds of the

• sea carry you away to a peaceful

TWBJONrJAZZ-expressive
of the wilderness in the test traces of
daylight Wend with fight jazz music.

STORM SHADOWS - wind moves
churning douds across the:
shadowing the earth below,

i

mood andmystery to the w3d country.

SOLITARY SHORE - feel the calming
surge ofthe Pacific waves
rhythmically sweeping onto the shores
of the tropical HawaSan islands,
blended with contemporary tranquil

music.

THE POWER OF BEETHOVEN - the
timeless beauty of Beethoven's classic

compositions intertwined wfth the
majestic music of nature.

DOLPHM SERENADE - temDiar
whistling and efiddng sounds of

dolphins blend with fazt and new age
compositions ranging from meditative

to upbeat, from soto piano to lush

orchestral renttitions.

CANOE COUNTRY - voices of birds

and arBrnafs' chatter on tins journey
into the wilderness, weave together

with classical music into a softly

flowing sound.

CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION -the

:
gentle sound of nature combined wth
-retaxing, flowing music of your -

favorite classical composers wffl cany
you away from fife's worries and
tensions.

A0 prices includeVAT and pftp in

JP Price - NIS 69 each CD/ NE» 49 each Audiolhpe
Buy 3 or more titles

at NIS 63 for CD/ NIS 45 for AudfoTape
Special

:

Sotstart Shore

ORCA SUITE - a musical celebration

of the magnificent orca whale.
Sounds of grand piano enhanced by
authentic sounds of areas and tire

seashore.

THE MYST ERIES OF MOZART -

mastery of the ivory keys, from a
selection of Mozart's most famous
compositions, is magnified by the
backdrop of the inimitable beauty of

the soixids of nature.

MAGIC MOMENTS - sounds of
ripping rivers and ocean surf, geese
and...songbirds and owls, combine
with your favourite btues, jazz, guitar

etc.

GUITAR BYTHE SEA -spellbinding

natural rhythms of the seaside
biend... with elegant arrangements
of Beethoven, Bach, Schubert and
O’Carotei, performed as exquis&e
guitar solos and duets.

S. African chauffeur
invented kidnapping

of tourists

To: JP Music Club, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the foflowing titles from the Nature Quest Collection on CD / AudioTape

Price
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02-6241282

Fax: 02-6241212
E-mail orders E jpost.co.il

a Door-to-door delivery (where available) NIS T5
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JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) - A
chauffeur who sparked a massive
hunt for three foreign tourists he
claimedhad been abducted confessed
yesterday he was lying, ending a two-
day drama that South Africans fear
tarnished their image abroad.

An angry police spokesman said
driver Peter Manyekane had admit-
ted that the well-spoken British
businessmen, kidnapped by armed
gangsters who stole his taxi in
crime-ridden Johannesburg, were
figments of his imagination.
“He mark: up the story,” Captain

Jan Combrinck told a news confer-
ence. ’This complainant had us on a
witch-hunt'

The driver, apparently moonlight-
ing by using his boss's luxury-tour
mmibus as an ordinary taxi, was
indeed hijacked in the rough black
township of Alexandra and, fearing
toe repercussions, spun a story he
thought might save him.
More than 100 police officers,

with highway patrols and heli-
copters. spent two days hunting for
the elusive tourists who were »p-
pwwlly hijacked on the way from
the airport to a hotel.

They could not be found even
after die grey Volkswagen, stripped
of fittings, was recovered on Fridav
between shacks in Alexandra, next
to die plush once whiies-only
sandton suburb where many
tounsts stay.

"

ir.^
WSpapei

?
5 3041 ^to commenta-

torei lamented the seemingly unstop-
pable enme wave that man-- fear
will scare much-needed foreign

investors from a country
referred to locally as the most

gerous place outside a warzone.
'The hijacking of three foreigi

is a shattering confirmation of
lawlessness that grips tins count
tfre Cirizen newspaper said yes
day.

“This case sent out a very ne
live image of the whole of Sc
Africa internationally,” Combri
said.

.
South Africa, relying on fore

investment and tourism to bolsft
fragile economy, is sensitive to
overseas image.
Luckily for its battered rand c

rency, the fiasco happened ove
ong weekend and financial it
kets, which had earlier reacted t
gory vigilante execution of
alleged Cape Town drug ga

dosed^
a °f instabm^ w

Manyekane. 42. had coolly rei
ed toTV crews his story ofhow fmen brandishing pistols li

dragged him from his cab and si
off into the night with the terrif
visitors.

trared tor my life,” he said.

„ J?
5 ^d they were investig

jng his possible collusion in l

hijacking but had no indications
an "inside job”.

hijackere wt
deiainea for questioning yesterd

SS K^ngers - ,ocaI People w
hSckS

n m *** v
?
n when h w

packed- were giving statements

Combrinck said he was disturbtoa^ver though the tourists did n

?.
ozed pranksters hi

police with tip-offt aba
three white men being held hostag

"v*.-
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mam c^icer therapy that ‘fools’ the body Haredi volunteers to the rescueTHE conventional way of
grappling with cancer and
autoimmune disorders has

to develop a treatment specifi-
wlly for each disease, likeal^fij.

wJkT
3 1°Ck* It

TXW' 1x13215 researchers are^ong a .step back to get a broader
Pjctoe and using urununoloncal
therapy. Attempting to destroy any
type ofcancer, they “trick** the body
into recognizing tumor cells as ene-
mies.

To deal with autoimmune dis-
eases, they “fool" the body into
regarding as “friendly” those tissues
« had previously recognized as
“alien” and attacked mercilessly.
A $5 million investment by the

Dlinois-based medical technology
company Baxter International Inc. is

giving a welcome boost to die bone-
marrow transplantation unit and the
cancer immunobiology research
program at Hadassah-University
Hospital in Jerusalem's Em Herein.
The intemationaj giant, which las a
$10 billion annual budget, has
helped establish the Baxter-
Hadassah Research. Center at the
hospital.

The joint Venture began nearly
diree years ago, when Baxter and
Hadassah launched a long-term pro-
gram to share resources on impor-
tant research projects that both orga-
nizations had been pursuing inde-
pendently.

Occupying the entire third floor of
the hospital's Ulman Building, the
1 ,000-square-meter complex is
equipped with the “most advanced
technology in the worid,” according
to Prof. Shimon Slavin, its director
and also head of the bone-marrow
transplantation unit Since $3 mil-
lion of the total sum has been invest-

ed in infrastructure, Slavin says he is

already running the new center on a
tight budget
“We are a pioneering facility in

basic research and pre-cltnical

research, aiming to bring the best
and most promising technologies to

the patient’s bedside,” he says,
unable to think of comparable facil-

ities anywhere else in the world.
Baxter chose Hadassah “because of
its unique work in the field of cell

therapy during the past decade
“The immune system is involved

in many major disorders, including

cancer, autoimmune diseases, as

i
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well as AIDS,” Slavin notes. “Thus,
we are using broad approaches to
manipulate the immune-system
apparatus in the body.” Baxter’s
investment gives die company fall
commercial rights to any products
developed at the center under the
collaborative research agreement
with Hadassah.
At the official dedication ceremo-

ny at the end of July, Baxter’s chair-
nan and chief executive officer sent
amessage saying that the new cen-
ter represents the company’s “sig-
mflcaQl research and development
presence in Israel in order to
wcrtase our capability to meet the
world s health-care needs." David
Jonas, Baxter vice-president and
UlU renal division, said at the
ceremony thai the center will serve
as the national bone-marrow trans-
plant center for the enure country
anda referral center for patients and
medical teams from all over the
world.

Baxter became interested in
Slavin s work because of its own
involvement in medical equipment
dealing with blood and blood prod-
ucts: cell separators, blood transfu-
sion bags and other devices.
The 60,000-employee company

received some unwelcome publicity
a few years ago when it was found
guilty in a US court of complying
with the Arab boycott, and fined.
“But ironically," ays Slavin, “this
occurred after our contact with
Baxter had already been established.
We are veiy pleased by our connec-
tion with the company, and hope the
five-year contract will eventually be
extended farther.”

The center will not be solely a
basic-research facility in which sci-

entists conduct lab experiments to

unearth additional pieces of nature’s
secrets. Slavin says that discoveries
are implemented as soon as possible
to benefit patients at Hadassah.

In their work (in cooperation with
the neurology department) on multi-

ple sclerosis - the autoimmune dis-

ease in which the immune system
mistakenly attacks the myelin coat-

ing ofnerves because itviews it as a

“foreign intruder" - Dr. Dmitri
Kaiussi and Slavin have achieved a

100% cure of mice suffering from
the MS-equivalent disease in

rodents.

In this process, they “re-educate”
the immune system. “Since you
can’t teach an old dog new tricks,"

Slavin explains,"we kill the trouble-

some T cells, inject stem cells

derived from blood and “teach” the
new cells to recognize the body as

“Klf" This, in effect, is a way of
turning the body’s biological clock
backwards, as if the patients were
neonates with a more rudimentary

immune system. We have per-

formed this procedure on patients

suffering both from cancer and
autoimmune disease and have
received approval to start it on a

patient with severe lupus erythe-

matosus.” The anticipated side-

effects of the therapy, he adds,

should be minimal.
With cancer, the technique is sim-

ilar but rather like a mirror image of
that for autoimmune disease. The
body of a cancer patient is normally
unable to fight off tumor cells. But
certain cells can be injected into the

patient that recognize the tumor as

an enemy that must be overcome.
Some of the treatments can be done
on an outpatient basis, while others

are performed while the patient is

kept for several days or weeks in the

ward.

Slavin notes that without Baxter's

infusion of money, his unit would
not have been able to cany out so
many advanced projects at once and
at such a rapid pace.

When the initial Baxter-Hadassah

contract expires in five years, Slavin

hopes the project will be extended
and expanded. “1 regard our tech-

niques as elegant immunotherapy,

meaning thar they don't bombard ail

the body's cells using nan-selective

chemotherapy and irradiation, but

weak more intensively n immune

-

mediated anti-cancer effects.

“We use biological warfare

instead of chemical warfare. I can’t

say now whether this immunothera-

py technique will eventually replace

high-dose chemotherapy and radio-

therapy for cancer, or other treat-

ments for autoimmune diseases,

even though it is considerably

cheaper than conventional therapies.

Initially, we will use our techniques

on patients whose conventional

therapy has failed. But later, we'D be
able to introduce diem at an earlier

stagy of the illness, and use them in

conjunction with conventional treat-

ments.”

FOR a few hours last June,
Rabbi Avraham Elimdecb
Firer traded his black has-

sidic hat for a black, tasseled mor-
tarboard. The Bnei Brak resident,

who has never studied in a secular

institution - let alone a college -
received an honorary doctorate
from Bar-Ilan University.

Firer, a father of 10 children

aged three to 1 8, who had intend-

ed to spend his life studying
Torah and Talmud, founded the

Ezra Le'Marpeh medical support
organization in 1979. The non-
profit body, which assists people
of all backgrounds (over 90 per-

cent of the people served by Ezra
Le'Marpeh are not religious, thus
Firer is well accustomed to men
who don’t wear kippot and
women who don't dress as mod-
estly as he would like), lends out
medical equipment, flies patients

to medical centers around the
world, provides free ambulance
service, imports rare medicines,
collects emergency blood dona-
tions, runs first-aid courses and
refers patients to qualified med-
ical specialists here and abroad.

Firer, a Belz hassid who studied
in Bnei Brak yeshivot, taught
himself English and as well as
being highly conversant in

English, he understands medical
jargon. Mention professional
tenns such as “transposition of
the great arteries” and he knows
exactly what such surgery
involves and who can perform it

besL

FIRER DID not hesitate when
Bar-Dan Lfaiversity officials asked
if he would accept an honorary
doctorate at its June S graduation
ceremonies, along with Rabbi
Adin Steinsaltz, Prof. Aharon
Appelfeld and other prominent
people, in the presence of the

Slate Comptroller, Miriam Ben-
Porat It was his first honorary
doctorate (he turned down one
offered from a European universi-

ty), and even though his children

are unlikely ever to be university

students. Firer agreed to accept

the honor on condition that he
would not be required to speak. “I

.didn't want the publicity for
myself, but I thought it would be
good for Ezra Le'Marpeh," says

JUDY S1EGEL-IT2KOV1CH
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BGU facultv member Dr. Riyadh Agabriya (left), health sciences faculty dean Prot Shraga Segal (third from left) and president DnAvisfaai

Braverman (fourth from left) stand with some ofthe 90 Bedum high schoolers involved in a prep program sponsored by the university. (Bando
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The new imported product from coming year at Bar-Dan University.

Bausch & Lomb, called Soflens 66,
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thousand shekels for a year's sup-

ply, depending on the power of the

lens.

C* lal contact lenses have

a Ion* of two years. But they

have to be cleaned with solutions

A SHOT OF BANANA
Instead of rolling up a child’s

sleeve or uncovering his backside

for a vaccination, within a decade,

youngsters could be protected

against infectious diseases merely

by eating a genetically engineered
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Cambridge, England, told Reuter h
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Rabbi Avraham Eihnelecfa Firer shakes hands with Bar- flan
University chancellor Emanuel Rackman while president Moshe
Kaveh (right) looks on. (Yoni Rein

Firer. A few years ago, Firer and
his organization were honored to

receive the President’s Volunteer

Prize and a citation from the

Speaker of the Knesset.
The national voluntary organi-

zation, which is run by only nine

paid staffers (mostly ambulance
drivers working 16 hours a day)
and hundreds of volunteers, was
established in the way several

others, such as Yad Sarah, were:
there was a need. “A friend need-
ed a piece of medical equipment
that was hard to obtain, and we
managed to get it for him,” he
explains. Today, Ezra Le'Marpeh
owns over S3 million worth of
highly sophisticated medical
equipment, including many cost-

ly pieces not available from Yad
Sarah or other organizations.

About 50,000 patients borrowed
equipment last year. Among this,

says' Firer, is a computerized
pump for injecting pain-killing

morphine into children with ter-

minal cancer who want to remain
at home. The organization is able

to care simultaneously for 10 ter-

minal cancer patients at home
under its unique Meitav program.
Some of them are lent personal
computers to keep them occu-
pied.

Another well-known service of
the country-wide, Bnei
Brak-based organization, is flying

patients abroad. For a while, Ezra
Le’Marpeh managed to raise funds
to cover the costs of those who
could not be treated here and
whose health funds refused to pay
expenses. However, due to the ris-

ing costs and the increased

demand, such a project would be
prohibitively expensive.

Instead, when a patient's doctor
recommends treatment abroad
because of little experience with a
specific condition - or when a

patient insists on being treated

abroad - the patient must cover

medical costs himself or get a

commitment from his health fund.

Ezra Le’Marpeh takes care of all

the necessary arrangements to
ensure the patient's safe transfer

and arrival at the desired destina-

tion. This includes scheduling his

appointment abroad, arranging
for a host family, translation of

medical documents to the local

language, flight arrangements
(including lending an intensive?

care kit and attaching it to the
plane seats) and transferring the

patient in an ambulance to and
from the airports.

IN CASES where expert medical
opinion from local or foreign spe-

cialists is necessary, the organiza-
tion makes copies of tests to make,
consultation possible. Several of
die organization’s volunteers have
been specially trained in making
these copies. Some 6,000 such
copies are made annually.
Many of these tasks are filled

mostly by male volunteerSi
Women are especially helpful in-

visiting the sick and helping the
patient to remain at home. “Often;
it just requires an honr’s visit;

even taking patients out so they
can feel in touch with the world,”
says Firer. The organization also
keeps a computerized file of
potential blood donors, listed by
rare blood type, to supply pints in
emergencies. First aid and resus-.
citation courses are also orga-
nized with help from MDA, and
graduates are especially busy dur-
ing nurses’ strikes, war or other
emergencies. The organization
has nine ambulances, including
one specially designed for die
transfer of premature infants*
Ezra Le’Marpeh ambulances,
transfer patients at no cost frotq
their home to medical treatment
facilities and back. Nearly 10,000
patients benefit from this service
each year. Firer leaves the emer-
gencies to Magen David Adorn.

Firer has busy days - and nights
- and regularly sits in the organi-
zation’s headquarters to receive
the public. He goes to bed at 2.30
am, only to wake up five hours
later to start work again. “My
wife is very supportive of my.,

work,” he says, when asked if he
intends to continue this mad rush
indefinitely. “It would be nice to

devote all my time to study, but
for the foreseeable future, I think,

this work is very much worth
doing.”

Drink water, any water
to help prevent kidney stones

MY wtfe is 58 and has a
tendency to develop kid-

ney stones. When she is

abroadanddrinks Volvic mineral
water, she has no problems.
When she drinks Israeli tap
water, orlocal mineral water, rite

has difficulties. Is there a con-
nection between the type of water
one drinks and kidney stones? If
she were able to get Volvic miner-
al waterfrom abroad, would that

solve her problem? EJB.,
Jerusalem.

Prof. Uri Lieberman. a kidney-

stone expert in the metabolic unit

at the Rabin Medical Center-

Beilinson Campus, replies:

Kidney stones form as a result of
high concentrations of certain sub-

stances (including minerals) in the

urine. Tire higher the concentra-

tion, the greater the risk of them
forming stones. Therefore, to

reduce the risk in people with a

tendency to produce kidney-

stones, we recommend drinking a

lot of water. We suggest tap water,

and regard mineral water as an

unnecessary expense. The average

amount of calcium in the National
Water Carrier’s water is 70 mil-

ligrams per liter, which is not very

high. Some bottled mineral waters

may have somewhat less,
1

but it is

not necessarily significant.

Your wife should undergo urine

tests and other tests to determine

exactly why she has a tendency to

form stones. Her doctor maybe
able to recommend a way to pre-

vent this or reduce the risk.

Drinking a different type of water

is unlikely to do so.

I read your Health Pagefeature
on early diagnosis of physical

problems through the nails. I was

Birth

Control

in

Jewish Law
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wondering whether mental ill-

nesses oremotionalproblems can
be diagnosed from the nails as
wdL VB.,ArieL
Prof. Sarah Brenner, head of

dermatology at Tel Aviv’s Ichilov

Hospital and editor of a booklet

on early diagnosis of diseases

from examining the nails, com-
ments:
People suffering from tics due to

tension may show signs of it in

their nails. The condition can lead

to tearing the skin around the cuti-

cle and rubbing of the fingers

together. This can be picked up by
doctors with expertise in this field..

Also, people who chew their fin-

gernails are often very tense.

Certain symptoms of mental ill-

ness, such as schizophrenia, may
appear in the nails of some people.

But since these are not characteris-

tic symptoms of the emotionally

disturbed alone and appear in the

nails of completely healthy peo-
ple, they are not helpful in diag-

nosing such problems.

I tuna 70-year-old woman. The
pressure in my eye when last

measured was 20/20, even though
/ use Betagan drops that are sup-

posed to bring it down. Other
drops that I previously used
caused my eyes to smart. AsIfear
blindness more than death, and
have thefeeling that my doctor is

not taking my condition seriously,

I’s Eke to know at what point the

inner pressure of the eyes is con-

sidered U> be so high that it

endangers ontfs eyesightand can

be called glaucoma. Can a wors-

ening suddenly occur? Are Acre
danger signals? Should I use

them more often Aon my doctor-

prescribed (once a day)? Haw
frequently should Ae pressure be
measured? E. V., Petah Tikva.

Dr. Itamar Klemperer, a senior,

ophthalmologist at Soroka
Hospital in Beerbsheba . com-
ments:
Glaucoma develops gradually

and there are no early symptoms:
Fluid pressure in the eye should be
measured regularly, depending on
whether there has been a deterio-

ration in the condition of the optic

nerve and your field of vision.

Your doctor apparently is not'

“worried" by your pressure, which,

is at tire upper limit of the norm,
because he hasn’t seen such dete-

.

rioration.

If (he pressure reading (fre-

quency depends on each case)

shows a worsening of your condi-

tion, other drugs - including a
combination of drops and pills -
can be given. Don’t use the pills

more often than prescribed. If the

worst comes to the worst, surgery

could be performed to relieve the

fluid’s pressure on the optic

nerve.

Rx For Readers welcomes
queries from readers about med-
icalproblems. Experts will answer
those wefind most interesting, and
replies will be printed in the twice-

monthly column on the Health
Page.
Write Rx For Readers, do Judy

Siegel-Jtzkovich. The Jerusalem

Post, POB 8J. Jerusalem 91000,
or fax 02-5389527

,
giving your

initials, age and place of resi-

dence. Phoned-in queries will not

be accepted.

Marital Relations, Contraception, and Abortion

as set forth in the classic texts of Jewish Law

by David M. Feldman

An examination of the relevant precepts ofthe

Talmud, Codes, Commentaries, and, especially,

rabbinic responsa through the present day, with

comparative reference to the Christian exegetical

tradition. The 1995 epilogue to this book, which is

standard on many a Jewish bookshelf, includes new
developments and implications of the new
reproductive technology with an update and review of

the abortion debate. Hardcover, 348 pp.

JP Price: NKS 65, incl. VAT and p&h in Israel

jo: Books, Tlio Jerusalem Post, POB SI, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me Birth Control In Jewish Low. Enclosed is my check

payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.
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Unacceptable kippa-counting
T TAD not Justice Minister Ya'acov

|—J Ne’eman already resigned, the calls for
JL JLhira to go certainly would be mounting
after his ill-advised remarks on die Yoman news
magazine Friday night. Ne’eman said there is a
barrier blocking the employment of religious

people in the Justice Ministry - and its High
Court of Justice department in particular. This
comment alone should preclude him from
returning to the ministry, even if the police

probe into the allegations that he bullied a wit-
ness in the Deri trial are proven groundless.

There is no dispute that Ne’eman behaved
impeccably in tendering his resignation the

minute the attorney-general ordered the police
investigation; in so doing the justice minister set

a new precedent of exemplary ministerial

behavior. Unfortunately, it seems Ne’eman has
a blind spot regarding the propriety of checking
the religious beliefs of civil servants.When he
entered the ministry, Ne’eman claimed its staff

opposed his appointment because he was obser-

vant - a piece of arrant nonsense easily dis-

proved by the successful and harmonious tenure

of kippa-wearing Moshe Nissim (the son of a
former chief rabbi) as justice minister in the

Shamir govemmenL Furthermore, claiming that

a particular department is discriminating against
religious employees is to make a mockery of

proper government hiring procedures. One can
only imagine the outcry if a government minis-
ter claimed there were too many religious peo-
ple in positions of authority.

. Indeed. -the previous government lost its man-
date not only because of opposition to its han-
dling of the peace process but also because it

was seen, mainly due to its strident Meretz com-

ponent. as being anti-religious. While the

majority of Israel's Jews can hardly be labeled

Orthodox in their beliefs and practices, respect

for Jewish tradition and a desire that their chil-

dren receive a good Jewish education are

important for most so-called secular Jews.

However, this positive regard for religion is

quickly negated if non-observant Jews feel that

the Orthodox and haredi sectors want to force-

fully impose their way of life on them or are

seeking to introduce quotas in the workforce. In

Jerusalem, aside from the battle over the

Shabbar closure of Rehov Bar-Ban, more that)

30 women employees of the Education Ministry

have, over the past six weeks, been either ver-

bally abused or physically attacked for wearing

what some haredim deem immodest dress.

These attacks come from extreme fringes with-

in the haredi world and the religious sector as a

whole should not be held responsible for their

actions. But it is puzzling that Education Minister

Zevulun Hammer, (be leader of the National

Religious Party, has not seen fit to issue, at the

very least, some statement condemning these

unwarranted attacks on his ministry's employees.

His refusal to do so gives rise to a suspicion that

he, too, would be happier if the ministry's

women employees changed their dress code.

Meanwhile. Ne'eman's kippa-counting in tire

offices of the Justice Ministry is also playing

with fire. For ajustice minister to charge that his

ministry discriminates against the religious,

without providing clear proof of his allegation,

harms the ministry and the whole legal estab-

lishment. It also raises serious doubts as to that

person's suitability to hold the ministry’s top

job.

Victory for stability

RUSSIA’S parliament again opted for sta-

bility yesterday when its lower house, by
314 to 85 votes, overwhelmingly

approved keeping Victor Chernomyrdin in his

•job as prime minister. The appointment set the

final seal on President Boris Yeltsin’s recent re-

election and was another victory for pragmatists

'and moderates in the troubled country.

• Chernomyrdin has come far from his days as

Soviet technocrat and former head of the giant

state monopoly Gazprom. He has now been
Russia’s prime minister since 1992, surviving

tiie twists and turns of life under the often belea-

guered and U-turning Yeltsin. Ail he can be sure

of is that his troubles are not over. Although (be

Communist deputies in the Duma apparently

backed off from any more confrontations and
mostly voted for the prime minister in die secret

ballot, their leader Gennady Zyuganov hinted

darkly that they will be watching him closely

and will soon return to dogging the govern-

ment's every step. “The first 100 days of the

new government’s work will show if it is able to

drive the Russian economy out of the crisis," he

said, “otherwise, the Duma will raise the gov-

ernment issue again." Chernomyrdin faces

some heavy burdens, not the least of them being

his ever vanishing boss. With reports that the

weary Yeltsin will soon again be disappearing

[on one of his long vacations, the prime minister

;will carry much of the burden in a country that

remains an economic disaster area with a new
*war in full spate in Chechnya.
: Chernomyrdin anticipated the return of con-

frontation in his acceptance speech as he

.thanked the deputies for their trust and said he

'would take their criticisms of him seriously and

make some adjustments in his policies. He
'agreed there are few laurels for a Russian leader
:to rest on. Yet it is clear many deputies are less

than happy with his appointment and question

his assertion that be now knows what the coun-

try's problems are and what he should do about

them. It was equally clear many of the

Communists voted for him only because they

took seriously Yeltsin’s threat to exercise his

right to dissolve parliament if they rejected his

candidate. In economically troubled Russia,

even Duma deputies are taking care to hang on
to their parliamentary seats and secure jobs.

Chernomyrdin sounded less confident on the

vexed question of the Chechen rebellion,

promising only to take “adequate measures" to

end the conflicL But the best he could offer was
a post facto investigation into last week’s
humiliating Chechen assault on Grozny which
has left hundreds of Russian soldiers dead or

wounded and Yeltsin’s pre-election peace treaty

in tatters. Chernomyrdin glumly conceded that

"a military solution is a dead end” but offered

no opinion on how Moscow is going to extricate

itself from the bloody military quagmire.

The prime minister was on firmer ground
when he came to make economic promises,

such as raising national output by 14-15 percent

by the turn of the century - production is just

half what it was when the new economic drive

began in 1992. It is clear Chernomyrdin realizes

that the issue is not purely economic. In the

deep-seated disillusion with market reform in

Russia, economics have a serious social dimen-
sion - the potential for domestic chaos.

Nonetheless, the prime minister had a small

gift for bis re-election - figures showing that his

battle with inflation is one of Russia's rare eco-

nomic success stories. The monthly rate fell to a

sixth successive low of 0.7 percent in July from

1.2 percent in June. In January 1995 it stood at

17.8 percent Inflation for the year can now get

down to below 25 percent compared with 131

percent last year. With June output also two per-

cent higher than in May, Chernomyrdin may
take cheer from these omens that the long peri-

od of economic decline could be drawing to an

end. He deserves congratulations on his impres-

sive re-election and the best wishes and support

of the international community for his new
term.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
AMERICAN JUSTICE

Sir, - Your editorial of July 29,

“American injustice,’* rests on an

unstated premise or assumption
about the Jewish community in the

following words:

^President BQl Clinton’s deci-

sion on Friday to reject Jonathan

Pollard's appeal for clemency was a

poorly-timed and Hi-advised act

which raises serious questions not

only about the American system of

justice, but also about the American
president and his relationship with

the Jewish community.”

That statement is a thinly veiled

threat addressed to President Clin-

ton'that he may lose the support of

the,' Jewish community because be

rejected die plea for clemency of a

person most Americans view as a

traitor. Anyone who sells out his

country to a foreign country for fi-

nancial or ideological reasons, as

Jonathan Pollard did, must be

viewed in this light.

That the Jewish community is a

monolith more devoted to the inter-

ests of Israel, and should be more

devoted to the interests of Israel,

than to the nation where they bold

citizenship as individuals in the

'

body politic are fallacies which, if

believed in the non-Jewish world.

could lead to serious problems for

Jews whose patriotism and loyalty

to their countries of citizenship

would inevitably be brought into

serious question.

As for the American system of

justice, flawed as is any legal sys-

tem, I’fl take it in preference to the

star-chamber proceedings that take

place in Israel from time to time. We
have a constitution which has stood

the test of time for over two centu-

ries and has a trad: record in up-
holding human rights and civil liber-

ties that few countries, if any, can

equal.

If the case for clemency on behalf

of Jonathan Pollard could be made it

could only be linked to a humanitar-

ian appeal on behalf of Mordecbai

Vanunu.
ROBERT E. NORDLANDER

Menasha, Wisconsin.

LEIDEN
Sir, -In your Reuter news report

of July 30 on the world’s biggest

(and worst-smelling) flower, you

mention the Leiden Botanic Gar-

dens as being in Germany. They are

in the Dutch city of Leiden, Hol-

land’s oldest university city.

Jerusalem.
JACOB WOUDMAff

NESTLE’S RECORD
Sir, - There have been reports in

TheJerusalem Past of the introduc-

tion ofNestle into the Israeli market

and of a merger with Tnuva and a

major share takeover in Osem.

We would like to remind Israeli

consumers that infant welfare activ-

ists in Europe are boycotting Nes-
tle’s products because they refuse to

comply with the World Health Or-

ganization code on the marketing of

artificial baby foods.

It is Nestle that launched a major
sales campaign in the Third World.
The only hope for a baby’s survival

in a country of poverty, polluted

water and lack of hygienic condi-
tions for preparing their food is

breastfeeding. By promoting artifi-

cial formulas which parents cannot

afford, to be used in an environment
where clean water and sterile bottles

are not available. Nestle was respon-
sible for a major disaster. This

prompted the WHO to publish its

codem 1981 which forbids advertis-

ing these artificial milks as being as

good as, or better than, or easierthan
breastfeeding. Nestle continues to

contravene this code.

WENDYBLUMFIELD,
MARJON SHMAN

Haifa.
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The ultimate life

Agood friend of mine cur-

rently visiting from the US
made the most astounding

statement As we discussed the ins

and outs of life in Israel, I tried -
good-naturedly, of course - to

tweak his conscience a little.

“So when are you leaving the

Galut [exile] and moving to

Israel?” I asked him. With a

straight face, he turned to me and
said: “I don’t live in the Galut 1

live in the United States.”

Seeing the dumbfounded look

on my face, he proceeded to stake

out his position.

“Galut” he explained patiently,

“is a negative term that applies to

places where Jews are oppressed,

downtrodden, in imminent dan-

ger. Places like Ethiopia, or Iran,

or the former Soviet Union.
Places where being a Jew is either

dangerous or hopelessly difficult

That kind of a place deserves to

be called ’exile.’

“But America? How could you
call that Galut? Beyond the gener-

al opulence and luxury that we
enjoy as American citizens, we
have the roost advanced Jewish
infrastructure of any nation on
earth, Israel included. Our day
schools and yeshivot are first-

rate; our synagogues are booming
with young people and Jewish

books and Jewish art and Jewish
music proliferate at an amazing
pace," my friend said.

“My son plays Little League
baseball in a Shabbath-observant

league; my wife can choose from
Thai, Mexican or Sushi cuisine -
all glatt kosher, of course - and
my daughteralready speaks fluent

Hebrew. So what’s lacking?”

When I humbly suggested dial

perhaps Israel was lacking, my
friend - a rabbi, no less - became
even more animated.

"Israeli” he laughed incredu-

lously. “We have the latest Israeli

newspapers here, available on
Internet, we get Kol Yisrael on the

radio, we get virtually every

Israeli product you do - most of
them cheaper, by the way. Thanks
to CNN, we know about things

happening in Israel at least as

soon as you do. True, we don’t

have the Kotel, but I manage to

visit Jerusalem at least twice a

year, and that’s probably more
frequently than most Tel

Avivians. So, again, what’s lack-

ing?”

“What about intermarriage and
assimilation?” I calmly interject-

ed.

He waved his hand nonchalant-

ly. “That's a problem for the irre-

ligious Jew,” he said matter-of-

STEWART WEISS

factly. “It hardly poses a problem
for those of us in the observant

community.”

As I listened to my friend going

on and on about the glories of the

Diaspora, I realized that his wasn't

a lone voice m the wilderness. He
was expressing an attitude that,

tragically, is becoming the norm
among most Western Jews.

Israel is a great place to visit,

and maybe even to study for a

limited time - but live here? What
would compel someone who
seemingly has all the amenities of

secular and religious life ax his

disposal to leave it all behind for a

country that still has no subway

‘I don’t live in the

Galut,’ my friend

explained. ‘I live in

the United States’

system, where milk still mainly

comes in a bag, where “excuse

me” is missing from foe national

lexicon?

I’ve discovered there is even a

growing number of people who
commute to Israel on a regular

basis - committed Zionists who
are determined to live here, but
simply cannot make the break

with foe “good life” of America.
Every Thursday night they

board a plane in New York to

spend Shabbat here, catching

the “red-eye" on Monday morn-
ing that puts them back in the

Garment District or in their Wall
Street office by nine o’clock.

They have, in their estimation,

the best of both worlds: physical

fulfillment during the week and
spiritual satisfaction on
ShabbaL

I ROSE from my seat and looked
my friend square in the eyes. Now
it was my turn to shock him a tit-

tle.

“You don’t just live in the

Galut,” I began. “You live in the

ultimate Galut
“America is a wide and wonder-

ful place, where comfort, conve-
nience and pleasure have been
raised to an art form. And it has
treated its Jewish citizens better

than any host country in our long

history-” But that, I said, is pre-

cisely why it is the worst most
complete Galut that we have ever

experienced.

“The Jew in Ethiopia, or Syria,

you see, is much better off than

you. He realizes that the climax of

Jewish history will not occur in

Addis Ababa or Damascus. He
knows with perfect faith that the

destiny of the Jewish people will

not be decided within his borders,

and feat he is but a temporary

wanderer whose journey is as yet

unfulfilled. His present state of

exile is brightened by foe innate

understanding that his future will

be in a better place.

“But you who believe that you
have reached the end of your

sojourn, you who believe with a

perfect heart that it doesn’t get

any better than this - you are

hopelessly engulfed in the deadly

quicksand of the Galut You are

denying a fundamental principle

of Jewish eternity: In Israel and
only here will foe fate of foe

Jewish people be decided.

“In foe short term you will rel-

ish the life you live far from us.

But history will have the final,

harsh verdict on those who tried

to mold a Jewish paradise any-
where but in the Land of Israel.

“Your Galut isn’t just a physical

one; it’s a Galut of the mind, and
there is no more bitter exile than

that”

Exactly 900 years ago, in the

year 1096, the first Crusade
began. The first organized, sys-

tematic series of anti-Jewish

pogroms decimated thecommuni-
ties of the Rhineland, murdering

thousands of innocent Jews.

Among the worst-hit communi-
ties was Worms, founded by
Jewish exiles who had made their

way to Germany following the

destruction of the First Temple.
When, after 70 years of exile, foe

Jews of Babylon remined to Eretz
Yisrael, not a single Jew of
Worms came home.
To the call of return, they

responded: “You stay where you
are in great Jerusalem, and we
will continue to stay where we are

in little Jerusalem!” The success
of the Jews of Worms - until their

utter destruction - was their undo-
ing.

The lesson of their demise - at

the hands of crazed Crusaders
who were in a frenzy to reach the
Holy Land - should not be lost on
any Jew who believes he can
recreate Jerusalem in his own
hometown.

The writer is director of
Midreshet Torah VEmunah girls

seminary in Jerusalem and ofthe
Jewish Outreach Center in
Raanana.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT
This is the little girl who
could not smile. Chelsey
Thomas was born without the
nerves and muscles that
would allow her to animate
her face, an uncommon con-
dition called Moebius
Syndrome. Here she's seen as
she entered Kaiser
Permanente Hospital in Los
Angeles last December to
undergo surgery to correct
the condition. Chelsey smiled
for the first time on June 29,
on her eighth birthday. CAP /
NickUt)

POSTSCRIPT
A NORWEGIAN took his driv-
ing test while drunk and then had
h«s license taken for drunk
driving.

‘It must be the shortest time
anyone has ever held a driver’s
license dnvmg examiner Tor
Stemar Wilcan said.

„

J

V
-?

n
-?d lhe man* wh« was

not identified, easily passed the
test but said be noticed the smell
of alcohol on the man’s breath.
Once the test was over, theman was tested for alcohol, found

to be over the limit and his newly
^license was immediacy

LARRY DERFNER

I
used to be known as a person

who was immune to noise,

who didn't seem to hear foe

racket that would have other peo-

ple blocking their ears in pain.

Then I moved to this country.

Over the last number of years,

living near the sea in Tel Aviv,

I’ve become something of a noise

nut or a nut from noise — a red-

eyed psycho who’s apt to be out

on the balcony or down in the

street hollering at somebody to

muzzle foe hell up.

Z average about 1.5 confronta-

tions a week. There’s the bug-

eyed, weak-chinoed cretin across

the street who blasts rap music.

His downstairs neighbor is an old,

bodybuilding sadist who blasts

the TV.
There’s also my downstairs

neighbor, a polite business lawyer

who keeps a set of bongo drums
for when his inner child wants to

come out and play. The little guy

has been coming out every week-

end for months, and lately has

begun to emerge on weeknights

too.

I’ve tried reasoning. I’ve tried

intimidation. Sometimes I man-
age to get the offenders to con-

cede, and they tone it down and

we part as good neighbors. A day,

two days later, they revert to

form. I can’t deny it - they’re

winning. They're grinding me
down.
Speaking of grinding, let me tell

you about the apartment building

next door. It's been undergoing a

continuous, piecemeal remodel-

ing job for a solid year.

Downstairs and upstairs, con-

struction workers are not only

knocking and drilling, they’re
' using power saws to grind the

edges of concrete bricks and tiles.

There goes one now... it sounds
like a 200-pound mosquito.

They work at least 12 hours a

day. Being non-observant -
they’re Romanians -- they work
on Shabbat too. It's not as bad as

usual: On Saturdays they turn off

foe saws and drills, stop work in

foe yard and limit themselves to

knocking and yelling inside the

building. Still, it’s more than

enough to kill my day of rest

I_had a few words with them
about this, but I didn't seem to be
getting through, so I called the

city inspectors. They told me the

construction workers could make
as much noise as they wanted on
Saturday, as long as they did it

indoors.

I'VE learned a lot about Israeli

noise laws - there are a lot fewer
of them that I thought The notion
that it's illegal to make too much
noise during Friday siesta time and
over Shabbat is a myth. The law?
The only law that counts around
here is the law of foe jungle.

Speaking of jungles, this, of

The main reason
Israel is so noisy i

because so man}
Israelis act and
sound like wild

animals

course, is foe main reason Israel is

so noisy - because so manj
Israelis act and sound like wile
animals. Why bother to clunt
stairs and knock on somebody's
door when you can roar up to him
from foe sidewalk?
But beyond this, there's the way

the country is built, at least foe
cities. There’s no space between
anything. The buildings are smack
against each other. The walls are
thin. So are foe sidewalks. The
front door is six feet from foe
street; foe squall from foe traffic
comes right into your living room.
Traffic noise — ah, what ran we

ay? Did you know it's against
foe law for drivers to honk their
horns except to avoid an acci-
dent? That it’s illegal for garbage
trucks to start their rounds before
6 a.m.7

Cartage trucks. One morning 1
got out of bed and chased a garbage
track down foe street, screaming at
foe workers because they had
woken me up - deliberately! Did
they have to scrape the cans all
along foe driveway? Did they have
to bellow their every word?
Did the guys lugging the cans

have no other way to get foe dri-
ver to stop the truck besides
yelling, -Oh-OW!~? (It’s foe
sound Israelis let outwhen they’re
pretending to want somebody’s
attention, when what they really
want IS everybody’s attention.)
At any rate, I never caught up

with that track. This waslfoout
three years ago. I don’t chase
garbage collectors at 5:15 a.m.
anymore. I just lie in bed staring
at the ceding, listening to them
scrape and howl.

I don't °et much sleep. I don’t
need much- One of these days I’ll
blow my brains out That’!] make
a good bit of noise, I figure.

The writer is a freelance jour-
nalist living in Tel Aviv.
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An Olympic-sized

victory for terrorism

By Robert Novak

ATLANTA - When the oouple seated next to me took a brief

break from watching Olympic boxing matches, they left

.behind a small black cote bag. That worried another woman

in the row, who notified authorities. Soon, a policeman arrived to

inspect the mysterious article.

It was no mystery. The bag contained only two bottles of water.

It and everything else 9,000 spectators carried into Alexander

Coliseum had passed metal detectors and a hand search by U.S.
'

Army personnel. It would have taken Harry Houdini to put a bomb

in that bag.

The woman who summoned the police was just plain fright-

ened, and that confirms the victory of terror. The most intrusive secu-

rity precautions ever imposed on an athletic event did not still her

fears in the wake ofthe Centennial Park bombing. Indeed, that tight

security, is the triumph of terrorists, whether state-sponsored, domes-

tic or lunatic free-lance.

When my son and I spent a few days at the 1984 Los Angeles

Olympics (as we did in Atlanta recently), there were no metal detec-

tors. It was hard then to imagine an America where security checks

would be needed to enter athletic events.

.One terrorist outrage afrcr another, however disconnected, tightens .

the web. Security barriers at the U.S. Capitol were followed by the pan-

icky dosing ofPennsylvaniaAvenue in front ofthe White House. W&l

before the cause ofthe destruction of TWA Flight 800 could be deter-

mined, time-consuming inspection ofchecked luggage was instituted.

U.S. Sen. Aden Specter, chairman of die Senate Terrorism

Subcommittee, told me in aCNN interview after the Centennial Farit

bombing that the same security regfrnen imposed on Olympic venues

should have been duplicated at the public park.

Thar had been done when I visited the park on its first re- ..«

*

opened day, three days after the bombing, with officers of the TJ.S.

Border Patrol imported to search everybody. Yet, had this been done -• -

earlier, it would not have been effective if the bqpfo turns,ou^j^aye ^
been planted by a security officer. -* — r

%

Burundi, bloody Burundi
Empty promises do more harm than good

By David Rieff

Ac first the international response to the

July 25 coup in which a Tutsi military

.leader. Major Pierre Buyoya, ousted the

Hutu president of Burundi, Sylvestre

Nribantunganya, was tough talk. From the most

compromised quarters came the most uncom-

promising responses. Secretary General Boutros

Boutros-Ghali s spokeswoman declared that “the

international community will on no account

accept a change ofgovernment [in Burundi] by

force or other illegitimate means." And Kofi

Annan, the U.N. Undersecretary General for

Peacekeeping Operations, not only spoke of the

need for a humanitarian intervention in

Burundi, but also reportedly called for one that

could “beat up on people if necessary" in order

to cry to stop die killing.

Those familiar with the way the U.N. actu-

ally works could legitimately infer that this rime

the great powers had given the U.N. Secretariat

the go-ahead to act. In earlier weeks, as it had

become clear that the Tutsi-dominated

Burundian army was not going to agree to power

sharing with the Hutu majority, admonitions and

threats from Washington, as well as missions to

Bujumbura on behalfof the U.S. government

and the European Union, began to multiply.

Madeleine Albright, the U.S. ambassador to the

U.N., had warned that “under no circumstances

would we tolerate a government installed by force

or intimidation."

Such categorical assertions ofwhat die

international community would and would not

tolerate should have set off alarm bells amongst

anyone who has followed the way it has actually

dealt with such recent crises as Somalia, Bosnia

and Liberia. But in the context of the Great Lakes

region ofAfrica in particular, all these fine senti-

ments and stem declarations are framed by one

overriding feet: In April and May of 1994, those

countries and institutions today issuing the decla-

rations sat on their collective hands while nearly a

million Rwandan Tutsis and moderate Hums
were muedered.

If this were not reason enough to treat this

new hardline stand on Burundi with skepticism,

there was also little cause beyond the wishful

thinking that is endemic to so many diplomatic

initiatives undertaken for “humanitarian" reasons

to believe that these ducats were backed up by

more chan the hope that the Tutsi leaders would

be awed by them. In the same speech in which

she asserted that a coup in Burundi would not be

tolerated. Ambassador Albright admitted that the

United States had ruled out sending American

forces there as part ofa peacekeeping force. And
Kofi Annan conceded, even as he warned the

leadership in Bujumbura that the U.N. might

send a peacekeeping force over its objections, that

few countries had yet agreed to commit troops.

The reality is that it is unclear, given die

U.N.’s current desperate financial circumstances

(which are due in large measure to the continued

U.S. refusal to pay it assessments), whether it has

the money for such an operation. The Secretariat is

only solvent because it is borrowing from the (sep-

arate) peacekeeping budget to fund its own operar-

ing expenses. And the predictable consequence of

the resulting shortfall at the Department of

Peacekeeping Operations is that troop-contribut-

ing nations will not be reimbursed, and are, there-

fore, less willing to send troops on expensive and

open-ended peacekeeping missions like the one

being planned for Burundi.

But the more fundamental question is one

that U.N. officials seem assiduously unwilling to

contemplate: What will such a force do if its

deployment fails to produce the desired result in

a fairly short period of time? A year after they

acquiesced, without putting up even a token

fight, to the fell of the U.N. safe area Srebrenica

in Bosnia, and the massacre of its male inhabi-

tants, U.N. officials are actually talking abour

establishing “safe areas” in Burundi.

U.N. officials have litdc to say about what

they will do if things go wrong. “It’s the same old

story," a U.S. Pentagon official told me recendy.

“There is absolutely no plan about what to do if

things go wrong except run away.”

In any case, now that the international

community’s warnings have been ignored and the

coup has actually taken {dace, the predictable

rhetorical dimb-down has already begun. A
senior Belgian diplomat, Eric Derycke, spoke for

many when, three days after the coup, he opined

that “Buyoya is the least bad option" in Burundi.

Buyoya, Western diplomats now suggest, may in

feet be a democratic figure in the Burundian con-

text. The evidence for'this is that although this is

his second coup, he followed his first by handing

over power after six years to Burundi’s first demo-

cratically elected (and first Hutu) president,

Meldhior Ndadaye. But these facts can be parsed

in several ways- Ndadaye was murdered by Tutsi

militants 100 days later; that is, by Buyoya’s

brother officers, the same men who have now
selected him to serve as president once again.

It is possible, ofcourse, that Burundi may
turn out to be one rare example ofthe world act-

ing decisively not out ofinterest but out ofmoral

concern. Were, for example. Nelson Mandela’s

government to agree to a major force commit-

ment, other nations in Africa might well follow,

and the U.S. and the Western Europeans might

then agree to underwrite the operations costs.

And a massive, long-term intervention, fol-

lowed by a prolonged international presence,

both civilian and military, accompanied by seri-

ous diplomatic initiatives and sweetened with

development aid,,might well transform the situa-

tion in Burundi. But such an intervention would

effectively turn Burundi into a U.N. protectorate

or trusteeship. And there is simply no reason to

believe, all the bellicose rhetoric ofrecent weeks

notwithstanding, that the will exists, either in

Africa or in the rest of the world, to do anything

even remotely similar.

Instead, the world is responding, and will

continue to respond, with half measures, pious

sentiments: words, not deeds. In the name of

sympathy with the Burundian people, U.N. offi-

cials and representatives of die great powers have

chosen to lie to them. There is no question ofa

force being deployed that will really make a dif-

ference, because, at the present rime, and for the

foreseeable future, the political will does not exist

in America or in Western Europe to act in accor-

dance with the most generous moral and emo-

tional aspirations.

But ifthe West, or, for that matter, the

African countries or the U.N., are not going to

act, or are incapable ofdoing so effectively, then

surely it would be kinder not to pretend that help

is on the way. Not only kinder, but more moral.

Because to delude people about whar help they

can expea, as the citizens ofSarajevo learned to

their cost— and from many of the same diplo-

mats and poliridans now pontificating about .

Burundi— can sometimes prove as great a dan-

ger to their survival as any threat they face from

those they know to be their enemies. People who

expect the cavalry to come rescue them tend to

waic for its arrival. But in Burundi, as in so many

other places where the fantasy of rescue persists,

• the cavalry is probably not aiming, and certainly

not staying. And it is high time the United States

and the other important foreign actors in this

story admitted as much.

David Rieffis a contributing editor to TheNew
Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1996,The New Republic

When my son and I spent a few days at

the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics (as we did

in Atlanta recently), there were no metal

detectors. It was hard then to imagine ah

America where security checks would be

needed to enter athletic events.

:
All ofthis great tity cannot be protected. As I traveled on a sar-

dine-style Atlanta subway can I pondered how easy it would be to

wreak absolute havoc on a public transportation system. So, how

much protection really has been provided by the abridgment of per-

sonal freedom at the Centennial Olympics?

Much has been made ofthe good spirit at the games. I noticed a

minimum ofgrumbling, warring for the better part ofan hour while

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service agents searched every-

thing carried by 80,000 people attending die track and field competi-

tion at Olympic Stadium. But there is a darker side to such forbearance.

Visitors here had to withstand not only zealous security but also a

panoply of regulations imposed by an unreasoning government— such

as requiring that buses deposit passengers only at designated stops.

About 15 seconds after a chartered bus left our hotel for an

Olympic event, awoman noticed that she had forgotten her ticket.

Rules kept the bus from letting her out ar the comer. It had to circle

around the block to get back to the hotel, a 30-minute inconvenience

for us alL Why? Because “they”— the authorities— said so.

At the Georgia Dome to watch the U.S. Dream Team play bas-

ketball, I was asked for I.D. when I sought to buy a beer. “I’m 65

years old," I said, astounded at being carded for the first time since

the 1950s.
a
‘They?

say no exceptions,” insisted the unsmiling woman
behind the counter The other customers seemed peeved that I should

object.

On my first reporting trip to Communist-controlled Eastern

Europe in 1967, 1 was stunned by the peoples docility. When I saw

airline passengers in Budapest submining to officials’ arrogant behav-

ior when a boarding pass was lost (actually, the authorities had mis-

counted and did not apologize for it), my thought was, “These are

people who have resigned themselves to a police stare."

Government refiexively reacts to problems by demanding new

powers over the people, as both U.S. President Bill Clinton and U.S.

Republican leaders have done again. The people apparently acquiesce,

and thar is the triumph ofterrorism.

RobertNooak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.

© 1996, The Creator’s Syndicate
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Murder by the book:

Should publishers be liable?

By Alan
Dershowitz

I
n a case that has publishers in a

panic, the families of three mur-

der victims are suing the U.S.

publisher of a book tided “Hir

Man: ATechnical Manual for

Independent Contractors."

According to the plaintiffs, the man
who killed their loved ones in a

triple murder for hire had followed

27 explicit recommendations con-

tained in the how-to-do-it book.

The trigger man, James Perry,

was hired by Lawrence Horn to kill

Horn’s former wife, their 8-year-

old paraplegic son and his nurse, so

that Horn could inherit the $1.7

million his former wife had won in

a malpractice suit over the child’s

condition. He shot the two women
and unplugged the boy’s respirator.

Perry prepared for his gruesome

contract-killing by studying the

“Hit Man” book and following its

suggestions. Perhaps he, too, has a

lawsuit against the publisher for

malpractice, since he was caught,

convicted and sentenced to death.

Horn was sentenced to life impris-

onment. Since neither has much

money, the victims’ families are

suing die book publisher.

The publisher, Paladin Press

ofBoulder, Colo., seems to special-

ize in mail-order mayhem. Its cata-

log includes such elevating literary

tides as TheAncientArt of

Strangulation, How to Dispose ofa
DeadBodyand 21 Techniquesof
Silent Kilting. Although it is diffi-

cult to argue that these murder

manuals contribute to the market-

place ofideas, the mainstream

media is appropriately worried If

U.S. courts were to rule broadly

that any book which encourages a

criminal to commit a crime could

create liability for its publisher,

legitimate publishers would have

much to be concerned about. From

the Bibles admonition ro kill stub-

born children, gay men and witch-

es, to Shakespeare’s call to “kill all

the lawyers,” to Nabokov s glorifi-

cation of statutory rape, some of

our grearesr literature could fall

within such a ruling. The man who
murdered John Lennon said he was

stimulated to do so by reading

Catcher in the Rye, and every thud

serial killer seems to have found

inspiration in die Bible or the

Koran. Even if U.S. courts were to

limit the ruling to bow-to-do- it

books, there would be many large

publishing houses that would have

to vet their catalogs to be certain

that none of their books contained

instructions for crime.

In recent years alone, widely

published books such as The Turner

Diaries and Final Exit could be vul-

nerable to lawsuits by relatives of

victims. The author of The Turner

Diaries— a fictional account of a

race war against blacks and Jews—
acknowledges that the terrorists

who blew up the U.S. Federal

building in Oklahoma City may

have learned how to do it from

passages in his novel. And several

people committed suicide— still a

crime in many stares in the U.S.—
after learning how to do so from

reading Final Exit Moreover, the

Internet is a virtual how-to-do-any-

thing manual, and the implications

ofany ruling in favor of the plain-

tiffs could have a devastating

impact on the information super-

highway.

If U.S. courts were to

rule broadly that any

book which encour-

ages a criminal to

commit a crime

could create liability

'for its publisher,

legitimate publishers

would haYe much to

be concerned about.'

There is also the issue of per-

sonal responsibility for crime. A
ruling against the book publisher

— irresponsible as he is— could

send the wrong message about who

is ultimately responsible for mur-

derous acts. Nobody is obliged to

follow the suggestions in a book

chat teaches how to murder. In this

case, there were 13,000 copies of

the HitMan manual sold since

1983. Perry was apparendy the

only person who committed mur-

der after reading it. He almost cer-

tainly would have committed these

murders even if the book had never

been published. The book did not

“make him to do," although it did,

perhaps, help him on some techni-

cal issues.

In this regard, the claim thar

the book publisher “aided and

abetted” the trigger man is not

farfetched. It is as if the killer had

consulted an expert In firearms

and asked him for advice on the

best way to shoot two people. If

the expert knew that the person

requesting the advice was plan-

ning to murder innocent victims

— as distinguished, for example,

from writing a novel or a screen-

play which required authenticity

— the expert could be held liable

for giving his advice. But that case

is different in precisely the way

books are always different from

personal, one-to-one conversa-

tion. Books convey information

wholesale to large numbers of

unknown readers, while personal

conversation is retail and is tai-

lored to the specific needs of a

known individual. That is why it

would be so much harder to suc-

ceed in a malpractice suit against

the author of a medical or legal

text than against a doctor or

lawyer who gave the same advice

to an individual.

This is a dose case. On bal-

ance, a ruling in favor of the vic-

tims’ families— sympathetic as

their case is— would set us afloat

on uncharted waters at a time

when new technologies are already

posing significant challenges to our

traditional notions offreedom of

speech in the United States., *

Alan M. Dershountz is aprofessor of
law at Harvard University. His

newest book is *Reasonable Doubts
*

(Simon& Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate

Inc.
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6Working Girl’: Molinari’s winning script

for the Republican National Convention

By Jim Sleeper

The Staten Island Advance, daily diary of

New York Cit/s “forgotten” white-eth-

nic borough, called Borough President

Guy Molinari at home on July 1 5 with the

news that his daughrer would keynote the U.S.

Republican National Convention. “What?

Really? And here I thought I was going to be

staying home from the convention to baby-sit,’

he said, with his characteristic familial/poiiticai

spin. If U.S. Rep. Susan Molinari doesn’t take

her 3-month-old daughter with her to the con-

vention podium on Aug. 1 1 , it will be just

about the only public space the newest

Molinari hasn't appeared. When cameras con-

verged on Moms office after her keynoting role

was announced, baby Susan Ruby was right

there, over her heart.

Mixing family loyalty and political team-

work is che Molinari way, and if they conflict,

politics gets che edge. This time, the family’s

women are starring (even though Molinaris

husband, U.S. Rep. Bill Paxon, is one ofHouse

Speaker Newt Gingrich's cop operatives), and

her working-mom script has cowed even

Beltway feminists into glossing over her votes

to cut welfare and education. “I often work ‘till

1 1 at night and need my hug-and-kiss quo-

tient,” she giggled last month on CNBCs
“Equal Time” as Mary Matalin and Margaret

Carlson teased her about how often she Takes

Her Daughter to Work.

“What about when you go to vote?” asked

the liberal Carlson, doing her best to sound

intrepid.

“We have someone who comes in with

her every day,” said Molinari, turning to the

camera and assuring the nation, with mock,

sing-song propriety. “We don’t ask our paid

congressional staff to do that kind of thing. I

want to make that dear.” After the mommy-
oik, she rattles on with impunity about “liberal

media bias,” “completing the Republican revo-

lution” and U.S. President Bill Clinton’s broken

campaign promises.

Money couldn’t buy Republicans such a

winning combination ofcuteness and tough-

ness. But then it wasn’t needed. Molinaris

grandfather was a New York assemblyman in

the 1940s. Guy, who succeeded him, roomed

with U.S. Sen. Al D’Amatos brother Armand
in Albany, N.Y., before going to che U.S.

Congress, and in 1981 got Susan. 23, a job

with the Republican Governors Assodation.

After five years in New York’s City Council,

Susan succeeded her father in Congress in

1990, representing Staten Island and a few

white-ethnic enclaves in Brooklyn. In 1992, she

divorced her first husband, a local boy whose

business troubles had given her opponents cam-

paign ammunition.

Again, politics got the edge; In 1 994, she

married into the U.S. House of Representatives

leadership (Paxon heads the National
:

Republican Congressional Cqmminee)^s|i^nng
,

.

what she called “our second honeymoon” while

campaigning with him for 84 House candidates

in 36 states. Gingrich then made her vice-chair

of the House Republican Conference, the lead-

erships youngest woman ever, an honor not

lost on the GOP’s oldest-cver presidential nom-

inee. Molinari s ability to mix family and politi-

cal teamwork began a decade ago, when the

pro-choice daughter and her pro-life Dad
“agreed to disagree.” And so it is now with her

and Bob Dole, whom she says she’ll praise as “a

wonderful man” in San Diego.

Molinari s ethnic charm and feminine

ambition recall Tess, Melanie Griffiths charac-

ter in the 1988 film “Working Girl.” A secre-

tary, less rides the Staten Island Ferry to a

Manhattan brokerage bouse where she works

for yuppies from hell. Bathed in affection by

her girlfriend-commuters, who also smother

her aspirations— “Whar choo warn wit a

speech class?” one asks her. “Yoo cawk foyne!”

— Tess endures homy arbitrageurs and a jet-

setring boss who steals her bright investment

idea. Tess outsmarts them all and makes off

with hotshot competitor Harrison Ford. Score

one for Staten Island, where revenge is a big

deal. (In 1993, with Molinaris support, it

voted to secede from New York City, in a non-

binding resolution.)

But, while Molinari seems like Tess, she

takes the shutde from LaGuardia to Washington,

not the boat to Manhattan, notes former

Clinton speechwriter David Kusnet, who lived

on Staten Island, wrote for The Advance, and

brought the “Working GiiT analogy to my
attention. And, while Tess soared only by break-

ing Staten Island s cocoon and struggling alone,

Molinari is buoyed by the family loyalty ofboth

clan and constituents, as well as by her new
teamwork with national Republican leaders.

Her heavily Italian- and Irish-American

district. New York’s 13th, includes lots of

Archie and Edith Bunkers, refugees from

“changing” neighborhoods in Brooklyn and the

Bronx who have made enough money to drop

their old lunch-pail liberalism. Yet Staten Island

is home to more dvil servants— including

more city police officers and firefighters—
than any other county in the United States.

This heavily unionized yet socially parochial

electorate makes for a local Republican politics

riddled with contradictions.

On che one hand, Staten Islanders are

conservative in the peculiarly prickly manner of

New Yorkers who live near both decadent

Manhattan and the ravaged inner-city neigh-

borhoods they once called home. They aren’t

about to have their schools and other services

drained by redistribution into the maw their

. parents fled. On the other hand, the city work-

. .cts^amqng.them want high public wages and

benefits. And, racially dyspeptic chough they

may be, many have banked enough ofan older

civic culture's nobler passions so that were

Colin Powell, who graduated City College

before affirmative action, the Republican nomi-

nee, he would sweep the island against Clinton.

A latent, social Catholicism here prefers conser-

vative, corporacist responsibility to congression-

al Republicans’ mindless laissez-faire.

In the U.S. Congress, Molinari has nego-

tiated these politics in different ways. At first,

she vored with labor and the providers of pork,

such as the U.S. Navy’s short-lived homeport

on Staten Island. In 1994, she backed Clinton’s

crime bill. And there were even strains of a

novice feminism: she sponsored a version ofthe

Sexual Assault Prevention Act of 1 993 chat

would admit into cases past evidence against a

defendant who’d never been indicted. She also

touted studies, since debunked, that claimed

girls are shortchanged in schools where they

outperform boys.

Since rising to House leadership,

Molinaris previously moderate labor, environ-

mental and feminist ratings have plummeted.

She turned against the crime bill, angering

some of her own blue-uniformed constituents,

and voted to cut summer jobs and housing

assistance. Still, New York liberals who delight

in exposing Molinari as a feminist impostor

and faux-moderate opportunist miss the point;

che very Devils bargain Tess felt forced co make

is, for Molinari, a win/win dilemma. Tess had

to fight hard just to get a chance co choose

between seeding for Staten Island as a sour,

parochial refuge from decrepit urban liberalism,

and getting recognition in glittering but colder

realms. Guy Molinari has given his daughrer

the keys to the refuge but also a red-carpeted

path to wider horizons dominated, just now, by

another patriarch. Dole. Out offamilial pride,

Staten Islanders are letting her have it both

ways. She’ll go to San Diego and show off the

baby, proud Dad in tow. Like Tess. she'll disarm

her detractors, and a lot ofAmericans will

think they’re watching “Working Girl II." Not

even Beltway feminists can debunk that script.

Jim Sleeper, author of“The Closest ofStrangers:

Liberalism and the Politics ofPace in New York"

from Norton, is at work on a new book about

race. This bookfirst appeared in The New
Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic

The futile search for a

‘fairer, flatter tax’

ByJonathan Chait

f

I
t’s often said that ifU.S. presidential candidate Bob Dole has

stood for one idea throughout his career, it’s deficit reduction.

Sure, he’s funneled billions in useless tax subsidies to corporate

welfare poster child Archer Daniels Midland and helped feed the

bloated budgets ofthe Reagan-Bush years. Still, Dole has kept

healthy distance between himselfand the U.S. Republican party s

supply-side loonies.

Until now. The loonies, undeterred by historical repudiation,

have convinced the desperate Dole to embrace a massive supply-

side cut, either by repealing U.S. President Bill Clintons 1993

increase (which mainly affected the wealthiest 1 percent of taxpay-

ers) or an across-the-board reduction. Dole has already been talk-

ing, oxymoronically, of a “fairer, flatter tax.

Doles tax cut fever means that U.S. presidential politics this

year could once again be lirrie more than a tax cut bidding war. In

1984 and ’88, U.S. presidential candidates Ronald Reagan and

George Bush pummeled their Democratic foes for refusing to rule

out tax increases despite uncontrollable deficits. In 1992 Clinton

got wise and promised a middle-class tax cut. In office, of course,

he got deficit reduction religion, dropped his pledge (which

wouldn’t have meant much anyway) and passed a budget chats

begun co stem the last 12 years of red ink- As a percentage ofGNP»

the U.S. deficit is now the lowest in the industrialized world.

While Clinton hasn't disarmed unilaterally— he continues

to endorse a host of tax goodies aimed at swing voters— he’s acted

relatively responsibly. Dole ought to declare a truce. Instead, he's

about CO up the tax cut ante by hundreds of billions ofdollars and

dare Clinton to match his irresponsibility.

When speaking anonymously,;
members of Dole’s coterie

admit frankly that tax cutting is about closing Clinton’s lead in the

polls. On the record, they try to argue the case on its economic

merits. Slow economic growth under Clinton (2.4 percent a year),

they say, has caused average incomes to stagnate. Tax cues will

reverse this course. Consider this claim one pan at a time.

Although, as Republicans point out, growth under Clinton has

trailed the post-Worid War II average, growth under nearly every

presidential administration has trailed the post-war average- That’s

because the 25 years after 1 945 saw sustained economic growth

that hasn’t been marched before or since. For the post-1973 era,

Clintons economic growth has been superb. Whether the economy

can grow faster over a sustained period is debatable. But as long as

Alan Greenspan heads the U.S. Federal Reserve (which will be at

least until 2000, now that Clinton has named him co a third cerm),

there’s nothing Bob Dole could do about it. The inflation-wary

Greenspan thinks the economy can grow at about 2.5 percent. So

even if a Dole tax cut fueled growth, the Fed would likely raise

interest rates to check it.

Even ifthe Fed reversed its economic philosophy overnight

and allowed faster growth, tax cuts are hardly the answer. As

Clinton’s GOP critics note, wages have been stagnant the past four

years. They were stagnant for the previous 20 years, too. This fact

doesn’t damn Clinton; it points to an underlying— and widening

— inequality in the economy, as John Judis and Michael Walzer

have recently noted. Profits as a share of narional income are at peak
levels, the stock market is booming, the college-educated are gening

richer, yet the average worker remains where he was 20 years ago.

Dole’s solution wouldn’t fix this. It would make it worse. In
che short terra, it would widen the income gap. Since income taxes

are progressive, cutting them helps the wealthy disproportionately.

Supply-siders will say that regressive taxes are OK, since its confis-

catory tax rates chat are keeping the productive (read; rich) elements
ofsociety from creating more wealth for everyone. But the evidence
suggests they’re wrong. Clintons cax hike on the wealthy led to a
stock market boom and millions ofnew jobs. A budget-busring cax
cut would shake this confidence, raising rates and braking the U.S.
economy. The economic pie would not only be divided less equally,
but also get smaller.

Doles rax cur isn r an economic plan. Its a political plan.
One interpretation is chat Dole has betrayed his inner deficit hawk.
Or perhaps he’s just decided to treat the entire voting public as if it

were Archer Daniels Midland. For some things have always been
more important co Bob Dole than balancing the budget.

Jonathan Chait is a reporterfor The New Republic, in which this arti-
clefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic
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ON CAMERA
DAVID BRAUNER

I
N 1952 in Jerusalem, an old
man with a white beard and
wearing the black garb of a

Hassid, was seen weeping in shul
A youngster asked a leading
member of the congregation why
*e old Jew was crying.
The leader explained that in

1917 the man had been a Jewish
chaplain attached to the Austrian
anny. The First World War was
raging when his unit entered a
Small town in northern Italy.

,
Pessah was approaching, "and he

inquired about a synagogue. Yes,
there was a synagogue, but it was
rarely used, even then.

It was hidden behind an ordi-
nary street facade. An old care-
taker opened the doors for him.
Inside he was awestruck by an
incredibly ornate ark and beauti-
ful fittings, the likes of which he
had never seen before.
The old man’s name was Dr.

Dishon. When he had prayed in
this same synagogue the first

time he was Harry Deutsch, an
Austrian army chaplain stationed
in the border town of Conegliano-
Veneto. In 1 952, the 300-year-old
Conegliano-Veneto synagogue
was transplanted to Jerusalem,
and Dishon had come, to give
thanks. The youngster was David
Cassuto. now a Jerusalem deputy
mayor and leading member of the
Italian community in Israel.

“A good story, but stories are
not enough,” Cassuto says. “We
have pictures.”

The Nation Museum of Italian

Jewish Art, established around
the synagogue in 1987, holds a

When stories are not enough
collection of some 3,000 pho-
tographs, many over 100 years
old. Among the pictures are small
prints of Austrian Jewish soldiers
at the Conegliano-Veneto syna-
gogue in 1917. and photos of the
rededication of the synagogue in
Jerusalem in the presence of pres-
ident Izhak Ben-Zvi in 1952.

.

e heart of the collection is a
senes of photographs commis-
sioned by two Ferrara brothers,
Silvio and Uberto Maarini, at the
end of the 19th centurv.
Unknown photographers pro-
duced a total of 705 plates in
seven albums of synagogues, rit-
ual objects, ghettos and cemeter-
ies throughout Italy. One set of
prints was sent to Rome and a
second set arrived in Jerusalem in
die mid-1950s. The Roman set
has been lost, as were the original
plates, which makes the
Jerusalem series unique and
invaluable.

^

Later, a second collection of
photos of the Roman and
rlorentine communities was
donated by Rabbi Fernando
oelsrado of Rome. Ami since
then, many oiher donors have
swelled the museum's archives
with historical pictures of Italian
Jewry.

According to Virginia Milman.
the museum's curator of photog-
raphy, 95Vc of the pictures are in
good condition.” Each is sepa-

rately stored in an acid-free paper
envelope. For two years now she
has been numbering each item,
and cataloging the photos accord-
ing to subjects covering every
aspect of Jewish life and culture.
Though Jews first settled in

Italy before the Babylonian Exile,
the community has never been

l ‘ v<-
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The Nahon Museum of Italian Jewish Art photography collection includes this 1880 Florence Ghetto picture (est 1571) 0^ David Bruner)

large. At its peak after Italian around 50-60 communities, some numbers compared to France, an important role in the history
Emancipation in 1 848, there were as small as 70 to 200 people. Germany, Poland and Russia, of their nation, especially since
about 40,000 Jews living in Despite their relatively small Italian Jews have always played the time Italy was unified. At the

same time. Italian Jewry
evolved a unique tradition and,

in particular, a very artistic

approach to Jewish life and
institutions.

However, much has been lost,

not because of the wholesale
destruction as in other parts of
Europe, but through deterioration

from shifting populations and
natural attrition. All that remains
of many communities are pho-

tographs.

Cassuto emphasizes that “his-

torical photographic evidence is a

vital means' of consciousness-
raising. The only way to educate
our children [many of whom do
not speak a word’ of Italian] is

documentation, documentation,
documentation.”

Museum director Nava Kessler
adds, "It is becoming harder and
harder to explain to children
today why we are here. That’s
why preserving old photographs
is so important!"
Kessler regrets that the muse-

um's modest budget (at present
the only source of finance for the

photographic archives comes
from the David Melul
Foundation) cannot provide
funds for the manpower required
to fully research the content and
significance of many of the pic-

tures. Also important, the
archives have never been system-
atically reproduced (repho-
tqgraphed), a step necessary for

disseminating the material to out-

side researchers, and for mount-
ing exhibitions. Unfortunately,
most of the pictures have rarely

been seen, except by the staff.

For further information about
the collection call Nava Kessler.

02-624-1610.

Striking a balance between religion and reality The stubborn pet

RABBI Yitzhak Yaakov
Reines could have adopted
Kipling’s phrase to

describe his own dilemma; "Faith
is faith and logic is logic - and
never the two will meel” Yet he
did his best to achieve some sort

of balance between Jewish tradi-

tion and the requirements of a
modem age.

He founded a yeshiva and
included secular sciences in the

curriculum, but was obliged to

dose it after only four years.

Reines responded enthusiastical-

ly to Herd's appeal to join the

Zionist movement by creating the

Mizrahi organization.

But try as he would to reconcile

Halacha with contemporary life,

he failed to find a reasonable solu-

tion for the inherent contradic-

tions. Of course, faith was always

his strongest ally.

His was a time in which an intel-

ligent Orthodox person could not
escape troubling contemplation
about God, tradition and modem
philosophy.

Spinoza appealed to the inquiring

mind. Even Kant seeped into the

hard core of Orthodox Judaism in

Eastern Europe. The contradictions

between the biblical story of cre-

ation and the scientific theories of.
the day were difficult to recondle.
Prof. Dov Schwartz, of Bar-Dan

University, devotes his 310-page
book Emuna al Parashat Drakhim
("Faith at the GrossroadsO.to.the.

Theology of the Religious

Zionist Movement” (Am Oved,
publishers).

Zionism, apparently, was not the

main credo of National Religious

Jews. Reines, and other rabbis

THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

who supported a return to the Holy
Land, had to battle die religious

establishment to prove their devo-
tion to the baric tenets of religion.

Rabbi Yehuda Leib Maimoo
noted, in their defense, that

Abraham was in fact , the first

Zionist when he trekked from
Mesopotamia to Hebron.
Religious Zionists of all shades,

unlike the non-Zionist orthodoxy
ofdie time, were open to the influ-

ences of, the external intellectual

world. When the State'-of Israel"

was bom, they asserted their

authority in practical matters. For
instance, they convinced David
Ben-Gurion, when he was the

defense minister, to have only

kosher food served in the army.

But in the “historical affinity”

between the secular Zionists and
the religious Zionists, the latter

did not claim, at first, a role, in

political or national aims.

The National Religious political

entity was able to survive only
because its leaders made a clear

distinction between religious

tenets and a pragmatic acceptance

of reality. And this is exactly how
it should remain, Schwartz argues.

Paradoxically, it was the late

Prof. Yeshayabu Leibovitz .who
denied any link between religion

and. _
nationalism, Schwartz

1 remarks: According to
-

Lelbdvitz?

Jews “just became impatient with

being ruled by goyim." A “full

Jewish life" was, according to
Leibovitz, more plausible in the

Diaspora than in a Jewish State.

History was “irrelevant in under-

standing God."
On the other end of the

Religious-Zionist spectrum are

those who believe that everything

that happens to the Jewish people

in the Holy Land is the result of a
divine miracle.The very establish-

ment of the State of Israel, though
apparently brought about by
human endeavour, was a miracle,

an event that has no logical inter-

pretation, except as die manifesta-

tion ofDivine will.

Secular Zionists, such as Moshe
Shamir, the novelist-cum-politi-

cian, currently argue that the
‘ future of the'Jewish people in

Israel hinges on the ability of the

secular and religious to come to

terms. If Schwartz’s interpretation

is valid, it appears that only a mir-

acle can produce it

HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

D'VORA BEN SHAUL

ANYONE who has ever

really gotten to know
both dogs and cats can

tell you that cats are far more
determined, and yes, they can
sometimes be even downright
stubborn. Once a cat gets some-
thing into its head it's hard to

change it. Dogs are far easier to

convince that there’s another
way. But sometimes other fac-

tors reinforce what looks like

simple pigheadedness.
This is the situation of a read-

er who says that she is stymied
by a 314-month-old kitten. The
kitten was weaned and went to

its new home where it at once
showed itself to be clean,

always using the litter box pro-

vided for it The problem only
started recently when they
decided that now that the kitten

is older it should go outside for

its toilet needs. The kitten refus-

es to do so. It plays outside and
then runs home to its litter box.
When they put the litter box out-

side it refuses to use it, manages
to contain itself for hours and
then, when it goes into the

house immediately looks for its

customary toilet.

On first consideration it would
seem that the kitten is just stub-

born and indeed cats can be just

that But there are other factors

that also contribute to the prob-

lem.

First of all the kitten was
weaned much too young. It was
only 10 weeks old at the time of
the letter to this column and 10
weeks is the age when the kitten

should be taken from its mother
and litter mates. Because of this

it probably lacks self confidence
and a feeling of security when it

is outside. It most likely* would
also refuse to eat outside.

Kittens feel very vulnerable
when eating or attending to their

toilet needs and often refuse to

do so in a strange place.

There are several ways to

approach this problem but all of
them hinge on patience. Instead

Quadriplegic earns tops CIA award

EVERY year, Lhe US's

Central Intelligence

Agency bestows an award

cm its best scientist, but like most

things at the agency, the award has

- r - been shrouded rn secrecy. The
• winner is not allowed to tell out-

sider - not even family members
- of the honor.

This year, for the first time, die

winner's name has been disclosed:

John Craven.

A colleague called the CIA’s sci-

entist of the year an “out-of-the-

box" thinker who makes revolu-

* tionary, not evolutionary.

.• advances. The agency, in a brief

statement, said Craven's “break-

throughs in areas of computer

- logic, digital signal processing and

laser technology are truly remark-

able." . ,

Equally remarkable is the way

Craven accomplishes his work -

by holding a pointer in his mouth

to tap out letters on a computer

keyboard - and where he works -

at home, lying on a hospital bed.

Since a swimming accident in

1971, Craven has been paralyzed

from the neck down.

For a decade following the acci

dent, he lived in a double room at

a suburban Maryland nosing

home. While one eUferiy

after another slowly died next to

him. Craven peifcnwdJus 1LIA

work, one tap on the keyboard ar

Now he lives on his own in a

-T's'lnodest apartment in Wheaton,

^r^tvlaiyland, where he has a rouna-

he-clock care-giver.

a
Craven does not seek publicity

le is a private man who had to be

ersuaded -by the CIA’s public-

ffairs department »
nterview. He agreed, largely

^'tj.Tecanse .
he is thankful to me

rp^isency. The last thing he wants is

^<;vmpathy orcondescension.
-

'So if it isjxjssible, foiget that his

jjJums" and legs arc withered and

'V^emember just 'one thing: John

rtl Graven is (he CIA’s scientist of the

rf’bvear. He beat everyone'else.

“You read these maudlin stones

..ibout ‘So-and-so triumphs under

J^f'.ryiag circumstances,’" he says

luring an interview in his apart-

T don’t want .to contribute

pFo that - kind of story, because 1

TVjon’t want to make rayseif out as

< i/jiiher a poor, pathetic person or as

"^"omebody who’s a hero or

.^>emarkable in some way.
.

># “I think a lot .of people m tne

^ suns circumstances would do just

is well. I think people are very

-esilient and a lot tougher than

raj

T|H „.*-"*'***“

. . * <-•/ >. -
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and became classified, and Craven
began the most remarkable jour-

ney of all - up the ranks of the

CIA. A few years ago, he reached
the highest level, the Senior
Intelligence Service.

The accomplishment that

Craven is most proud of, however,

has nothing to do with his work. It

is his son, Scott, 27, a financial

analyst for a New York asset-man-
agement firm.

“When I looked at my friends, I

never felt that they had the sort of

closeness with their parents that I

had with mine,” says Scott, whose
parents have an amicable divorce

and remain on the best of terms.

“Having a relationship on a men-
tal level helped to solidify a real

bond. We grew very close through

his always being there, always
being wifling to help me, always
lending an ear, always setting a

great example.”
What kind of example can a

quadriplegic set for his son? The
example. Scon says, involved dig-

nity. integrity, compassion, intelli-

gence and determination.

(Los Angeles Times)

of putting the liner box outside
in the garden, one could try

putting it just outside the door.
Even then it might take several

days. Another thing that would
probably help is to start using
dry earth instead of other mate-
rials in the box so that the kitten

gets used to the earth as a repos-

itory. In any case, you will prob-
ably have to invest a Jot of lime

in getting the kitten used to this

new idea.

This case once again stresses

the fact that there is far more to

maternal care than providing

milk. Cats, by nature, have a
very long period of maternal
instruction. This includes all the

cats from the smallest domestic

ones, right up to lions and
tigers. The instruction period for

cats is many times longer than

in members of the dog family,

for instance.

Had the kitten in the reader's

letter remained with its mother
for a proper length of time, she

would have started to accompa-
ny it outside, and, feeling secure
with her nearby, the kitten

would have undoubtedly imitat-

ed her and started to prefer the

garden to a litter box. It will

most likely start to use the gar-

den for its needs in the course of

time; it just requires patience.

In rare circumstances a cat

refuses to do this, in which case

you are stuck with the chore of
taking care of a litter box. It

could be worse, it could be one
of those kittens that decides that

only a pillow, rug or other

household object is suitable for

its needs.

CBCessings oftPe.cuze.

John Craven, who taps oat his

CIA’s top scientist for this year.

rhev think they are."

Craven, 57, received the award

for three projects. One involves

use of microwave cechndogy

m increase, by a factor of 100, the

sneed at which computers can

operate. The second project

involves a new form of IwerTech-

.

nology and thediml he is not

allowed to talk about

“Our charter ts to push the sate

of the art," Craven says, referring

m the corps of scientists working
10

T»fp acencv's Directorate for

Scie^ceTnd Technology. -My

is not to nudge the state of the

S*1

„ L to make a quantum

Sp The editing thi"g about sc.-

S is to do something ongmal.
e
^.ercomPIeungadoc.om

B a.

s£53->s!
sSSSSsk
SSySl l aT--2 spy-plane

work on a computer since a paralyzing accident, was named—
(BQJ OT-ctty/Washiagtofl Fort)

base to Strategic Air Command
headquarters in Wyoming and a

nuclear submarine. The idea was

to acquaint the best and the

brightest with every aspect of the

government’s militaiy and scien-

tific hardware.

And then the accident happened.

In 1971, Craven drove to Ocean

City, Maryland, with his wife and

2-year-old son.

They dropped off their bags at a

hoteL changed into swimsuits and

headed out to the beach. Craven

was a strong swimmer, so there

was no need for him to worry

about the powerful waves. He

swam through them, beyond them.

When the final wave he was rid-

ing tossed him head over heels

down into the murky water, his

head hit a sandbar. and his neck

snapped between the thud and

Svertebrae.
ever, he was paralyzed from the

verTs brother, who had come

along for lhe weekend,
waswatch-

ing from the shoreline and ran out

into the water when be saw what

happened. He pulled Craven’s

head out of the water, and Craven

said to him, T’m in big trouble

here."

“When something like this hap-

pens and nearly destroys your life,

you ask whether it’s worth it to go

on," Craven says. “You get

depressed, you feel sorry for your-

self for a while, but there’s not

much to be gained by that You

just make the best of a bad situa-

tion." .

Craven was taken to a hospital,

where he remained for six months.

After flat, he was sent to a geri-

atric nursing home, where the CIA

sent him unclassified programs to

work on - an odd situation by any

estimation.

Craven has nothing but praise

for the agency's decision to give

him a chance at a time when

chances for disabled people were

few.

It went welL The workload grew

1
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A set of large, 5.5h x 8-5w in. (14£ x 215 cm) blank, color art greeting

cards and envelopes of eight Jerusalem scenes, also suitable for framing.

Presented in a handsome portfolio with accompanying poems,

i
Published and designed by Bezalel-Levy.

JP Price NIS 36^00

To: Books. The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

TeL 02-6241282

Please send me rets of Blessings of Peace Greeting Cards. Endosed is

my check for NIS 36 per set payable to The Jerusalem Post Credit card

orders accepted by phone.

Q Add NIS 5.00 / set for overseas airmail delivery.

Please send me a free catalog of Bezalel-Levy cards.

Please list gift recipients' names on a separate piece of paper,

Joan Peters provides

demographic and historical

perspectives on the origins of

the Arab-Jewish conflict over
Palestine, and gives abundant
justification for reversing the
moral and legal presumptions
that have ledto Israel being

cast as defendant before the

court of world opinion.

Softeover, 601 pp.
JP Price NIS 65.00

lb: Books, The Jerusalem
Post, POB 81 , Jerusalem
91000 Tel. 02-241282 s
Please send me From Time f
Immemorial. Enclosed is my ®

check, payable to The
Jerusalem Post for NIS 65.00
Credit card orders accepted by
phone.



BREAK OUT THE CHAMPAGNE - With the recent addition of goal-meister AJan Phearer to the
club, Newcastle can hardly wait for the season to begin. i Remcn

SPORTS Sunday, August 11, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Shearer scores in Newcastle debut Charity Shield stakes raised

LINCOLN (Reuter) - Alan

Shearer, Newcastle’s world re-

cord signing, found his goal-scor-

ing.iouch in his first outing for his

new club in a 2-0 victoiy over

Lincoln in a friendly on Friday.

-As Newcastle wanned up for

its ^Charity Shield clash today the

£15 million England striker oooly

slotted home a first half penalty

to open his account.

Belgian defender Philippe Al-

bert stole forward to settle the

issue by doubling Newcastle’s tal-

ly midway through the second

half as the league runners-up, mi-

nus only the services of virus-hit

Les Ferdinand, turned on the

style against their third division

hosts.

Newcastle manager Kevin
Keegan unleashed Shearer for
the fiill 90 minutes, but it was
nine minutes before the former

Blackburn star managed to get

even a touch.

But wheu he did it almost
brought a goal The new Newcas-
tle hero chested down to Robert

Lee before moving on to the re-

turn ball to clatter a right foot

shot just wide from 20 yards.

Another Shearer blockbuster,

this time with his left foot, from a

Ginola cut-back brought a fine

block from home keeper Barry

Richardson.

But it was Lincoln who should

have scored first on the half hour.

Brown somehow heading over an

open goal from six yards.

The next time Lincoln gave

Shearer a sniff of the target they

were ™aHc to pay. Steve Holmes

handled needlessly under pres-

sure from the menacing striker as

they challenged for Beardsley's

deep 33rd minute cross, and

Shearer despatched the spot kick

with minimum fuss as the keeper

guessed wrongly by plunging to

his left

That was the cue for Newcastle

to fake complete charge and they

twice threatened to go further

ahead before half time.

After the break, Newcastle

withstood a fierce Lincoln coun-

terattack and Albert nodded

home from almost under the bar

after substitute Faustino Asprilla

had retrieved Keith Gillespie’s

wellplayed cross with an intelli-

gent header.

Shearer, quiet in the second

half by his own sky-high stan-

dards, almost scored again on 71

minutes, planting a powerful

header flush against the bar from

Ginola ’s comer.

In other action yesterday, the

Scottish League season opened

with Premier Division Aberdeen

drawing 2-2 with Celtic, Dundee

United and Motherwell drawing

1-1, Hibernian losing away 2-1 to

Kilmarnock 2 and host Glasgow

Rangers bearing Raith 1-0. Dun-

fermline and Hearts was
postponed.

Gold medalist trading

javelin for a tomahawk?
ATLANTA (AP) - Jan Zelezny

walked to the bullpen in the right-

field comer at Alianta-Fulton

County Stadium, looking a bit

uncomfortable with a glove on his

left-hand and a little white ball in

his right.

That wasn't surprising: Zelezny

is used to throwing a javelin, not a

baseball.

But four days after winning his

second straight Olympic gold
medal, Zelezny worked out

Wednesday for the World Series

champion Atlanta Braves, hoping

to begin a new career as a pitcher.

in an event that looked more like

a publicity stunt than a legitimate

tryout Zelezny spent 25 minutes
throwing under the watchful eye
of pitching coach Leo Mazzone,
several Braves officials and about

40 members of the media.

‘it was a great experience for

me," said Zelezny. a native of the

Czech Republic wbo has never
played baseball. “I hope I didn’t

disappoint anyone."

Zelezny ’s lack ofbaseball knowl-

edge was quickly apparent.

Mazzone had to instruct him on
even the most rudimentary aspects

of pitching, including the grip and
three-step process for delivering

the ball. Then Zelezny's third pitch

sailed over the head of bullpen

catcher Ned Yost - and over the 8-

foot-high screen behind YosL
Nearby, four-time Cy Young

pitcher Greg Maddux watched the

tryout silting on a bucket of balls.

He didn't seem the least bit con-

cerned that his job was in jeopardy.

"We’re not disappointed with

what we saw at all," insisted Paul

Snyder, the Braves' director of
scouting. “He's basically starring

in first grade when it comes to

baseball."

Zelezny called to ask for a tryout

after Bill Clark, the Braves’ direc-

tor ' of international scouring,

attended a baseball tournament in

Prague. Clark believed the idea

was feasible since the motion of
throwing a 1 -pound javelin is simi-

lar to throwing a 5-ounce baseball

The Braves said they would
invite Zelezny to spring training

next year, and the javelin thrower

pirns to be there. For the rest of

foii' year, though, it’s back to

Europe to continue his track and

field career.

"It's going to take something

HEY, YOU NEVER KNOW - Atlanta Braves’ p
Leo Mazzone watches Olympian javelinist Jan
mechanics as he tries out for the balldub last week-

coach
ezny’s

(API

lengthier than a 15-minute tryout,

obviously,” Snyder said. "But ifhe

could do that every other day for,

say, 20 or 30 days, imagine what
he could do."

Zelezny eventually managed to

get good velocity on his pitches -

probably in the mid-70 mph range
- but nothing close to major-

league caliber. And the intricacies

of pitching - breaking balls,

changing speeds - are completely

foreign to him.

His uniform was a bit unortho-

dox, tori: red athletic lights

trimmed in gold and black, a T-

shirt and no cap.

“For someone who hasn’t

thrown a baseball a whole lot, l

thought he did all right" Mazzone
said. "When I told him to pop one

in there good, he did it"

Of course, another time when
Zelezny tried to muscle up on a

pitch, it went sailing over the screen

and nearly hit a cameraman filming

the event alongside the dugout

“A little high cheese," Mazzone
said, unable to keep himself from

cracking up. "That’s all right

Don’t sacrifice stuff for location."

At age 30, Zelezny faces nearly

insurmountable odds if he is seri-

ous about playing baseball.

Michael Jordan had at least played

baseball in high school when he

tried to make the switch from the

NBA to the major leagues, where-

as Zelezny's experience is limited

to watching a few games on tele-

vision and tossing a ball with his

7-year-old son in the backyard.

Suffering
from Olympic
withdrawal?
Surf on over
to the Israeli

Olympic website
JUDY SIEGEL

IF you’re having difficulty wean-
ing yourself from the Olympic
Games, you can still get informa-

tion over the Internet in English

and Hebrew until the end of
August. IBM-Israel launched
with the games a special Heferew-
language site on the Israeli

sportsmen and women who par-

ticipated in the Atlanta games,
and with The Jerusalem Post

,

most of it has been translated into

English. Several thousand people
- about half in Israel and the rest

abroad, mostly in North America
- have accessed the sites during

each day of the quadrennial

event
IBM International sponsored a

general Internet site on the Atlanta

Games (httpJ/wwwJbnLnet), but

for those especially keen on the

Israeli aspect of foe games, foe

IBM-Israel site will be more inter-

esting. The English-language site,

accessible by clicking on an icon

in The Jerusalem Post's Internet

Edition (http://www.jpost.co.il)

was designed by Cortext Ltd.

IBM-Israers Hebrew-language
site is at olympic.ibnmetil.

The local site provides full

information about foe Israeli ath-

letes, as well as a special message
board for people who log on from
anywhere in foe world to leave

their ideas and reactions. The
Hebrew version carries a collec-

tion of Olympics cartoons that

were drawn over several decades

by the veteran Ha'aretz cartoonist

Ze’ev.

Both versions have a memorial
site to the 11 Israeli sportsmen

murdered during foe Munich
games in 1972; their portraits and
biographies are presented along
with a bouquet of flowers next to

each photograph. A trivia quiz

(winners received a CD-ROM),
games schedule and medal infor-

mation are also presented. IBM-
Israel spokeswoman Shula
Heitner said the company invested

$20,000 on the local site, and that

the giant corporation’s sub-
sidiaries only in New Zealand and
Ghana produced their own local

Internet sites for foe games.

Fans flock to Cooperstown to

remember baseball’s ‘better days’
COOPERSTOWN, NY (AP) -

Each year at this time, baseball

fans descend on this norroally-

quiet village to share stories of the

game’s greatest players and pay

homage to its pasL
Disenchanted with today's labor

conflicts, high ticket prices and

high player salaries, many of the

sport's faithful say a trip' to

Cooperstown eases their anger

a$3 stirs memories of a time when

thesport was untouched by mone-
tary issues.

And even as thousands of fans

joined their heroes last week to

welcome Earl Weaver and Jim

Bunning into the Hall of Fame,

some say a feeling of anger and
disappointment still lingered in

foe air.

’•iThere is definitely more of a

sehse of nostalgia than there is a

love for today's game,” said

Maggie Price, a manager at a local

memorabilia store. “Many people

who come to Cooperstown say

they come to take more of a look

back than anything else."

'Baseball on the major league

level has struggled to regain the

trust of its fans since a strike

wiped out the 1994 World Series

and led to a shortened season in

1995. The union's leadership says

players may walk out again if

owners unilaterally impose work

rules.
-As. a result. Price said more and

rfiete baseball farms are looking to

the past to recapture the game's

excitement.
"Baseball is trying to do a little

more to win back the fans," said

Lance Conklin, of Connecticut,

who took his family on their first

visit to foe Hall. "But I can’t help

but look back at mv childhood

when I’m in here. I was a big

Mickey Mantle fan."

Look down Main Street and

storefront windows are full of

mementos of teams long gone,

such as the Brooklyn Dodgers and

New York Giants. Autograph-

seekers, both young and old,

hover around Don Larsen and

Hank Bauer to hear stories of the

Yankees’ World Series victories.

“The problem with today's

game is that there are too many
people making too much

money." said Bob Rinaldi, a

long-time fan and village visitor

from Staten Island. “It’s much
different now."
Some fans remained unfazed by

foe antics of today's well-paid
players, said Bill Yoeig, of
Pennsylvania, who made his first

visit to foe Hall. He said foe sport

has been making progress getting

fans back.

“I am attracted to Cooperstown
and foe game itself both by a sense

of nostalgia and an appreciation

for foe game," he said. "The
majors need to keep doing a lot of
things to keep getting people
involved."

It was a sentiment shared by

Bunning in his induction speech.
"1 urge foe fans not to give up on

baseball," Bunning said. “It's hard

to remember that it’s just a kids’

game."
He added that players and own-

ers needed to resolve their differ-

ences permanently, "pick a course

and then stick with it."

Hall of Fame plaques
Lettering on the Hall of Fame plaques of Earl Weaver, Jim Bunning, Bin Foster and Ned

Hanton, each enshrined August 4 in Cooperstown, N.Y.

, . Eart Sidney .Weaver
• Baltimore, A.L 1968-1982, 19^-1986
Managed Orioles with intenaty, flair and

acerbic wit for 17 seasons. 383 winning per-

centage (1480-1060) ranks fifth all-time

among 20th century managers with 10 or.

more years service. 94.3 wins per season
ranks first. Five 100-win seasons second on

all-time list Won six A.L East titles, four pen-

nants and 1970 World Series.

James Paul David Bunning
Detroit, A.L 1955-1963; Philadelphia, NX.

1964^-1967, 1970-1971; Pittsburgh, N.L 1968-

1969; Los Angeles, N.L. 1969
Maintained- dedication and consistency

throughout 17 seasons while posting c£re?r

record of 224-184 with 3.27 ERA.
Intimidating right-handed sidearmer won 100

games, pitched no-hitter and struck out

1,000 in both leagues. 1964 perfect game
was first in N.L. in 20th century. Second all-

time in strikeouts (2,855) upon retirement m
1971. Enjoyed second career as multi-term

U.S. Congressman.

Edward Hugh Hanlon (Ned)
Pittsburgh, N.L 1889, 1891; Pittsburgh, P.L

1890; Baltimore, N.L 1892-1898; Brooklyn,
.N.L 1899-1905; Cincinnati, N.L 1906-1907
Manager of five pennant winning teams with

Baltimore and Brooklyn, employing innovative
tactics such as hit and run, squeeze and
‘Baltimore chop.’ Four of his players— McGraw,
Robinson, Jennings and Huggins themselves
became Hall of Fame managers. Also headed
baseball's rules committee. A speedy outfielder
with Detroit during his playing days.

William Hendrick Foster
Negro Leagues, 1923-1937
Regarded as one of the best left-handed

pitchers m Negro League history and also
managed several clubs. Devastating sidearm
delivery made him consistent winner.
Instrumental in Chicago American Giants'
Negro League pennant and World Series suc-
cess in 1926. 1927. 1928 and 1933. Won 26-
straight in 1926 and had 32-3 mark “m. 1927.

Coached baseball at alma mater, Alcorn ASM
College in Mississippi, 1960-1978.

LONDON (Reuter) - The En-
glish Charity Shield is usually a

relaxed affair — a sunny August

prelude to the new season and a

gentle reminder of the battles

from the past year’s league and
FA Cup campaigns.

Not so this year.

Alan Shearer's' decision to join

Newcastle — despite foe bed ef-

forts of Manchester United to

coax him to Old Ttafforti - and
memories of the epic tussle for

last season’s English league title,

have added spice to today’s
Wembley dash between the two
most ambitions chibs in English

soccer.

The game comes amidst news
that international striker Lee
Sharpe of Manchester United has

moved to Leeds for £4 m ill inn

While last year's doll encoun-
ter between Everton and Black-
bum attracted just 40,000 fans to

Wembley, this year's Charity
Shield is not far short of a 73,000
scD-oul

United won the league tug-of

war last year, overhauling a 12-

point deficit to steal foe tide away
from Newcastle in the last week
of the season. They went on to

complete the double for foe sec-

ond time in three years.

Newcastle ended the season
empty-handed, missing out on
their first league title since 1927.

But revenge for last season will

be only a secondary motive for

Kevin Keegan’s men when they

line up for today’s match, the tra-

ditional curtain-raiser to the En-

glish soccer season..

More Important will be to

score an early psychological hit in

a campaign which - if pre-season

signings are anything to go by —
will end with either United or

Newcastle as champions.

Shearer, inevitably, will be the

man to watch. Making his com-
petitive debut for the club he sup-

ported as a boy following his

world-record move, the omens
are good for foe England striker,

who toms 26 on Tuesday.

First, Shearer relishes big
match debuts. At 17 he scored a

hat-trick in his first-team debut

for Southampton, and two goals

in his first nwtrh for Blackburn.

Furthermore, Wembley is a

happy hunting ground. In June,

at Euro 96, he scored five times in

open play for England, ending up

as foe tournament's top scorer.

For United, Karel Poborsky

returns to foe stadium where he

and his Czech teammates lost foe

European championship final in

June, and Jordi Gruyff will also

be on show.

“I don’t intend to have either

Karel or Jordi in the starting line

up on Sunday but both of them

will get a run out,” Ferguson

said.

Frenchman Eric Cantona will

be bade at Wembley for the first

time since his goal won the FA
Cup for United in May. He also

faces Newcastle for foe first time

since scoring the only goal in their

tense league clash at St James’s

Park in March.

For Newcastle, England striker

Les Ferdinand will want to prove

he is more than just Shearer's

sidekick, as will Colombian for-

ward Faustino Asprilla and

French winger David Ginola.

The Charity Shield traditional-

ly pits the English league champi-

ons against foe FA Cup winners,

but as Manchester United won
both competitions last season,

Newcastle qualified for today’s

match as league runners-up.

New British soccer season
promises lots of excitement
LONDON (Reuter) - Forget the squabbles over beef

and a single European currency. When it comes to

soccer, foe English cannot get enough of their conti-

nental neighbors.

When the Premier League kicks off in just under a

week's time, talent from mainland Europe will be

everywhere, from newly-promoted Derby where
Croat Aljosa Asanovic makes his British debut, to the

real title contenders - Manchester United, Newcastle,

Liverpool, Chelsea and Blackburn.

For the second year running, English soccer has

emerged from a heady summer of transfer deals with

the sort of trade deficit that would make a finance

minister blush.

Pre-season spending on imports is up around the

£50 million mark for the first time ever. And big pre-

mier league exports? Well there aren't any.

Whereas a few years ago foe best players in

England would have looked to Italy or Spain as

stages on which to further their careers, now they are

content to stay at home.
Alan Shearer is the most spectacular example of

that. A £15m transfer deal took him not to Milan's

San Sirq or Barcelona's Nou Camp, but to St James’s

Park, Newcastle, five kilometers from where he was
bom.

Newcastle, still smarting from defeat to

Manchester United in last year's league campaign,
start this year's quest for their first league title since
1927 at Everton on Saturday, August 17.

Before that though, they can deal United an early
psychological blow by beating them at Wembley on
Sunday in the traditional league curtain raiser, the

Charity Shield.

While Newcastle boss Kevin Keegan has pulled off
the most audacious coup of the close season in sign-
ing Shearer. United’s Alex Ferguson has written the

greatest number of cheques.
Among United’s new faces are Dutch forward

Jordi Cruyff from Barcelona. Czech Euro % hero
Karel Poborsky from Slavia Prague, Norwegians Ole
Gunnar and Ronny Johnsen.

United, who begin at Wimbledon a week on
Saturday, must start narrow favorites to defend their
title.

If they do have a weakness it is in the center of

to injuries, and his new partner Johnsen will have to
settle quickly.

The only other question hanging over United is

their will to win the league. With three tides in the
last four years, Ferguson and the men in red may have
their hearts set on the European Cup more than foe
English championship.

The prize for bargain of the summer must go to
Ruud Gullit for bringing Gianluca Vialli to Chelsea
without paying Juventus a sin ale lira.

Vialli teams up with compatriot Roberto di Maneo
and French international defender Franck Leboeuf to
give Chelsea their best chance of a major title since
the early 1970s when they lifted the F.\ Cud and
European Cup Winners' Cup.

P

Middlesbrough have also been raiding serie A in
the close season, dishing out £7m for Juventus strik-
er Fabrizio Ravanelli.

He links up with Brazilians Juninho and Branch,
who signed last season and Emerson, who joinedfrom Porto this summer for £4m. J

'T
hether Middlesbrough have

the all-round strength to bring the league title to their
glittering Riverside Stadium.

Blackburn have had a quiet summer bv their ownrecent standards, but they made a fortunei llShearer transfer and may well look to replacS toEngland man with a major European buy before too

19th Ira^ie tide.

a^ai" * P“Shi"E hard ** SSSS
Their strengths He in their ever-imm™ :..

British players - Stan Colly more. Robbie' Fowl"?Steve McManaman and Jason McAii Cl
Liverpool too have been shopping in EuroS
Czech Patrik Berger from Cermnn Ik'

s g?ing

Borussia Dortmund for £3.75m
champions

Even foe Premier League's more modest H„h*Putting aside their traditional EuroSSri?**
trade with their EU partners.

scePt,c 's,ii lo

But, perhaps more than ever before „ .

^S^of“s,er L,ni,ed “d

. . „ — The two sides are due to far#-
defense. The old partnership of Steve Brace and Gary Trafford on April 23, 1 997 ius?n 2

U
I
er
,
at 0ld

Palltsier is no more. Brace having moved on to First league season ends It coni h,J°nnight before foe
Division Birmingham City. Pallister still seems prone

d tUm oul t0 be the title

i
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Soccer season opens with
24 goals in Toto Cup action
THE ojienmg weekend of the

im-97 soccer season logged up a
respectable total of 20,000 specta-
tor at seven first-round Toto Cup
games. Despite the summer layoff
the teams wasted no time getting
down to business, chalking up 24
goals between them.
Unfortunately the referees were
also busy, sending off six players.
Around 5,000 fans turned out at

Teddy Stadium yesterday to see
Betar Jerusalem host Hapoel Taiba
for the Israeii-Arab side’s first-
ever official match as members of
the National League. Although the
match ended in a goalless draw die
game was full of incident and fast

open-flowing soccer. Taiba mayor,
Rafik Haj Yihiye who is a com-
mittee member, warmly praised
the reception given his side by the
Betar management, who made
every effort to avoid problems in
what could have been a potential-
ly stormy debut by Taiba in front
of the Jerusalemites’ nationalistic
fans.

The only black mark in the
match was the second-half dis-
missal of Eitan Mizrahi, and even

DEREK FATTAL and ORI LEWIS

die Betar fans gave a relatively
fneodly welcome to the visitors.
The hosts’ fans were more con-

cerned with berating their players
for the awful display in midweek
gainst Bodo/Glimt in the UEFA
Cup, a match with the Betaris
would rather foiget after losing 5-1

.

Both sides had their chances to
score, in an open, fast-paced
match. Sahar Mizrahi had an
excellent early chance to put the
visitors ahead. Taiba’s goalkeeper,
oniomi Dahan later made a superb
diving save late in the first half
when he denied Belar’s Yossi
Abuksis.
The most exciting fixture of the

weekend proved to be Hapoel
r*etah Ti kva’s match against
Hapoel Haifa which ended 4-4.
Bnei Yehuda also managed to net
*®ur ®oajs br a 4-2 away victory at
Maccabi Heizliyu. The Halikva
Quarter outfit is looking to sign
Maccabi Haifa’s Alon Hazan. but
still has to close a deal with Alan
Mizrahi.

Maccabi Tel Aviv managed to

put its Euro-blues behind as it

cruised to a 4-0 win at home
against Zafririm Holon, while
Maccabi Haifa scraped to a 1-0
victory against Maccabi Petah
Tikva in Nahariya.

Newjy-promdted Hapoel
Jerusalem found the going tough,
opening its season’s account with

National League Toto Cup
Group A
PWDLFAPfc

Mac. Td Aviv 1 1 0 0 4 0 3
Zafririm Holon 1 0 0 1 0 4 0
Hap. Tel Aviv
Iron! RJshon

Group B
- P W D

Hap. BeoslMta 1 1 0
Mac. Haifa 110
Mac. FT 10 0
Mac Haifa 110
Mac. PT 10 0
Hap. Belt Ste'an 10 0

Group C
P W D

Bnei Yehuda 1 1 0
Bet. Jerusalem 1 0 1

Bnei Yehuda
BeL Jerusalem
Hap. Tafba
Mac Hercfya

Bat. Jennatam
Mae. KeraBya -

Hap. PT
Hap. Ktar Sava

Kap-Totta ..

Bnei Yehuda

GROUP D
Hap. KaKa
Hap. JaniBdam

Hap. War Sava
Hap. FT
Hap. Haifa

Hap Jerusalem

Group D
P W D
1 1 0
1 0 1

1 0 1

1 0 0

This week’s winning Sportoto line:WMxiAmmu.
This week’s winning Toto Plus line:UWl«XXW,t.
Winning Tototsko numbers:
6, 10, 13, IB, 20, 21, 23.

Sierra reaps revenge in the Bronx
NEW YORK (AP) - Ruben Sierra
marked his return to Yankee
Stadium with his first homer for

W . Detroit and five RBIs as die Tigers

V beat New York 5-3 on Friday.” \ $#§§ Sierra, traded by the Yankees to

.iw'i-5, \ the Tigers on July 31 for Cecil
Fielder; Jut a three-run homer in

\ ill
*** (“Ist “totoS and a two-run dou-

\ *ai ble in the fifth. He accounted for
- \ m all the runs off Andy Pettitte (16-

\ B 7)» wfao leads the AL in wins.

1 Fielder hit a two-run homer inK tl; V x 8 his first game against his former

JP . . i 1 team. It was his 29th overall, and
1 third for the Yankees.

|
Sierra’s homer was his 12th of

‘jBjy1

j
the season. He came into the game

I
wi* ‘“ly two RBIs in 21 at-bats

'

J
for the Tigers.

(Hfei*-,'”;
'

• l-
' 1 John Cummings (2-0) pitched 2

|||K^’ “'“/ii-
j

& hitless innings in relief of starter

Jl-i' J

Rangers 5, Blue Jays 4
f Juan Gonzalez hit the 100 RBI-

f i
mark and Ivan Rodriguez homered

|
; and drove in three runs as Texas

f j won on the road.

s
The 26-year-old Gonzalez

| reached 100 RBIs for the fourth

f time in his career, most in Rangers -

history.

Gonzalez singled home a run in

the seventh for a 5-4 lead. Rusty
Greer tripled with one out off Paul

Quantrill (4-11) and scored on
Gonzalez’s hit.

Red Sox 9, Brewers 7 (1st)

Red Sox 4, Brewers 1 (2nd)

Vaughn Eshelman came within

one out of his first career complete

game as visiting Boston finished

off a doubleheader sweep.

Eshelman (6-3) gave up six hits

and Stan Belinda got die last out

for his first save. Ricky Bones (7-

12) was the loser.

Troy O’Leary hit a three-run

homer that highlighted Boston’s

win in the opener.

Jeff Suppan (1-1.) was the win-

ner and Heathcliff Slocurab got his

17* save-. Former Boston pitcher

Tim VanEgmond (1-1) took the

V1::' lOSS.

Twins 6, Mariners 5

Pat Meares hit a three-run

homer, capping a six-run rally in

t* C flt\ *e fourrh inninS 11131 s**11

kP 3U A* Minnesota to an away win.

Randy Johnson, making his 92c-

.1 ond relief appearance in four days

Pill for Mariners, pitchedI three

J I 1 IC ** shutout innings. The 1995 Cy
* Young winner, who allowed four

. ^ hits and struck out three, is woik-
‘

ine out of the bullpen while return-

ing from back problems.
0 :

Ken Griffey Jr. hit his 35* home

run, helping the Mariners take an

early 3-0 lead. But *e Twins raj-

lied to win their fourth straight

game, coming back against Bob

Wolcott (7-9).

BAD HOP - Rangers CF Darryl Hamilton jumps as a short fly,

hit by Blue Jays’ Tomas Perez, bounces over his head for a
triple. (Reuierl

pr7

temefii

-- FRIDAY’S NX RESULTS:

Florida 2, New York 1 (10)

. Houston 5, Philadelphia 1

Chicago U, Montreal 9

San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 1

Cincinnati 9r Los Angeles 4

Colorado 6, Atlanta 4

> San Francisco 8, St. Louis 6

>- THURSDAY’S NLRESULTS:
Houston 6, Montreal 2

New York 3> Florida 0

Philadelphia 4. Atlanta 1

San Diego 12, Pittsburgh 3

San Francisco 5, Si. Louis 3 (10)

FRIDAYSAL RESULTS:

Boson 9, Milwaukee 7 (1st)

Boston 4, Milwaukee 1 (2)

Detroit 5, New York 3

Texas 5, Ibronto 4

. Chicago 4, Baltimore 3 (10)

.. Kansas City 5, California 3

Minnesota 6. Seattle 5

Cleveland 10, Oakland 4

.THURSDAY’S ALRESULTS:
Toronto 9, Boston 6

New Ybrk8,Chkag&4 -

- Baltimore 6, Milwaukee 4

Oakland 2, Kanss City 1

Minnesota 13, Calffonda 6

CJetdand 2, Seattle I

:

Detroit 3, Texas 2 .

.

.

Spas

Jose Parra (3-3) pitched 255

innings for the victory. Francisco

Rodriguez gave up one run in 3

2/3 innings for his first save in the

majors.

Royals 5, Angels 3

Indians 10, Athletics 4
Albert Belle broke open a tight

game wi* his 38* home run and

Jack McDowell made a successful

return from the disabled list as

Cleveland won on the road.

Jim Thome and Brian Giles each

had three hits and combined to

drive in five runs for the Indians,

who improved their major league-

leading road record 38-23.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

Atlanta 70 44 .614 -

Montreal 63 51 .553 /

tew York 55 62 .470 16*

Florida 53 63 .457 18

Phila 48 68 .414 23

Cleveland is offto a 4-0 start on its

nine-game West Coast swing.

McDowell (10-6), activated

Friday after being sidelined *ree
weeks because of a muscle strain

in his right forearm, went five

innings, striking out six and walk-
ing none in winning his fourth

straight decision.

McDowell gave up three runs
and seven hits in his first start

since July 2i.

Wi* Cleveland ahead 4-3 in the

seventh. Belie hit a two-run homer
to move wi*in one of major
league leader Mark McGwire,
who fanned three times after a
first-inning sacrifice fly.

Dave Telgheder (1-3) took the

loss.

NATIONALLEAGUE
Rockies 6, Braves 4

Andres Galarraga singled home
two runs to cap a three-run seven*
inning as Colorado rallied for a
road victory over Tom Glavine.

Colorado. *e second worst road

team in the NL at 20-36, has won
four in a row on *e road.

The Rockies trailed 4-2 entering

the seven*, but loaded the bases

off Glavine (12-6).

Galarraga’s two RBIs give him
, 104, breaking a tie wi* teammate
Dante Bichette for the NL lead.

Rookie Jamey Wright (3- 1 ) won
his second straight start. He and
three relievers retired the final 13
batters, and Bruce Ruffin pitched

the ninth for his 17* save.

Glavine’s four-game winning
streak ended wi* his first loss in

eight starts since June 28 at

Florida. Chipper Jones hit his

24* homer for the Braves.

Giants 8, Cardinals 6
Barry Bonds hit three run-scor-

ing singles and Osvaldo
Fernandez ended his six-game los-

ing streak as San Francisco won at

St Louis.

After losing eight straight on the

road, the Giants have won two in a
row at Busch Stadium.

Rookie first baseman Desi
Wilson and Glenallen Hill each

bad three of the Giants’ 16 hits.

3; Eddie’s 494th ...

twobo*egra» cEQ ltturadajvgrrit®Jtimfive in

.

,his |astWee. games to lead host'NeW-Yack^ an 8-4. victory over
-Ortcago- -w > ‘ '> y .

"^StraWbestry, 'whotiit ,*aee home nmsin a ^2 wm Tuesday night,

;;«Lppedafour^n* feirdinningwi* sttew-ranbomeroff starterLuis
. Andujar (0-2). He added a solo shorhomer in the fifth, his eighth .

sincejoining *e Yankees onJnJy 7-

.

Alai oin Thursday/Eddie Murray nioved past Lou- Gehrig into sole

pOssessi<m-of r15* glace cn. the career- homer list as.; visiting

Stewart leadslSngland

fightback with 170
a two-goal defeat at Hapoel Kfar
Sava while southerners Hapoel
Beersheba managed to start the the

proceedings as 3-0 victors as host

to Hapoel Beit She ’an.

The final match of the round’s
action, between Hapoel Tel Aviv
and Ironi Rishon Lezion will be
played tomorrow, after Rishon
was given time to recover from its

trip to Moldova.

TOTO CUP
GROUP A

Mac. Trt Avtv 4 Ztfrfrtm Hoton _™^-0
Hap. T*l Avtv v. kvnlRbiwn ppd.

GROUP B
Hap. Boaraheta -.3 Hap. Bolt Shrtn —0
Uac. KMfa 1 Mac. PT 0

GROUP C

LEEDS (Reuter) - Alec Stewart

hit a timely 170 yesterday as

England's middle order batsmen
hauled its side back into the sec-

ond Test againsr Pakistan at

Headingley.

The Surrey opener, who has

struggled to hold his place in the

side this summer, cracked his first

Test century for two years and his

second-highest Test score ever as

England moved to within sight of

Pakistan's first innings total of448.

When bad light brought play to

a close about 20 minutes early on
the third day. they were 373 for

five, 75 behind wi* five wickets

in hand.

Nick Knight, back in the side at

No. 6 after opening the batting

against India at Edgbaston earlier

in *e summer, was still at *e
wicket having completed a fluent

third Test half-century.

His 50 came ftom 66 balls and
included seven fours, and he
ended the day on 51 wi* Jack
Russell on nought not out
Stewan held the England fight-

back together throughout almost
the entire day.

He shared a stand of 107 wi*
Nasser Hussain, the only England
victim during a rain-delayed and

shortened morning session, and
then saw Graham Thorpe dis-
missed for 16.

The left-handed Thorpe, who
hit a gutsy 77 in the first innings
of the first Test at Lord’s, edeed a
sharply turning delivery from
Mushtaq Ahmed onto his pads
and into *e hands of Shadab
Kabir at short leg.

Stewart, defending patiently

and content to crack Mushtaq’s
occasional wayward ball to *e
boundary, reached his eighth Test
century from 1 68 balls after 242
minutes at the wickeL

His final 70 runs came in part-
nerships wi* John Crawley, who
hit a lively 53 on his return to the
Test side before being caught
behind by Moin Khan while try-

ing to drive Uta-ur-Rehman
through *e covers, and Knight.

Stewart fell half an hour before
stumps, caught and bowled while
attempting to straight-drive

Mushtaq.
The England opener s 170,

which included 24 fours, came off
315 balls and took 432 minutes. It

was 20 runs short of his highest
Test score - *e 1 90 he hit against

Pakistan at Edgbaston in 1 992.
To England’s relief, the ball

failed to swing under heavy cloud •

cover at Leeds and a tired-looking

Waqar Younis finished wi* cost-

ly figures of one for 110 from 22 ’

overs. Mushtaq took two for 94
from 35 while Rehman and cap- ,

tain Wasim Akram claimed a
wicket apiece.

Pakistan leads the three-match,

series 1-0.

ScaaxjanJm the thid day ol tie saxmC Test *

between England and Pakistan at Heatfngby •

yesterday .

Pakistan first Innings 448 (Ijaz Ahmed 141,,.*

Moin Khan 105, SaSm Mafli 55, Aat Mujtaba^ v

51) , :

England first innings (overtugM 104-1) • ,.
t

M-Athertonc Mon Khan b WasimAkram li‘
l

AStewart c and b Mushtaq Ahmed 170

N.Hussaki c and b Waqar Younis 48

G.Thorpe c SKatw b MAtmed 16

J.Crawtey c Moin Khan b Ata-tir-Rehman S3

N.Knighl not out 51

J.Russel not out 0

Extras (b-7 Q>15 nb-1) 23

Total (for five wickets, 110 overs) 373

Fall of wickets: 1-14 2-121 3-168 4-257 5-

365.

To bat C.Levris, D.Coric, ACakflck. AMulafly.

.

Bowling (to dale): Wasim Akram 27-8-72-1,. .

Waqar Younis 22-3-110-1. Ata-ur-Rehman 1!fc
‘ ,*

1-69-1. Mushtaq Ahmed 35-12-94-2, AsHl-
Mujtaba 7-MO. 1 T

Johansson ties course record
at PGA Championship

LOUISVILLE (Reuter) - Per-

Ulrik Johansson of Sweden shot a

course record-tying 66 yesterday

to jump into contention in the

PGA Championship.
Johansson, who was a universi-

ty teammate of tournament leader

Phil Mickelson, was on course to

break the two-day-old record at

Valhalla Golf Club, but he
bogeyed the 17* hole and had to

be happy tying *e marie.

The 29-year-old Swede’s 66
gave him a five under-total of 21 i.

which left him five shots behind
Mickelson, his friend and team-
mate at Arizona State University.

Mickelson, however, had yet to

begin his *ind round.

Johansson, who has won twice

in six years on the European Tour,

played Valhalla's links-like front

nine flawlessly, making five

birdies, including four in a row
from the fifth hole.

But he faltered a bit coming

home on the 7,144-yard course’s

tree-lined back nine, where three

birdies were offset by two
bogeys.

Johansson 's first bogey came on
*e 165-yard 1 1 th, where his first

putt rolled off the green and be
had to chip back on.

He immediately recovered -wi*

birdies on *e next two and on *e
16*. but *en he hit a very bad
drive at 1 7 for another bogey.

Johansson - who birdied *e
last two holes on Friday to just

make the cut - also faltered at the

540-yard 18th, one of the easiest

holes on the course, where he
barely saved par.

After bis second shot went over
*e green and into deep bluegrass,

he left his next just in the edge of
the deep grass and putted with his

sand wedge to eight feeL

Wi* most of *e 82 players yet

to finish, Johansson was the leader

in the clubhouse. He was two

tl® year arid 494* of his career came off

reliej&rDoug JonesM the stxtfcand pin Baltimore ahead 6^2..

All Blacks recover
with late points spree

CAPE TOWN (Reuter) - New Zealand scored 23 points in the final 22
minutes to complete the inaugural Tri-Nations rugby union series in

style wi* a 29-18 victory over Sou* Africa at Newlands yesterday.

Tries by wing Glen Osborne and prop Craig Dowd finally broke the
back of brave Springbok resistance after flie home side had led 18-6
going into the final quarter.

The transformation coincided wi* Sou* Africa’s skipper Francois
Pienaar being taken off on a stretcher with suspected concussion, and be
was followed later by prop Os du Randt as a bruising encounter took its

toll.

New Zealand lost center Walter Little and flanker Josh Kronfeld to

injury, although they were at least able to walk to the touchline.

The home side dominated the first half and scored two tries to threat-

en revenge for *eir 15-11 defeat by the All Blacks in Christchurch three

weeks ago.

Center Japie Mulder danced over from close range after initially set-

ting up an attacking position wi* a slashing run through *e New
Zealand defense.

A good tine-out catch by lock Steve A*erton led to a second try as du
Randt burrowed through a maul on the line.

Wi* flyhalf Joel Stransky converting one and kicking his second
penalty four minutes into the second half the Springboks led 18-6 going
into *e final quarter.

The All Blacks had not breached the Springbok line in five hours of
rugby as the match went into the final 10 minutes.

It look a gliding run through midfield from full-back Christian Cullen
to make the break finally, wi* Osborne completing *e move to end
New Zealand’s unhappy record.

Fly-half Andrew Mehrtens, who kicked 19 points in all, put his side

in the lead for the first time wi* the conversion before Dowd claimed
the second try as the Springbok defense crumbled under the remorseless

pressure.

All Black skipper Sean Fitzpatrick said: “The Springboks' defense

was magnificent They hit us all afternoon and I didn't think we would
ever get through.We were aware what the media would say if failed to

score a try again.”

shots ahead of David Ogrin, who-
shot 68 for 21 3.

Paul Azinger, who won *is
championship in a playoff against
Greg Norman in 1993. said he
thought the course was playing
easier after he shot 7 1 for 2 1 6.

Nick Faldo dashed any hope he
had of adding this major champi-
onship to his resume when he shot
74 to stand two over par for the
championship.

The Briton, who desperately

wants to become only the fifth

player to win all four major titles

in his career, went three over on
the front nine but came home in

one under wi* birdies at *e last

two holes. ,. .

But that left him a dozen shots

off *e lead and meant he will <

have to wait another year to try to .!

add *e U.S. Open and PGA
Championship to his three^

Masters and three British Open*
titles.

Spencer
to Orlando
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - it*
Orlando, Magic strengthened
their center position Friday by
acquiring Felton Spencer from
the Utah Jazz for guard Brooks
Thompson, forward Kenny.
Gattison and an undetermined .

first-round draft pick.

Orlando needed a center after
losing free agent Shaquille.
O’Neal to the Los Angeles-
Lakers. Jon Koncak was the.

Magic’s only other center.

The 7-foot Spencer was
acquired by the Jazz from"
Minnesota in June 15193 for..

Mike Brown. Spencer played !

three seasons in Utah, his best

being 1994-95 when he aver-
aged 9.3 points and 7.6

rebounds.
In other moves Friday, free

agent guard RumeaJ Robinson
signed a contract with the Los
Angeles Lakers. Terms were not

released.

Robinson, 29, averaged 5.7
points and 33 assists in 43 ,

games for the Portland IkaiL '.

Blazers last season. In 14 starts,
'

he averaged 10.5 points and S3
;

assists.
' ~-

Robinson was chosen 10th'

'

overall by Atlanta in the 15190

draft.

Central Division

Houston 62 54 -534

St Lours 61 55 .526

Cincinnati 56 55 .505

Chicago 56 58 .491

Pittsburgh 51 65 .44C

West Division

San Diego 63 M .534

Colorado 60 55 .522

Los Angeles 59 56 -513

S Francisco 49 65 _^
AMERICAN LEAGUE

East Division

New York 68 46 .596

BMmxe 59 55 .518

Boston f 61
.474

Toronto 53 63 «'
n-W 41 74 .357

Baltimore

Boston 66

Toronto 53

Detroit
41

Central Division

Cleveland 71

Chicago 64

Minnesota 5b

Milwaukee 55

Kansas City 54

West Division.

Texas 64

Seattle °0

Oakland 57

California 52

55 .534

55 .522

56 .513

65 -430

46 -596

55 .518

.357 27*

.487 14tf

.470 16*

52 -552

54 -526

60 .487

63 .452

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAT:
,

Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words

(minimum), each additional word NIS

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS

175.50 10 words (minimum), eacti addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-

DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 worts

(minimumj.each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions} - NIS 351.00

tor 10 words (minimum), each additionaJ

wort -NIS 35.10

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS

444 60 lor 1 0 worts (minimum), eacn ao-

cflional wort - NIS 44.45-

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 7C2.00

for 10 worts (mtnlmifln), each additional

wort - NIS 7020.

gs
Rates are valid until 31.10.95.

j^y£aian^ 12 noon the day

before publication; for Friday and Sunday:

Tel Aviv?nd*Halfa - weekdays^
now?2 days before publication; for Friday

SndSundsw: 4 p.m. Thursdm in Td Awhr

and flyman Ttujreday in Haifa.

dwellings

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT apart-
ment In Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Best loca-

tions, aIr-cond(honing. Immediate. Tel.

WHERE TO STAY

SELECTION OF APARTMENTS and
rooms lor tourists throughout Israel HA-
U1VA. Tel 02-244-415.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

RENTALS

RAMAT ESHKOL, RAMAT HAGOLAN,
4.5 rooms, lovely, sunny, rerxjvaed, Qou-

Me conveniences. S850, TeL 02-826678.

SALES

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sc.m. basement, garden, underground

Bahtina. Immediate. ’ISRABUILD” Tel 02-

CLAS SIFI EDS
DWELLINGS

General

HOUDAY RErrrALS__

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new buildiha parking, balconies. Imme-

diate. ISRABUlLD. Tel 02-566-6571.

great OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, nth floor, view of Knesset, stor-

agyja^, $495,000. ISRABUlLD. Tel

HAR NOF.5, SUNNY, view, modern
kitchen (Agasi), exclusive. Tel. 02-638-

6348.

Jerusalem

WHERE TO STAY
~

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals* Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box

4233. Jerusalem 91044. TeL 02-611745.

Fax: 02-618541.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom. TV/Tei, quality PunDShed. TeL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

SALES

NEVE AVIVIM, 5, MASTER, AC, stu-

dy. fixtures. TeL 03-51 06891, 03-

5100428/9, 050-565980.

Sharon Area

RENTALS

RA’ANANA, EXCLUSIVE LOCATION,
new cottage 250/300 sq. m. Many extras.

Immediate. "King David* Real Estate. TeL

re-7744561.

SALES

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE
and pool air conditioning and central va-

cutn., near the seat TeL 050-231725, 06-

363261.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, OKEANUS,
beautiful apartment, 2 bedrooms, sea
view, immediate. ILTAM REAL ESTATE.
TeL 09-689611.

HERZLYIA PITUAH LOVELY cottage
for sale. Best location, immettate entry.

Exclusive to MORAN REAL ESTATE.
TEL 0*572759.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

GENERAL

INCOMING TOUR OPERATOR, ex
perforce necessary. Tel. 025000937.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE RESTI! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel For the Highest quality bve-jn jobs
phone Au Pair International 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, bast conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Cad
HumaieL 03-9659937.

HIGH SALARY, GOOD conditions for

AU Pair, nice, responsible, permanent
work. TeL 03-5234086/

HOUSEKEEPER WITH EXPERIENCE*
+ live-in, central region, good conditions. +
Filipinos for the elderly.M 03-68898 68-.
9.

PURCHASE/SALES
General

PURCHASE ^

~

WE PURCHASE ANTIQUES, old furni-

ture. and household contents. TeL 03-
6831724; Home: 03-888191.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED \

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

,
Tel Aviv

PASSPORT
VOLVO, 865, 1995, Station, 7 seat's, 1

35.000 km. Must sell to Oleh. TeL 03-
6991269. • .
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Change

US dollar
...NIS3.1«0

-Starting
NIS 4.8763 .0.«%

'

Mark
NIS 2.1230 + 0.37%

Dow falls 32 points
FT REPORT

FTSE eases slightly
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Jordan
approves
subsidy

scheme
AMMAN (Reuter) - Jordan yes-

terday approved a radical IMF-

sanctioned food subsidy scheme

(hat raises bread prices and partly

lifts a state monopoly on imports

of basic commodities.

Information Minister Marwan

Muasher told reporters after a

cabinet meeting that the govern-

ment also approved a compensa-

tion scheme to ease the impact of

a steep bread price rise on Jor-

dan’s poor - a majority of its 4.2

million population whose staple

diet is bread.

' The trimmed food subsidy

scheme is key to pushing ahead

with broader free-market reforms

that had been put oft by succes-

sive governments since Jordan

embarked on IMF-directed mon-

etary stabilization reforms after a

severe economic crisis in 1989.

Higher commodities imports -

primarily wheat - have so far re-

sulted in a 150 million dinar ($211

million) deficit in the 1.8 billion

dinar 1996 budget that threatens

to derail a three-year IMF-direct-

ed reform program begun in

1996.

The government also approved

guidelines allowing the private

sector to import wheat, sugar,

rice and powdered milk, which it

will still import for resale at subsi-

dized prices to poor Jordanians

eligible for ration cards.

The cabinet delayed a bread

price rise last month to a maxi-

mum 250 fils (35 cents) a kilo

from its current 85 fils after pro-

tests by opposition deputies who

threatened mass rallies to force a

government dimbdown.

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks

turned lower near the close Fri-

day as a discouraging report on

semiconductor sales dampened

enthusiasm over a tame inflation

report that sent interest rates

lower in the bond market

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average dropped 32.18

points to close at 5,681.31, after

meandering almost unchanged

through most of the session.

But a big chunk of the Dow’s

late slide came on Philip Morris

sharpy which plunged on news

that a Florida jury had awarded

damages to a smoker who sued

Brown and Williamson Tobacco.

Philip Morris called the verdict

which could have ramifications in

other suits against the tobacco in-

dustry, an aberration.

Bonds rallied after the Labor

Department reported that whole-

sale prices were unchanged in

July, the latest in a stream of

signals that inflation is not threat-

ening a six-year economic expan-

sion. Many analysts had expected

a 0.2 percent advance in the Pro-

ducer Price index.

The yield on the 30-year Trea-

sury bond - a key determinant of

borrowing costs for business and

consumers — slipped below 6.7

percent for the first tune since

early April, when inflation feats

were becoming rampant

The PPI report strengthened

beliefs the Federal Reserve will

not' need to raise short-term in-

terest rates later this month to

hold prices in check. Higher in-

terest rates and bond yields can

hurt stocks by raising corporate

borrowing costs and slowing con-

sumer spending.

Despite the good news on in-

flation and interest rales, howev-

er, the stock market was weighed

down by Thursday evening’s

news that a widely watched indi-

cator of semiconductor industry

performance fell last month, re-

versing a gain in June that had

bolstered hopes for speedier

growth.

LONDON (Reuter) - Leading

British shares eased slightly in

thin volume on Friday, ending a

seven day rally 'that has propelled

the FTSE 100 near to its all-time

high. The FTSE 100 index dosed

at 3,810.7, down 0.7 points up

40.1 from last Friday.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks closed

weaker on Friday, failing to

shake off early weakness partly

due to worsi-than-expected US

semiconductor data. The key

225-share Nikkei average ended

down 180.26 points at 20,551.05 a

fell of 389.36 on the week.

FRANKFURT - German

shares ended bourse trade lower

on Friday, dragged down by prof-

it-taking before the weekend as

the lackluster dollar undermined

sentiment. The 30-share blue

chip DAX index closed down

12.51 points at 2^25.64 points a

gain of 16.99 from last weeks

close. In post-bourse trade the

index stood at 2,532.96 down

1.67.
t

. ,

PARIS - French stocks closed

lower on Friday on the

in the franc, which hit a fresh

four-month low, and nervousness

about upcoming corporate re-

sults. The blue-chip CAC-40 in-

dex finished down 7.88 points or

0J9 percent at 1,98954, a fall of

3357 on the week, after recover-

ing from its earlier lows on better-

than-expected US inflation

figures.

Dollar closes lower
CURRENCY REPORT

‘Momentum’ stocks left behind

WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - A fimny

thing happened on the way to the

rebound.

Despite helping lead the

charge to dizzying new heights

before July’s marketwide nose-

bleed, many of the flightiest,

most speculative stocks have

been left far behind in the subse-

quent turnaround.

Witness the technology-rich

Nasdaq market with its broad

constituency of grounded high-

fliers. While the Dow Jones in-

dustrial average and other mea-

sures of bigger, more established
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companies are now back within

striking distance of their record

highs, the Nasdaq composite in-

dex still sits about 9 percent shy

of its all-time best.

Don’t blame the Nasdaq’s blue

chips. Investors have bid technol-

ogy bellwethers such as Intel and

Microsoft back near or beyond

their previous highs in the after-

math of July’s tumble.

Left in the dust of the blue

chips, for now, are former mar-

ket darlings such as Iomega and

PressTek, wild adventures creat-

ed largely by denizens of 'mo-

mentum investing,' the Wall

Street equivalent of trying to

catch a rising star.

“Momentum investing works

at times. But it hasn’t worked in

the last month, and I’m betting

it’s not gping to work over the

next several months, if not for a

few years,” said James SoUoway,

director df research at Argus

Research.

And since momentum invest-

ing does impact “real compa-

res,” it will continue to be a

useful tool for value investors,

who will be picking through the

debris of July for worthwhile

companies that were trampled.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

ended mostly lower Friday on

dimming prospects for higher US

interest rates and a broad rally”1

the German mark, which benefit-

ed from new doubts about plans .

for one European currency by

1999.

Traders said the mark s

strength was the dominant theme

in the market, reflecting fear that

divergent agendas of key Europe-

an Union member countries

would undermine the proposed

single currency.

At the New York close the dol-

lar traded at 1.4780 marks, down

from 1.4842 Thursday. The dollar

traded at 108.24 yen, unchanged

from Thursday. The British

pound cost $15485, down from

$1.5490.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rat®*) ^,7

<f n̂WTHS

.sg *1 SS
ITrW1 135 18 «?

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rate** (95.96)

CHECKSAND
TRANSFERS

Currency beakat

U.S. doBar

German mark
Pound starting

French franc

Japanese yen (100)

Dutch florin

Swiss franc

Swedteh krona
Norwegian krone

Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian doflar

Austnsflan doiar

S. African rand
'

i franc (10)

Buy
&5053
3.1109
2.1041
4.8307
0.6159
2.8805
1.8741
2.5840
0.4687
0.4867
0.5438
0.6980
22073
24192
0.6864
1.0207
2.9903
2.0496
4.3300
0.8800
39522
5.0123

2.4715

Sen
3.5619
3.1611
2.1381
4.9087
0.6268
24)270
1.9044
2.6266
0.4763
0.4846
05524
0.7093
25039
2.4583
0.6975
15372
3.0386
2-0627
45200

• 05900
4.0160
5.0932

' 2.5114

BANKNOTES
Buy Sell

355 351
2.06 2.17

4.74 458
0.60 0.64

253 2.97

154 154
254 2.67

0.46 0.49

0.47 051
053 057
058 0.72

252 2.34

257 250
0.62 0.70
1.00 1.06

253 3-09

2.01 2.12

453 4.82
. 0.88 056

452 5i17

2.42 2-55
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MOSCOW, (Reuter) - Newly re-

appointed Russian Prime Minis-

ter Viktor Chernomyrdin

pledged to press on with econom-

ic reform yesterday, and said his

new government would go for

growth to raise living standards.

’Chernomyrdin, addressing

parliament before it voted heavi-

ly to confirm him in office, said

the battle with inflation was com-

ing to an end and Russia was

rhoving towards a new stage of

reform devoted to growth and

structural change.

•“We can now achieve these

tasks on the basis of the successes

we achieved in financial stabiliza-

tion, in halting the rise in prices

and strengthening the ruble,

Chernomyrdin said.

He told deputies the govern-

ment planned to raise output by

T4 to 15 percent by the year 2000.

'-Raising production, which is

just half what it was when eco-

nomic reform began in earnest in

1992, is not just an economic task

but a social priority which would

help achieve stability and raise

living standards.

Many Russians have seen little

benefit from harsh pro-market

reforms and millions have been

plunged into poverty by high in-

flation, which has eaten up their

savings.

“Chernomyrdin, renominated

by President Boris Yeltsin after

the latter was re-elected last

month, said Russia’s economic

situation was “complicated and

contradictory” but feat this was

natural in a period of transition

between stages of reform.

, The battle with inflation has

been a rare success.

'The monthly rate fell to a sixth

successive post-reform low of

0.7% in July from 1.2% in June

after peaking in January 1995 at

17.8%.
- Economy Minister Yevgeny

Yasin «»d this week inflation for

the full year could be 23-25 per-

cent. Year-on-year inflation in

December 1995 was 131 percent.

• Russian gross domestic prod-

uct - a broad measure of eco-

nomic activity — was five percent

lower in the first half of this year

than in the same period of 1995.

• But there are signs the long

period of economic decline could

be coming to an end. Output in

June was two percent higher than

US airports
CHICAGO (Reuter) - If tighter

anti-terrorism' measures are inev-

itable at US airports, so are the

costs of implementing those

measures.

The big question; who is going

to pay for them?

“Security is an issue and some-

body’s got to pay for it,” said

Adam Whiteman, an airport ana-

lyst at Moody’s Investors Service.

That “somebody” could end

up being airports.

Rob Wigington, senior vice

president of the Washington-

based Airports Council Interna-

tional-North America trade

group, said there is some talk in

Washington about shifting re-

sponsibility for screening passen-

gers, luggage and cargo from air-

lines to airports.

Also being discussed is the wid-

er use of plastic-explosive detec-

tors that cost $1 million each, he

added.

That talk comes as Congress

considers an anti-terrorism bill

feat would, among other things,

beef up security at airports, and a

special commission headed by

Vice President Al Gore evaluates

airport security.

The moves come in the wake of

the July 17 explosion that

downed TWA Flight 800, killing

all 230 people aboard and con-

tinuing concerns about the safety

of air travel.

While improving security at

airports could cost billions of dol-

lars, it is something that airport

officials believe is their highest

priority.

“The safety and security of the

traveling public is more impor-

tant than economics,” said Jim

De Long, manager of Denver In-

ternational Airport. “We’ll figure

out a way to pay for it if we have

to.”

If airports have to pay for

greater security. Congress may
have to enhance their ability to

raise money.

Lonnie Lawrence, assistant

aviation director for facilities at

the Dade County Aviation De-

partment, which runs Miami In-

ternational Airport, said that air-

port managers believe major

changes in security are on the

horizon.

“If they are going to do it, then

someone has to come out with

dedicated funds,” be said. “It’s

not going to come from what

(funding) there is now.”

In testimony last week before

the Senate Commerce, Science

and Transportation Committee,

airports council President David

Plavin said the federal govern-

ment should address recent

events that have “raised the spec-

ter of terrorism” as a national

security crisis and “not just as a

civil aviation security issue.”

He called for lifting fee federal

$3 per passenger cap on airports’

collection of passenger facility

charges in order to meet an ex-

pected increase in security de-

mands and responsibilities and to

make up for shrinking federal

funding of airport capital pro-

grams. The $1 to $3 fee paid by

each airline passenger raises

about $1 billion a year for airport

capital improvements.

“Remarkably, at the same time

that airports’ capital develop-

ment needs continue to go unmet

and greater funds are committed

to security intiatives, the (Federal

Aviation Administration’s) Air-

port Improvement Program has

bon prinking,” Plavin said.

Ernie Perez, an airport analyst

in security. —

Jury verdict against firm rocks tobacco industry
° UAJ & . .

. on appeal be- fee panel reviewed medics

% A The Florida hirers ruled that would be reveise
technical

in May.

JACKSONVILLE (Reuter) - A
Florida jury sent a tremor

through fee tobacco industry on

Friday when it slapped Brown &
Williamson with a $750,000 judg-

ment for misleading consumers

about the danger of smoking.

The verdict by a six-member

jury came after two days of delib-

erations in the product liability

case filed by Grady Carter of Or-

ange Park, Fla. Carter smoked
for nearly 50 years and was diag-

nosed wife lung cancer in 1991.

Shares of tobacco companies

traded on Wall Street plunged on

the news.

The tobacco industry has woo

more than dozen liability suits in

recent years, losing only once in a

19S8 case. That jury decision, in

which $400,000 was awarded to

the family of Rose Cipolloce of

New Jersey, was overturned on

appeal

The Florida jurors ruled that

American Tobacco, a unit of

BA.T. Industries Pic’s Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Co., was

negligent and had made a danger-

ous and defective product.

Jurors awarded Carter

S500,0Q0 in damages and

5250,000 to his wife, Millie.

“Pm well pleased,” said Car-

ter, 66, a retired air traffic con-

troller. “It was a just verdict.”

Brown & Williamson immedi-

ately vowed to appeal fee verdict

to a state appellate court in

Tallahassee.

“This trial was about fee indi-

vidual case of Mr. Carter, and an

event that transpired decades

ago,” Brown & Williamson attor-

ney Thomas Bezanson told

reporters.

The tobacco company said in a

statement that there was “a very

good possibility” the verdict

would be reversed on appeal be-

cause of what Brown & William-

son lawyers argued was inadmis-

sible evidence. Circuit Judge

Brian Davis permitted jurors to

hear testimony from a witneM

who claimed that Brown & Wil-

liamson should have marketed a

“safer” cigarette.

Philip Morris issued a state-

ment describing the verdict as

“an aberration” and said it set no

legal precedent.

Industry analysts said the

$750,000 award was not especial-

ly large, but that the jury verdict

could 'rai^a^h a new wave of law-

suits against fee tobacco industry.

“I don’t think this is serious for

the industry,” said Smith Barney

analyst Martin Feldman. "This

thing has more shock value than

anything else.”

Jury foreman Samuel Gaskins

told reporters after the trial that

Rep.

Rates**
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2.6052
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3.0170
2.0723
4.4330
05707
3.9896
55603 *

2.4941

at Standard & Poor’s Corp., said

if more responsiblUy for security

was placed on airports, feat re-

sponsibility “should also come

with additional resources, espe-

cially if airlines (feat now screen

passengers and baggage) are out

of the picture.”

He added that a hike in fee

passenger fees collected by air-

ports “could potentially take

some of the edge off some of fee

credit concerns regarding debt

and capital plans being pushed

aside.”

Lisa Howard, spokeswoman

for Chicago Mayor Richard Da-

ley, whose administration con-

trols O' Hare International and

Midway Airports, said feat if the

airports were given more respon-

sibility for security, the city

would support a higher passenger

fee.

However, she pointed out the

^.termination has yet to be made

if airports should take over such

duties as screening passengers.

“Everything is sort of on the

table and a lot of different pieces

are being tossed into fee equa-

tion,” said Wigington al the air-

ports council.
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the panel reviewed medical arti-

cles and other technical docu-

ments entered into evidence to

help them resolve questions

about liability.

He said jurors were impressed

by fee internal tobacco company

memoranda entered into evi-

dence, “documents they [the to-

bacco company] had not revealed

and fee fact that they were not as

public as they could have been.”

The documents were “not fee

whole, but veiy important” in the

verdict, fee jury foreman said.

In testimony earlier this week,

jurors were also shown old televi-

sion commercials in which enter-

tainers such as Lucille Ball and

Desi Arnaz promoted smoking.

Lawyers for Carter argued feat

the documents showed deception

by fee tobacco industry and hid

the risks of nicotine addiction.
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

* '*

rrs long, bui the Gesher
Theater’s production 0f
Yehoshua' Sobol’s nostalgic
whimsical, ironic and warm-
hearted evocation of Israel in the
‘40s, Kfar, is worth (nearly)
every minute of its three hours.
Directed by Yevgeny Aiye, it’s
playing at the company’s home
theater in Old Jaffa tonight and
all week at 830. (Hebrew)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Israel VbcaJ Arts institute
presents Carlisle Floyd’s rarely

performed Susanna tonight at
8:30 at the Israel Music
Conservatory in Tei Aviv.
Tomorrow at the same time and
place you can enjoy another pro-
duction - Massenet’s Werther
with Susanna Poretsky as the
hapless Charlotte and Steven
Guggenheim in the lead.

Those who are in the Western
Galilee tonight can enjoy a con-
cert (8:30) at Kibbutz Eflou. the
final event up North of the annu-
al Keshet Ellon summer master
classes, before the official gala
event tomorrow in Tel Aviv.

~ FILM

Adina Hoffman

*** COLD COMFORT FARM - Based on
Stella Gibbons's 1932 novel, this is a quirky little
social satire about a headstrong young woman
with clear ideas about literature and interior
design. After her parents die, aspiring London
writer Flora Poste (Kate Beckinsale) packs her
tags and sets off eagerly for the Sussex country-
side where she plans to stay with a crew of rustic
relatives and gather literary material.
The film blends broad caricature with a slightly

bookish pace in a manner that's familiar from
other BBC-produced adaptations of classic come-
dies, but which at least comes naturally to director
John Schlesinger.

While the movie may be a bit blue-stockinged
for certain tastes and while it still isn’t up to the
level of Schlesinger's best films, it’s a thoroughly
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This summer’s Keshet Eilon master classes wind up tonight-

respectable and thoughtful piece of work. (English
dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance sug-
gested)

STOLEN HEARTS - In their new roman-
tic comedy, Sandra Bullock and Dennis Leary nag,
bicker, make up and make out. nag, bicker, make
up and make out, and so forth. They’re supposed
to be a working-class Boston couple: he's a small-
time crook and she's a cashier with middle-class
aspirations (a house, kids, a trip to Europe). But
with their matching rusr-colored hair, overlapping,
irritated line-delivery and big noses, they seem
much more like brother and sister than passionate
young lovers.

While the movie is hardly, a masterpiece, the

testy, affectionate repartee between these two cut-

ups is at least energetic and seemingly sponta-
neous- which is a great deal more than can be said

for the blandly polite meetings between girl and
boy that have been the dull norm in other recent
Hollywood attempt to restart the genre. (English

dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance sug-

gested)

tar
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ACROSS
1 Tilstand in Erontofthe ship

and give a big wave (6)

4 To reverse excessively in a
dance is silly (8)

9 He is sent out after some
hesitation (6)

10 Supporter leaped exult-

antly about the street (8)

12 Touch with an oral

13 fvtmalcN twice a mother (5)

14 Classic flower dings to the

ear (4)

17 A treat for spectators—no

support being required

(4,8) . -

20 Fighting men who Bhowea
courage when put on a

charge (5,7)

23 Cheese that’s made the

wrong way (4)

24 A card cheat may be so
described (5)

25 A venerable name in our
illustrious past (4)

28 One who falls for a star
actor (5,3)

29 Support by arms or
threaten by them (4^2)

30 Need rest perhaps when
taken ill (8)

31 Staff of office? (6)

DOWN
1 Stop or start playing

billiards (5,3)

2 Puts the chaps ashore,
since they're no sailors (8)

3 Give marching orders to

os, maybe (4)

5 In addition, double top is

required (4,3,5)

jaiSiinniJ

SlSlHH
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6 Secures the same numbers
ofpoints (4)

7 It’s completely in Latin
(2,4)

8 A large gathering of
luminaries (6)

11 Ham actor near to ruin in
the long run (8,4)

15 A spice having no end of
use in savouries (5)

16 One left in dark (5)

18 Most of its leaves will have
gone by the end ofautumn
(8 )

19 Respect I possibly show
those that have paid (8)

21 Steer awkwardly round a
difficult problem (6)

22 Shrubs for the French
underground (6)

26 Machine-gun nest blown
up (4)

27 Three pupils taking in
nothing, lounge about (4)

SOLUTIONS
n a a a
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Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Gnrnmr, 5 Pbone, 8

R—il, 9 Chatted. 10 Disputing; 12

Pew, IS Legacy, 14 Afraid, 17 Bee.

IB Senescent, 20 Titular, 21 Nabob,

23 Radii, 24 Pottery.

DOWN: 1 Gibed, 2 Ada, 3 Mollusc, 4

Recoil, 5 Prase, 6 °" 1 oI dj,te- 7

Endowed. II Suggested, 13

Lobster. ISFiah-aet, IS Enwrap. 18

19 Tabby. 2* Bye.

quick crossword

across
1 Sjjicy ginger cake

4 39.37 inches (5)

8 Beginning (5)

9 Pariah (7)

10 Implement, enact

(7)

11 Expensive (4)

12 Regret (3)

14 Excuse (4)

15 Huge (4)

18 Permit l3>

21 Partly open (4)

23 Hermit (7)

25 Part (7)

26 Caper (5)

27 Riddle (5)

28 Edict (6)

DOWN
1 Prim (6)

2 Tranquil (7)

3 Entr'acte (8)

4 Measure (4)

5Commerce (5)

6 Whole (6)

7 Ud (5)

.

13 Quit(8)

16 Stroll (7)

17 University
grounds (o)

19 Torso (5)

20 Save! 6)

22 Concur f 5)

24 Heap (4)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNB.1

&45 Exercise Hour 7d» Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

BrfJO Animated series on animals 830 Torn
Cats 930 Gaya, Gal and GS SMS Kafimaiu
930 Huckleberry Finn - animated produc-
tion IfcOO Little Women' 1030 \ficatlon

Studb 13.-00 Cartoon series on animate
1&30 Tom Cats 14.-00 Gaya. Gal and Gi
14:15 Kalimaru 14:30 Moomtns 15:00
Pretty Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

1530 Zap on the Wave 1533 Tom and

accession to the throne 21:10 Backs Magic
22M News in Engfisft 2225 French® -
mini-series 23:10 The Boston Pops
Orchestra

MIDDLE EAST TV

IfcOO Changed Lives 10r30 Lighthouse
11.-30 Hour ot Power 1230 Central
Message 1330 Love Worth Finding 1430
Benny Hinn 1430 John Osteen 1530 hi

Tbuch 1630 Light lor al Nations 1630

WHERETO GO
Notices in ims feature are charged at

MS28j08 per ine, Inducing VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NS520j65every at

per me, todudtag VAi; permonth.

JERUSALEM
Contfijctod Tours
HEBREW UNWERSHT. Toursofthe Mount
Scopus campus, in Engfish, daRy Sutl-

Thir, 11 am from Bronfman Reception
Centre. Sherman Administration Bldg.

Buses 4a. 9. 23. 26, 28. For Info, cal
882819 HADASSAH. Visa the HadasBtfi
instaBabons, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-
416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TH. AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Rotand-Rosenberg Colection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvfsm. WBd
Beasts. Josef Beuys: Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:
Blocked Wefl. Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELeiARUBINSTBN PAVIL-
ION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I Am
You Artists Against Vtotence: 20 posters.

Hours Weekdays 10 am-6 pm tub. 10
am-10 pm Fh. 10 am-2 pm Sat 10 3
pm Meyerhoff Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY!
PHARMACIES*
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim
Avigctori. 670-6660; Balsam, Salah e-Ofn,

627-2315; ShuafaL ShuafaX Road, 581-
0108; Oar AMawa. Herod's Gate, 628-

2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabottnsky, 125 ton

GviroL 546-2040; Superpharm. 40
Einstein, Ramat Aviv, 641-3730. TUI 3am
Monday: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn
Gviroi. 546-2040. TUI midnight:
Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-
3730; London Ministore Superpharm, 4
Shaul Hamelech, 6980115.
Ra’anana-Ktar Sava: Mericaz Ra’anana,
120 Aftuza, Ra’anana, 803798.
Netanya: Kupat Hoflm Clout, (until mW-
nigtil) 8 Razief. 603549; (after midnight) 31
Brodetzky, 628121.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Sbntat Modrin.
KJryal Motzkin, 870-7770/3.
Hans: Klryai EBezer, 6 MayerhoffSq. 851-
1707
Herzflya: Ctal Pharm, Be# Merkaztm, 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagaiim), Herzfiya

Pttuah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mali, 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

ENT); Bfloir HoHm (surgery); Hadassah
ML Scopus (orthopedics, obstetrics);

Hadassan Bn Kerem (pediatrics, ophthaE

Tet Avtv: Tei Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); fbl Aviv

Metflcal Center (trfiemaL surgery).

FfRE 102
FIRST AID 101

Manwt David Adorn
In emergencies tfiai 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) in most parts of the courtly. In

addition:

Ashdod- 8551333 War Ssva* 902222

Aslimton 6S61332 Nsnartya" 9912333

teSSS6rB274787 Netanw' 604444

Belt Shemeah 6523133 Peteh^TWWVIlit
Dot Regtor- 57B3333 RatxwoT 8451333

Bat* 6333*44 Rahon
OB42333
uSgt»12233 Safed 920333

j^usaten* 623133 TelAviv- 5*83111

KSSr998S444 Ttoerto- 792444

• Moble Mens*® Care Una (MKXl) service n the

area ground me dock-

Medttaf help for tourists (in Engfish)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Cento- at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

a day, lor information hi case of poisoning,

gran - Emotional Fret Aid. 1201. aba
Jerusalem 561-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111

625110, Karmlel 988-6770, Kfar Sava

767-4555, Hadera 346789.

Mzo hotlines tor battered women 02-

651-4111. 03-546-1133 (abo In Russian).

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (also In

SSSfcriste CcntBr (24 hotrs). Tei Aviv

5^4519, 544-9191 (men), Jetuaalgri

025^558. Haifa 853-0533, EBat 633-

1977
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7676).

RahovoT 8451333
Riihofl*

Safed 820333
TefAviv 5460111

Ttowiffl- 792444

Odyssey 17H» Big Cat- mountain cougar
ravages a Utah town 18:30 Beverly
hHOdtes 19W0 Bob Newtiart 19-JO Rhoda

- 20:00 Remington steeto 2ld» Cebst Eyes
22rt» H» Street Blues 23.-00Lou Giant

CABLE

16:45 Zap on toe Wave 16:59 A New
Evening 1734 Zap on toe Vfeve 1730
Yakfudas 18.-00 Zap on toe wave 18:15
News bi Engfish

ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 2 POM 4 Chfldren - BBC comedy
series 19D0 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1931 Grace under Rre 20rt» Mabat News
2to4S WOrm Surnmor Nights In Jaffa 21 :45
War with America - 1juristic television

drama sat in 2013 pte the European Union

23.-00 As Tine Goes By - British romanoe
atom eWerty couple. Starring Judi Dench
and Geottrey PaCner 2330 News 24.-00

Tme for Language

CHANNEL2

1030 tiz and Mitz 1030 Ihrzan the Ape
Man (1956) - starting Dennis Mffler, and
Joanna Barnes (82 mins.) 1235 Tush Tush
1330 Without Limits 14.-00 Tick Tack 1430
All Together Now 1530 Genie and the
Captain 1530 Dave* World 1630 The Bold
and the Beautiful 1730 News magazine
with Rafl Reshef 1730 48 Alenby 1830
Senore 1930 Wortong Gal 1935 The Woes
of Ephraim - comedy series based on toe
writings at Ephraim Kishon 2030 News
2030 Wheel of Forane 2130 Prime Time
2230 Munder Ore 2237 Cracker - sus-
pense 0030 News 00:05 A Smafl Place
OOrtB Moonlit 135 Batoara Waiters irter-

viewsChnstopher Reeve 230 On the Edge
oftheSheS

JORDAN TV

1535 The Mask 1530 Bush School 15:45
Mac & Mattey 1630 kafian Soccer 1730
French Programs 1930 News HeadSnes
1935 Cinema. Cinema. Cinema 2030

16:00 News 16r15 Zohara end the
Unknown Man 1730 Wiaefdy Coium - vrito

Arabic subtflies 1830 Amores 1930 News
in Arabic 1930 Today - news m Russian
2030 Mab^ news 20:15 TeiekesssI 21:15
The Mayor of Casierbridge 2235 Dancing
- documentary series 2830 International

Crime 0030 Closedown

ETV 2(23)

1530 Vacation Tine 1830 Butterfly (stand

1830 Weekend Magazine (rpt from Friday)

1930 ZombS 19®PoW of View- maga-
zine in Russian 2030 A New Evening, with
Russian subtltlas 2030 Zombit Business

2i30LePettGarcon

FAMU.Y CHANflEL (3)

8:00 Sisters - drama (rpt) 930 One Lite to

Live (rati 9:45 The Youno sid the Restless

(rpt) 1030 Days ofOtv Lives (rpt) 1130
PBria Negra (rpn 12:10 Neighbors (rot)

'1235 Dalas (rpt) 1330 SuSig at 130
1435 21 Jump Street 1435 Sisters 1530
Days of Our Lives 16:40 Neitfibois T7.-10

Dates 18:00 One Ufe to Live 18=45 The
Young and the Restless 1930 Local broad-
cast 20:00 Pena Ntora 2030 SetafeU
21:15 Friends 21:40 ER (rpt) 2230 The
Client 2330 Frasier 23=45 Metrose Race
0035 Robirfs Hoods 135 Rosie O’Neil

MOVIE CHANNEL

in Chicago, fnsiead. she ftads a dead-end
job and becomes involved with a heartless
man who leaves her alter giving her phone
number to all his Maids, mh Candice
Bergen; Peter Boyle and James Caan. (69
mils.) 14=40 Seeing Stars 1&10 Non Ci
Ftesta Chi Ptarraer (1991) (rpt) 1730 Baby
of toe Bride (i99i) - a woman decides to

have a baby at a tale age ISO mins.) 1B3S
Qound Zero (1987) - A TV phato^apher
tries to foa a plot to conceal evidence of the

destructive resufts of British nudear testing

in Austria during the "50s and '60s. With
Cofin Frieis, Donald Pleasance and Nata&e
Bate. (96 mins.} 2030 One Cup of Coffee
(1991) - an aging basebafl player befriends
a young btack one in toe 50s. 2230 Perfect

Famfly (1992) - a man whose wife and
daughter were kteed bids a ready-made
tansy. With Joanna Cassidy (88 mins.)

2335 Deadly Desie (1 991 )-a mfflonaire’s
wife persuades a security guard to cheat her
husband (89 mins.) IrlO My Own Private
Idaho (1 991) (rpt) 230 Checking Out (1989)
- black (tortiodyw ith Jeff Dantefe (90 minsj

CrtLDREN (6)

630 Cartoons 835 Maya the Bee 830 The

CINEMATHEQUE Before the Rttei 5 *
Home For the Holkfays 7:15 * Heat 930
*• Pixote 930 G.G. GIL Jenrsatam Mai
(McBkJ « 788448 The Baser 11 aon,
130, 430, 7b15, 9:45 The Babystttere
11am, 13a 4^5, 7:15 The BMcage
9-.45 * Cutthroat Island 11 am, V30,
430, 7115 * FHpper* Little Princess 11

am, 130, 4:45 * To Die For 7:15, 9:45 *
Mission Impoostate n am, 130, 430,
7:15, 045 * While Squdf 7:15, 9-^45

Babe (Engfish dialogue) 7:15 * Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) ii am, 130, 430
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus St.
* 617167 cold ContfOrt Farm 7, 930 *
FBrt 7, 9:30 RAW CHEN 1-7* 792799
Crerflt Card RBservaions» 794477 Rav-
Mecher BuScfina 19 Ha'oman St, Tatoiot

Independence Day 430, 7. 9:45 The
Hunchback of Notre Dane (Engfish dia-

logue) 730, 9:45* The Rock 7:15, 9:45 *
Stolen Hearts 73a 9:45 * Restoration
045 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11
am, 5 * Things To Do In Denver 730,
9:45*NowAndThen 11 am,730*The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew efia-

togusjtaThe Swan Princess (Hebrew cSa-

kigue) 11 am, 1, a 5 * It Takes Ttao 11

am 1, 3, 5 * Muppets Treasure bland
11 am 1. 3, 5J30 * Jumanfl 11 am 1,

3. 5:15 S^MADAR tt 618168

IJSSJSH38A Antonia's Line 6
MEVASSERET ZION&& GIL Baser
11 am, 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 * Mission
Impossible 7:15, 9rf5 Flipper 11 am.
445
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak Sl «
5772000 Smoking 7* NoSmoking 930*
The CeSufokJ Closet 1130 DIZENGOFF
* 5172923 White Squall 11 am, 1, 3,
5:15, 7:4a 10 * Leaving Las Vegas 7:45.
10 * Cutthroat Island 11 am, f. 3, 5:15
DFtiVE IN Prinad Rear 10 Sex Film 12
midnight GAN HATH « 5279215 71 Ibn

Gabra SL PrtscOa 230,
, a 73a 9:45

Stolen Hearts 5. 730, 9:45 * Late
Sumner Blues 230 G.GL HOD 1-4 «
5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dteengofl SL
Mission ImposstoletaTo Die For 730, 10
* FHpperteBabe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 130, 5 * Fargo 10 * The
Batysftters 11 am, 130, a 730 * The
Birdcage 10 -* Babe (Engfish datogue)
730 * Babe (Hebrew daloguB) 11 am
13a5 LEV 1-4 tr 5288288 Trainspotting
12:15, 2:ia 5, 7:45, 10 * Cold Comfort
Farm 12 noon. 2, 5, 7:4a 10 * Shanghai
1rtad a 7:4a 10 Little Princess 1 *
Studtow Grave 1, 3, 5. 7:45. 10 * The
Secret of Roan Irtish 11 am., 3 G.G.
PETER Mission ImpossMe• The Eraser
11 arm, 13a 5. 730, 10 To Die
FortaFrirgo 5, 730, 10 * Babe (Engfish

dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew tfiatogue)

11 am, 130, 5 *The Birdcage 10 RAV-
CHEfhr 5282288 Dizengofi Center The
Rock 430. 7:ia 9:45, 1&15 * Jumanj
9:45 The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English datague) 730. 9:45 * The
Hunchback at Notre Dame (Hebrew tSa-

logueJ^Swah Princess 11 sjtl, 1,3, 5 wit

TOws TWo 11 am 1, 3, a 730 * Now
end Then 11 am, 1, a 5, 730, 9:45 *
Johnny Mnemonic 9:45 * Muppets
Treasure Island 11 am, i

Independence Day 130. 4:15, 7, 9:45,

12:15 RAV-OR 1-5 e 5102674 Opera
Hcxrse H Post)no • RestorattoneThmgs
To Do in DenvertaStar Manfllchard 111

23a 5. 730. 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 -»

5177^2 2 Ybna Hanavi SL Sense and
SenstoffltytalVvetve Monkeys 7:15. 10 *
Kansas (Sty 730, 10 G-G.TEL AVIV *
5281181 65 Pinsker SL Mission
ImpossibfeWThe Baser 5, 730, 10*
PiSrafftar 430. 7:15, 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM RktteNefly et M. Amaud 5, a
10
HAIFA .

CINEMA CAFk AMAMi * 8325755 U
Postino 7:15. 9:15 * The ^tror 9:15 *
The Rocky Honor Picture show 9:15 *
Star Man 7:l5 ATZMON 1-5*8673003
The BasortaMtoston httposstote 430, 7,

9:15 * Sense and Sensiblflty 4:15. 6>t5.

9:15 * The BHcegeMmerkran OuOt

43a 7, 9:15 CtNEMVCAFE MORIAH
e 8242477 Trainspotting 10 * Cold
Cbrtriorl Farm 8 ONQUIATHEQUE
Short Cuts 630 * Baraka 10
GLOBECTTY Mission tmpossfbte«The
Eraser 11 am 130. 4:45, 7. 930 * The
Babysitters ll am 130, 4:45 To Me
For 7, 930 Babe (Hebrew diaJoaie) 11

am, 130, 4:45 ORLYw 8381868
Restoration 7, 8:15 PANORAMA 1-3 tr

8382020 Little Princess 11 am.. 430
PrfscmaWVMte Squaff 930 * Flipper

najti- 1. 430, 7fiteGoWen Mall Gang
1 RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8674311 [OS]

Independence Day 4, 6:45, 930 The
Rock 7. 930 * Jumanfl 11 am *
Two 11 am, 4:45 * Leon 1 RAV-MOR
1-7 * 8416898 fog Independence Day
43a 6:45, 93a MB *fiMa TVro 7 *
Stolen Hearts 7, 9:15 * The Hunchback

of Notre Dame (Engfitfi dialogue) 7:ia

930 * Toy Story (Hebrew oabgue) it

ajn_ 1,5* The Rock 11 am.. 7, 930 *
Johnny Mnemonic 7. 930 * Things To
Do hi Denver 7, 930 * Swan Princess

Foiest ofWfehes9:00 Tales oi the Bij Wbori
040 Little Monsters 10:15 HealhcUe it5£
VR ftoopere 1135 IOk 12:00 RoK
Modem Lite 12:45 Antmaniacs 13-nn
Growing Up 13:30 Hugo 14KW Chnu^
1430 Looney Tunes l&io Lmie Mm*
(rot) 15:45 Heathcfiffe (rpt) 1630 vr

1835 Growing Up (rpt) IfcQO Hugo rai
1930 Threes Company 2030 Man^j
CMdren 2035 Roseanne 2030 Tte rS
and Sflmpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake
2130 Drop toe Dead Donkey

^

SECOND SHOWING (8)

2230 The Piano (1993) -A mule woman
her daughter and her piano arrive to New
Z^and at toe end of the 19th century Wtti
Hotly Hunter, Harvey Keitel and Anna
Paquln. Directed tar Jane Campon (120
mins.) 0035 Since You WentAway (1944) _
The experiences of a mother and her two
daughters on a farm during Worid War il

wh3e the father of the lamBy is away at the
from. With Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones
and Shirley Temple. Directed by John
Cromwefl(l63 mins.)

DtSCOVBIY(8)

6:00 Open Urtivereky 12:00 The Rat Race
(rot) 13.-00 AmazingAmenca (rpt) 1330 The
Next Step (rpt) 1430 Open University i&oo
The Rtf Race (rpt) 17TO0 Amazing Americam 1730 The Next step (rpt) l&oo open
Unrvereay 20TO0 The Nature of Thmos
21riM Human Nature 22:00 Beyond 2000
2230 utrasdence 2330 The Nature ol

Things (rpt) 23^5 Open Univeraty

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Sefina Scott Show 730 Instae
Russia 730 NBC News EL-00 The Best of
Europe 2000 830 Exectfwe Lifestyles 930
Inspirators 10:00 iTN News Live 1030 Ar
Combat 1130 Portraits of toe Century isroo
The McLautfiiin Group 1330 The Best of
Europe 2000 1430 The First and the Best
1430 How to Succeed in Business 1530
Gillette Spoils Magazine 1530 Horse
Racing Magazine 16-00 PGA Toumamer*
Golf 1730 Car Racing 19:00 ITN Nam Live
1930 Meet the Press 20:00 Wine Express
2030 The Best of the Selina Scon Show
2130 ITN News 22:00 Gott Anderson
Championships 0030 The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno 1.-00 The Late Show with
Conan O’Brien 2:00 TaMV Jazz

CHANNELS

630 Bodies to Motion 730 Basic Training

16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:40 Engfish

Soccer Manchester United vs Newcastle -
five 19:00 Dangerous Games 1930 Hot
Wheels 2030 Indycar Races (rpt) 21:00
Futbol Americas 2230 Larger Than Life -
sumo wrestfing 23:00 Game to Order -
Israeli basketball 00:00 English Soccer:
Manchester United vs Newcastle (rpt)

BJROSPORT

930 Car Racing: Formula 1 Hungarian
Grand Prix - magazine (rpt) 1030 Car
Racing: Formula i Hungarian Grand Prix,

warm-up - five 1130 Tennis: Mercedes
Super 9 ATP Tournament - semi-finals

CINEMA
(Engfish dialogue) 7, 9:15 * The

' Hunchback ot Norte Dame (Hebrew da-
loquo) 11 ajR, 1, 5 * Muppets Treasure
island 11 ajru 4:45 * Swan Princess
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 a-rrc, 1, 4:45 *
Stolen Hearts 7, 9:1

5

AFULA
RAV CHEN tr 6424047 Mission
ImposstoietaThe Eraser 7, 930 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew db-
logue)*Mi Takes Two 11 am., 5
independence Day 4:15. 7. 9:45 * Leon
11 am.
ARAD
STAR«950904 IndependenceDay 1

1

30
am., 4:45, 730, Iftl5 Erasera 7:45, 10

The Rock 10 The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrewdbbgue) 1130 am,
530, 7:45
ASHDOD
Q.G. GIL« 8647202 The Eraser 11 am,
4:45, 730, 10 itThe BabysittersMt Takes
Two ll am, a 73a 10 The Rock 7:15,

10 Swan Princess 11 am.. 5
Independence Day 11 am, 43a 7:15, 10
G.G. ORJ 1-3» 711223 The Hunchback
of NotreDame (Hebrewdialogue) 11 am,
5, 73a 10 * Babe (Hebrew dtatoque) 11

am, 5, 730 Mission Impossible 73a
10 *To Die For 10 Flipper 11 am
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL tr 729977 The Eraser 1130
am, 5, 730, 10 Afission impossftte It

am, a 730,,10 Little PrtecesstaBabe
(Hebrew deloguB) 11 am. 5 White
Squall 10 Babe (Engfish d&qgue) 730,
10 The Babystttere 11 am, 0730. 10

fto Die Ftar 73a 10 RAV CHEN «
711223 RestoraUonWThe Hunchback at

Notre Dame (Engfish dialogue) 730, 9:45

Johnny Mnemonic 9:45 The Rock
7:ia 9i45 JunanJMThe Hundhback os
Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5
Muppets Treaswe Island 11 ara.5 *tt

Takes two ll a.m, 5, 730
Independence Day 4:15, 7, 9:45

BATYAM
RAV CHEN « 5531077 The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Engfish dialogue) 730,
9-.4S Mission ImpossiWeafTne Eraser

730. 9:45 The Rock 7:15, 9:45 It

Takes TWo 11 am, 1, 5, 730 Leon 1

Johnny Mnemonic 9:45 Swan Princess
(Hebrew daJogue)9Uuppets Treasure
istandWBabe (Hebrew dlaioguB) 11 am, 1.

5 The Hunchback ol Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1, 5* Flipper

11 am, 1 Jumanfl 11 am, 5 Stolen
Hearts 730. 9:45
BEERSHEBA&a GIL The Eraser 11 am. a 73a 10

Mission Impossible 5, 730, 10 Babe
(Erigfeft dialogue) 730 Babe (Hebrew
daiogue) 11 am, 5 Flipper ii am *
The Babysitters 11 am. 5, 730, 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 tr 235278 The Rock 7:15,

9:45 The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Engfish dialogue) 730. 9:45 Leon 1

The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am, 12:45, 5 Swan
Princess (HebrewOalogue) ll am, 5 * it

Takes TWoMluppets Treasure Island ii

am., 1,5* Independence Day 7, 9:45 *
Things To Do In Denver 7:30, 9-.45

(Hebrew diaio

Notre Dane (

TWo*n» Muj

RAvi«^-3-
DenvertfThe Hunchback

rhe Hunchback of

v cfiafoguejH faces
Treasure island ii

rip 11 am,, 1:15, 5
K3 Things To Do In

jack of Notre Dame

HECHAL HATARBAUT The Rock 8
The Golden Mad Gang 5
HADERA
LEV 1-4 The Eraser 7:45, 10
Independence Day 1030 am, 445. 730,
10 The Hunchback of Notre Dame
1030 am, 1.430,6 *tt Takes TWo 1Q3Q
am, 123a 430, 6 Mission tmpossfi)te

7:45, 10 Cutthroat Isalnd 1030 am.
1230* Trainspotting 8* The Rock 7:45,

10:15 Babe (Hebrew tfatogue) 1230.
430
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
* 6902666 Wbrnan in Blue Drew 6. 8. 10
* Independence Day 5. 730, 10 DANIEL
HOTEL Nelly et M. Amaud 8 * Babe
(Engfish dialogue) 6 STAR* 589068 The
Eraser 7:45, 10 * Babe (Hebrew datague)
11 am, 4:15 Flipper 1:15, 6 Mission
Impossible 7:45, 10:15 The Hunehboc*
of Notre Dane (Hebrew dialogue) ii am.,
4:15 The Hundhback of NMre Dame
(Ensfish dialogue) 6 Independence Day
11 am. 13a 4:45, 730, 1ft15
KARM1EL
CINEMA 1-3 w 887277 The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew dalogue) 11 am.
5. 7:15 It Takes TWo n am. 5 *The
Rock 930 + Muppets Treasure island 11

am+ Leon 1 * Independence Day 4:15,

7. 9:45 Cutthroat Island 7, 930
K1RYAT BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 w 779166 The
Babysitters • The Eraser • Junarril

Mission Impossible 11 am, 4:45, 7,

930 Flqjper 11 am, 4:45

Trainspotting 7. 930 Little Princess 11

am. 4:45 Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am, 4:45, 7 The Birdcage 7. 930
White Squafl 11 am. 4:45. 7. 930
Cutthroat island 11 am, 4:45, 7. 930
LOD
STAR Jumanii 730 Eraser 1130am,
a 730, 10* Toy Story (Hebrew dalogue)
n:30 am, 5 * independence Dey 1130
am, 4:45. 730, 10:15
NAHAraVA
HECHAL HATARBUT n Postino 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL FHpperdThe Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew tfiafogue)»Baba
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 430
Independence DayBThe Baser 11 am.

1330 Car Raong: Foimuta 1 Hurwaran

,

Grand Pru - maqazine (rpt) 14.-00 Car,
rwcng: Formula 1 Hungarian Grand Pnx-<
wanrKjp (ipi) 1430 Car Raang: Porrmila 1

Hungarian Grand Pnx. race - eve 17^0;
Atotatics: 1AAF Grand Prix, Monaco (rW;
17:30 Athletics: Frientfly meet, Sheffield;

(England) - five 1930 Car Racing: Formua,
1 Mungaran Grand Prix - race fa#) 21^90,
Car Raang: indycar, USA- heats 2230 Car-
Racing: Indycat USA - live ««» Car
Racing: Fonirwte 1 Hungarian Grand Prix-,

(rpt) id» Terevs Mercedes Super-9
ATP Tournament - final

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 WWF Wresting 630 Futool Montfial

730 PGA Gon 9:00 Golf: Omega
Tournament, Singapore- five 1230 Sports
Magazine 1330l*Hnese League Soccer -
jra 1530 Car Racing: Formula 1 Hungarian
Grand Prix, race - Re 1730 Grtt Omega
Tournament. Singapore (rpt) 2030 Futbol

Montfial 2130 PGAGotf - five 1=00 WWF
230 Soccer India Cupsemi^ntfs

BBC WORLD

News on the hour &30 Horizon - science
magazine (rpt) 7:20 Brtainm View (rpt) 825
Intfia Business Report (rpt) 920 Ties Week
(rpt) 10:05 Asstgnmera 11:30 Budding
S«hts (rpt) 1230 Airport - documentaw
13riJ5 Everyman - world religions (rp)

1430 Face to Face (rpi) 15:05 Tns
Technological Revolution (rpt) 1S:CS
scrutiny 17:30 Top Gear (rpt) IfcOiS
Horizons (rpt) 19-20 Report tram Earth
1930 Raymonds Blanc Mange (rpt) 2020
Brtain m View (rpt) 2130 Window qji

™ — uo
Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Rossinc
Quarter no 6 m F for flute, clarinet, horn
and bassoon (Vienna-Beriln Ens);
Beethoven: Vofin concerto in D; Chopin:
Barcarotte in F sharp op 60 (Marctechd
Shehori); Tchaikovsky: Serenade for
Strings (Berne Camerata); Dvorak:
Symphony no 8 (London PO/Handley):
Stravinsky: Petrouchka (IPO/BemslDin)
12:00 Light Classicai - double concertos
for winds by Manlredini. Handel, Franfc
Siarnoz, Soler 13:00 Artist of toe week -
Pablo Casals, cello. Bach: Sute no 6 in 0
for ceUo BWV 1012; Beethoven: Piano trio

m B flat (with Istomin, Schneider) 14:06
Summer Days 16:00 Music tor Sunday -
Bach: Cantata no 94; Palestrina: Ma<&
ancient Corsican hymn; Mozart Mass InC
tor Trinity K1 67 18:00 New CDs- Valentin
Sifvestrov: Symphony no 5; iast-minute
acquisttions 20:05 Jerusalem 3000 Zknya
- live broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Tef Aviv Chamber
Choir, cond. Michael Shanr, Ramat Gan
Chamber Chor, cond. Hanna Tzun Uron
children’s choir, Herzfiya, cond. Ronfi
Shapira; Zemel Choir, London, cond.
Robert Max 23:00 Sounds to End the Day

430. 7:15. 10* The RockMIteskin-
ImpossBrie 7, 9:45 Cutthroat island 11

am, 430. 7. 930 * To Die For 7, 930’
Kansas City 930 Swan Princess

G.G. GIL 1-4 *r 404729 The’
ErasertMisskm Imposstoie 11 a.m, 130/
5, 730, 10 To Die Fbr 10 * Ripper In

a.m, 5 * Babe (Fngteh dalogue) 730 *
Btf» (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 130.5 k
Trainspotting 73a 10

' *

NETANYA >0
G.a GIL 1-5 « 628452 The,
EraserteMission Imposstele 11 am, V
73a 10 * RipperWThe Babysitters 11

am, 5, 730 Babe (Engfish datague)'
730 Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 5
To Die For 730, 10 Ripper 11 am.

RAV CHEN The Rock 7:15,9:45 The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew cte-
taguejtaSwan Princess (Hebrew
dataguamit Takes TWo 11 am, 1, 5 *
Things To Do In Denver 730. 9:45 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish da-
logue) 730 independence Day 7, 9:45
Muppets Treasure Island 11 a.m., 5

Leon 1 Stolen Hearts 9:45
ORAKJVA
RAV CHEN The Rockftestoratfon 7,.

930 The Hunchback of Notre Dame-
(Hebrewdfialbgite^ftTakesTWo 11 am.5
Ace Ventura 11 am Independence,

Dot 4:15. 7. 9:45

OR YEHUbA
G.G. OL Mission Impossible 5, 73a 10*

The EraserteCutthroal Island 11 a.m;
a 730. 10 Babe (Engfish datague) 730,-

G.G. HECHAL The Eraser 730, 10
Babe (Hebrew dalogue) 11 am The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-
togue) ll am, 5 Independence Day H"
am, 430, 7:15, 10 Mission Impossible,
a 730, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 « 9340618
Cutthroat Island a 730, 10 Jumanp 5-

Kansas City 10 The Hunchback Of.
Notre Dame (Engfishdialogue) 7:30 * The
Rock 430, 7:15, 10
RA’ANANA
PARK The Rock 7:30, 10:15 '
Independence Day 1130 am, 230, 5,

73a 10:15 Johnny Mnemonic 730,
10:15 * Mission Impassible 7:30. 10:15'
The Eraser 730. 10:15 It Thkes Two-
11 30 am, 3 5 * Swan Princess (Hebrew,
dalogue) 1130 am, 3. 5 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-,
togue) 1130 am, 1 Jumanjl 5
Muppets Treasure Island 1130 am, 3,5

*

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 w 6197121 The Rock-
7:15, 9:45 The Hunchback of Notre’
Dame (Engfish datague) 730. 9:45

Stolen Hearts 9:45 Muppets Treasure
Island 11 am., 1, 3, 5 Swan Princess
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 1,5 ItTakeft 1

TWO 11 am, 1.a a 730 Things To Do
In Denver 730, 9:45 RAV-OAS15 1-3
6730687 Hlissfcm bnpossible«The Eraser-
730. 9:45 JumanMBebe (Hebrew d^
togue) ll am, 5 Independence Day 4,
7, 9:45 Toy Story (Hebrew dalogue) M-’
am .

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV TratospotHng 10 Antonia’s
Line 730 * Toy Story (Hebrew datague)'.
11 am * Cutthroat Island 5
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 tr 362884 Misstoo-
ImpossJbte 5:15, 730. 10 Babe 11:151
am, 530 * American Quilt 7:45
Trainspotting 10 + Flipper 11 am, 5:15*'
Lovesick on Nana Street ii am, Cold
Comfort Farm 11:15 am, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45

,

RAV MOR » 9493595 The Hunchback of

.

Notra Dame (Engfish cMoguejpmngs To
Do In Denverfme EraserteStolen Hearts
73a 9:45 Swan Princess (Hebrew dta-’

togue) 11 am, 1. 5 * Independence Day.
4, 7, 9:45 The Rock 7:15, 9:45 Ace
Ventura 11 am, 1 The Hunchback 6J'
Notre Dame (Hebrew dalogue) • It Takes.
TWo# Moppets Treasure Island 11 am.

,

1, 5 * Jumanfl ll am, 5
‘'

, -

tiSHONLEQON
GAL 1-5 v 9619669 The Eraser 11 am,
130, 5, 7:30, 10 To Die’
Fbr#TramspottJng 7:30, 10 FfippertHt

Takes Two ii am, 13a 5 + The Rock ll

am, 130,43a 7:15. 10+ Restoration 10
•

The Hunchback of Notre Dame!
(Engfish dratogua) 730 The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew dalogue) 11 anC
13a 5 HAZAHAV The Eraser 730 , 10
Mission Impossible 5, 730, 10 The
Babysitters 11 am, 130,5, 730 * Babe
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, 130 RAV
CHEN 667O503 The Rock 7:15, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew*
dialogue) U am, 1,3,5 Stolen Hearts.
9:45 * Things To Do to Denver 73a 9:45->

ft Tates TwotfSwan Princess (Hebrew'
dialogue) n am, 1, 3, 5 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish da-,
togue) 730 * Independence Day 7, 9:48

Muppets Treasure Island 11 am« 1.-5 1

The Golden Mall Gang 3 RON.;
Cutthroat IstandtaEargo 73ft 10 The
Birdcage 7:15. 10 STAR* 9619985-
CrytogFreeman 1130am, 5, 7:45 Star
Man 10 Juman^ 1130 am, 5, 7:45, 10

independence Day 1130 am, 4:45t7
730, 1015 . ^
Phone reservations: Tei Avfv 5252244

*

Phone reservations; Hatta 728878 »’-<

AS timesare pm. unless othenvkse toeft.’

cated.



NEWS

5 killed in

weekend
road mishaps

Gov’t agrees to set up
authority to prevent accidents

WEATHER

FIVE people were killed and two

suffered serious injuries in road

accidents over the weekend, as the

government took steps to intensify

ihe war on traffic accidents.

At its weekly meeting on Friday,

the government approved Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s

proposal to set up a national

authority for traffic accident pre-

vention. The cabinet also decided

to immediately establish a steer-

ing committee to implement a

program for combatting traffic

accidents.

"This [problem] has long been a

serious blow [to the country] and
terribly painful for the families, and

must be solved.*' Netanyahu said.

"The number of traffic accidents

can be significantly reduced.'*

Transportation Minister Yitzhak
Levy presented the cabinet with a

list of causes of road accidents. He
noted that the number of deaths

from traffic accidents since the

country ’s establishment is greater

than the loss of life in all of the

wars and terror attacks.

A six-year-old boy was killed

yesterday afternoon when he sud-

denly ran across the main road

near Kibbutz Gino&sar and was hit

by a car. The boy, who was with

his family, was declared dead at

the scene. Police detained the dri-

ver and are investigating the acci-

dent.

Last night, a bicyclist was hit

and killed by a passing car on the

coastal road, north of Netanya.
Also last night, 70-year-old

pedestrian was run over and killed

near Bat Yam's promenade.
A 69-year-old woman from

Bethlehem was killed yesterday
morning in the Shuafal refugee

camp as she was crossing a street

She had just gotten off a bus and
was hit by a taxi cab that tried to

pass.

Before dawn Friday, a driver

lost control of the wheel and
crashed imo a tree on the Zichron
Ya’acov-Pardess Hanna road. He
was brought with serious injuries

to Hadera's Hillel Yaffe Hospital,

where he died Friday afternoon.
In a similar incident, a Tel Aviv

man, 34, suffered serious injuries

yesterday afternoon when he
crashed into a tree on Tel Aviv's

Rehov Schoken. Police said they

found many tickets for traffic vio-

lations in the man's car.

In Rehovot, a Romanian worker
suffered severe injuries when he
was hit by a car after stepping

down from a traffic island Friday

night He was brought to Tel

Hashomer's Sheba Hospital.

(Itiml

W* HR

OC Northern Command Maj.-Gen. Arairam Levine (left) and Chief of General Staff Lti-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak pay a condo-

lence call at the home of the Aslan family in the Galilee village of Kafr Kama on Friday. Spokesman

Weizman visits family

of slain soldier

Sharon to head
ministerial panel

probing

Beduin claims

PRESIDENT Ezer Weizman and
government and military officials

made condolence calls on Friday to

the family of St-Sgt. Tehauhu
Asian, a Circassian medic who was
killed in south Lebanon on
Wednesday.
During his visit to the family's

Kafr Kama home, Weizman praised

the loyalty of the Circassian com-
munity.

‘There is not a single citizen who
.does not appreciate the Circassian

community's contribution to the

security of the state, from the state's

founding until today," Weizman
said. This village and this commu-
nity have made a huge contribution,

in relation to their size, to the coun-

try’s security.’’

OC Southern Command Maj.-

Gen. Shlomo Yanai also traveled to

the Galilee village to comfort the

family. He praised Aslan, killed

while on his way to help two
wounded comrades. He promised
Aslan's mother that he would do
everything possible to fulfill her

requests regarding another family

member who is serving in the same

unit

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai, Chief of General Staff

Lt-.Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak
and OC Northern Command Maj.-

Gen. Amiram Levine, who also

visited the family, pledged that die

IDF would retaliate against

Hizbullah.

Interior Minister Eli Suissa and

other ministry representatives also

came to comfort Aslan’s father.

Abed Hamid, who has worked for

the ministry for the past 34 years.

(Itim)

THE government has decided to

set up a ministerial committee to

examine policy on Beduin
affairs, to be headed by National

Infrastructure Minister Ariel

Sharon.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu told the cabinet at its

Friday meeting that the commit-
tee would deal with questions of

land in the Beduin sector and
finding permanent housing for

those Beduin not living in exist-

ing settlements.

The decision came following

repeated violent clashes

between Beduin and police near
Omer in the Negev, where the

Beduin claim that development
work is taking place on their

lands.

Hundreds of Beduin citizens

from all over the country demon-
strated Friday outside the Prime
Minister's Office during the cab-

inet meeting, protesting that they

were discriminated against com-
pared to the Jewish sector.

They said that they had been
living in the area of Omer
before the houses there were
built, but that they were receiv-

ing fewer services than their

Jewish neighbors in the villa

suburb.

Avigdor Lieberman, director-

general of the Prime Minister’s

Office, who met representatives

of the demonstrators, informed

them that the committee had

been set up.

(Itim)

Security checks at B-G Airport
causes travelers to miss flights

WITH Ben-Guricm Airport bursting

at the seams, the Transportation

Ministry is preparing more early

check-in systems, but that is small

consolation to John van der Walt, a

South African travel agent who had
to wait so long for a security check

that be missed his Friday El AJ flight.

Van der Walt, a Christian support-

er of Israel, said he has brought thou-

sands of viators here, but after this

weekend's experience, his enthusi-

asm has bean dampened. On Friday,

he said, he had come to the airpoit

three hours early, but the lone securi-

ty official could not handle the

crowds. An hour before his flight

was due to leave, the counter was
closed, he said.

HAIM SHAPIRO

He added not only did 25 passen-

gers fail to get on the flight to South

Africa, because of the security bot-

tleneck, but another 25 were turned

away from their flight to Rome.
"We sell Israel, we sell Jerusalem,

and thenwe geta slap in the face like

that," he says.

According to van der Walt, rumors
were rife at the airport that the bot-

tleneck was the result of a power
struggle between the security offi-

cers and El Al.

On Thursday, Transport Minister

Yitzhak Levy visited the airport and

saw the crowds for himself. He
announced a plan to establish satel-

lite early check-in stations around

the country, serving all die airlines.

El Al spokesman Nachman
Klieman admitted that the lines are

very long, but he denied that there

was any friction between the securi-

ty people and the airline.

Klieman also said thar tire

increased security may have also

been the result of an expose on
Friday by the daily Vedior Aharonot,

in which a reporter, disguised as a
disabled passenger in a wheelchair,

had smuggled a dummy weapon and

bomb onto a plane. Klieman said

that ir was understandable that the

reporter, a Jewish Israeli, had not

been subjected to an exhaustive

search.

Hizbullah
fires mortars

from village,

violate

cease-fire
ARfEH O'SULLIVAN

HIZBULLAH over the weekend
violated the limited cease-fire

agreement by firing mortar rounds

from a village at IDF soldiers in

the security zone, security

sources said

The shelling caused no damage
or injuries, the army said, and the

fDF returned fire. The sources

said Hizbullah gunmen fired the

mortars from inside the village of

Braachit, east of Kizyat Shmona.
The sources noted that this vio-

lated the agreement following

Operation Grapes of Wrath ban-

ning both sides from firing from
or at civilian areas on either side

of the border. Hie understand-

ings, however, do not rule out

attacks on Hizbullah, SLA, or
IDF forces.

In the recent flare-up in south

Lebanon, one Israeli soldier was
killed and four wounded. Security

sources said up to 10 Hizbullah

gunmen have also been killed in

clashes with the IDF and SLA
The recent violation will

undoubtedly be added to the list of

IDF-declared violations by
Hizbullah which Israel will raise

with the five-nation monitoring
committee, which convened for

the first time on Thursday.

The members of the Council for Peace and Security express

their confidence in the senior ranks of the security

establishment, as shown in the professionalism and impartility

of their work, and condemn the attempt by the Chairman of

the Knesset Defense and Foreign Affairs Committee to cast

doubt on the objectivity of their intentions.

The opinions of senior, security establishment personnel are

essential elements, in the making of policy and security

decisions.

UJA advertisements

get a free ride
MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

A UJA affiliate has rolled out a

new kind of advertising - ads
that cover the rear windows of

100 Manhattan taxis. The New
York affiliate, the UJA

:

Federation, is the guinea pig for

a new kind of “advertising vehi-

cle," known in the trade as

"shrink-wrapped plastic."

When a media company asked
permission to use this advertis-

ing in Manhattan, city officials

said they would consider it, after

a test this summer to ensure the

ads do not create a safety haz-

ard.

The test advertising was made
available free to non-profit orga-

nizations, and the UJA-
Federation was the first to jump

at the offer.

“The taxis are ail over New
York, and it's another way to get
our message out." a’ UJA-
Federation spokesman said.

Taxi drivers and passengers
can see from rhe inside ouCbut
others see only the UJA mes-
sage: “Rebuilding lives.

Restoring hope."

A taxi travels more than 300
miles a day and is seen by more
than 10.000 people, according to

industry estimates. This kind of
advertising would normally cost
$12,000 a month.
“We're using it now because

it’s pro bono," the spokesman
said. “We have no intention of
paying for this."

Forecast Partly doudy to clear.
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Swiss banks
favor

Holocaust
legislation

ZURICH (Reuter) - The Swiss

Banking Association said on
Friday that it favors Swiss legisla-

tion to clear the way for a thor-

ough investigation of assets Nazis

confiscated from Jews. --

Bui Silvia Matile, a spokes-

woman for the Banking
Association, said the main focus of

the legislation should be to clear up
what happened to the assets of Nazi
victims. “With this legislation, we
would like to get a historical clear-

ing up of what happened before

and during the war," she said.

The Banking Association noted

there is already an agency and a
commission of experts set up by
the Swiss banks and international

Jewish groups to work to restore

assets to rightful owners.
Thus, while saying banks would

cooperate,' "the" Banking
Association warned against focus-

ing the investigation on the recov-

ery of valuables. It also said the

planned probe should respect the

confidentiality of those concerned.
Jewish leaders, including the

World Jewish Restitution

Organization, the World Jewish
Congress and the Jewish Agency,
are making efforts to defuse ten-

sion with Swiss bankers.

A Swiss investigation in

February found 774 dormant
accounts with a value of $34 mil-
lion. some of which may have
belonged to Holocaust victims.

2 drown over weekend
A 32-year-old South African

tourist drowned off Tel Aviv's
Jerusalem Beach yesterday. A
Magen David Adorn team called
to the scene failed to revive her.

In Caesarea, a 59-year-old man
drowned Friday off the Aqueduct
Beach. A 24-year-old woman who
tried to help a friend who was pulled
out to sea was in serious condition
after nearly drowning. She was
brought to Haifa’s Rambarn
Hospital for treatment Itim

PEACE
CCMiPOP

AN ESSENTIAL
THE^OUN&L

The Council is a voluntary, non-political body, with over a thousand members,

most of them with experience in security - senior officers in the IDF Reserves, and

their opposite numbers in the defense establishment and civil service.

Together the provide knowledge and expertise in all the varied especis of security..

The Council for Peace and Security. P.0.B- 1320. Ramat Hasharon 47112

Tel. 03-5471254. 03-5498007

THE POMEGRANATE PENDANT:
A Historical Novel
by Dvora Waysman

This Is a novel of Jerusalem, seen through the eyes of Mazal
ben-Yichya - a fourteen year old newlywed in Sana'a in the
year 1 881 , through the years in the Jewish Quarter, to the finale
in 1956. The events, people and streets of Jerusalem are made
real for the reader.

dosed the book reluctantly: l did not want the spell to be
broken." Reuven Ben Dov, The Jerusalem Post Magazine.

Hardcover, 217 pp.
JP Price: NIS 49 Ind. VAT. plus NIS 5 for mailing In Israel.
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To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me The Pomegranate Pendant Enclosed is mv
check for NIS 54, payable to The Jerusalem Post

!

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax.

Name

>-6241212

_Tel. (day).


